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ABSTRACT

The Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) is an important and growing contributor to global sea level rise. However, the long-term influence of meltwater hydrology on GrIS dynamics (i.e. hydro-dynamics) and mass balance in a warming climate remains uncertain, partly due to our limited understanding of controls governing the large-scale spatial structure of surface drainage. Although the bed-to-surface transfer of basal topographical variations is thought to exert a key influence on surface hydrology, this is yet to be tested at the ice sheet-scale. Focussing on the contemporary GrIS, I use recent developments in the theory of bed-to-surface transfer to demonstrate that bed properties can be used to predict the surface relief of the ice sheet. Although the approach is approximate, the magnitude and spatial pattern of discrepancies with real topography are consistent with the limitations of the theory and known uncertainties of the input datasets. Additional analyses show that surface relief, which is predominantly controlled by the bed-to-surface transfer of basal topography, preconditions the large scale spatial structure of surface drainage. It follows that the spatial structure of surface drainage depends strongly on the transfer of basal topography to the ice surface. Based on these findings, I estimate the changing future distribution of surface lakes on the GrIS, which is crucial for hydro-dynamics as lakes can initiate surface-to-bed hydraulic connections through thick ice. The total volume of surface lakes is projected to increase sharply – by 172-270% – during the 21st century though the rate of increase slows between 2100 and 2300. The regional distribution of surface lakes is also projected to shift on the GrIS, from the SW to the W, NW and NE. Effects of the changing surface relief on surface lake distribution can be neglected during the 21st century, but projections beyond 2100 should incorporate them.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1. Significance and rationale

The largest unknown factor in predictions of future global sea level rise is the contribution from contemporary ice sheets (IPCC, 2013). The annual mass loss of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) nearly tripled between 1958 and 2010 (Rignot et al., 2008; Shepherd et al., 2012), and currently the GrIS is the largest single contributor to global sea level rise (Shepherd et al., 2012; IPCC, 2013). Ice discharge across the grounding line and negative surface mass balance (SMB) – i.e. net ablation – contributed almost equally to the annual mass loss of the GrIS before 2005-2010. However, surface ablation has become the primary driver – currently accounting for about 60% - of the GrIS mass loss due to increasing surface melt and runoff (van den Broeke et al., 2009; Enderlin et al., 2014; van den Broeke et al., 2016). As the mass balance of the GrIS is modulated by the interactions between ice sheet hydrology and ice flow, i.e. hydro-dynamical processes (e.g. Zwally et al., 2002; Rennermalm et al., 2013; Nienow et al., 2017), reducing the uncertainty of future global sea level rise projections relies on improved understanding of the GrIS hydrological system (IPCC, 2013; Flowers et al., 2015).

The drainage system of the GrIS can be divided into supraglacial, englacial and subglacial components. The quantity and activity of water in the hydrological system and the interaction between the supra-, sub and englacial components is highly variable in time and space (Irvine-Fynn et al., 2011; Nienow et al., 2017). In general, the majority of meltwater is produced on the surface of the GrIS during summer (van den Broeke et al., 2009; van As et al., 2012; Enderlin et al., 2014). Once the firn/snow on the surface of the ice sheet becomes saturated with meltwater or melts completely – leading to a bare ice surface with low permeability – a complex surface drainage system of lakes, streams and moulins develops (Catania et al., 2010; Selmes et al. 2011, Irvine-Fynn et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2015; Yang and Smith, 2016; Karlstrom and Yang, 2016; Nienow et al., 2017).

The surface drainage system directly affects the mass balance of the GrIS by reducing the albedo and thus increasing surface melt, which results in a more negative SMB (Greuell et al., 2002; Lüthje et al., 2006; Tedesco et al., 2012). Although the presence of surface lakes increases surface melt rates by up to 110-170% - compared to bare ice – the relatively small spatial coverage of surface lakes currently limits the net
effect on GrIS mass balance (Greuell et al., 2002; Lüthje et al., 2006). However, the overall albedo-melt feedback caused by surface lakes is enhanced by the presence of meltwater in the saturated snowpack – i.e. slush – and in the spatially distributed surface stream network (e.g. Greuell et al., 2002). Furthermore, the expected future expansion of low albedo surface lakes towards higher elevations might lead to a larger impact on the GrIS mass balance (Lüthje et al., 2006).

As well as affecting the surface energy balance by reducing albedo, surface meltwater also penetrates to the ice sheet bed – thus entering into the subglacial drainage system – via moulins, which are surface-to-bed hydraulic connections formed by the hydrofracture of surface cracks/crevasses (van der Veen, 2007; Das et al., 2008; Krawczinsky et al., 2009; Poinar et al., 2017). As shown by theoretical calculations (Krawczinsky et al., 2009), if surface cracks – with an initial depth above 1-7 m – remain completely filled with meltwater, hydrofracture will reach the ice sheet bed forming surface-to-bed moulins in most cases. Hence, the hydrological connectivity between the supraglacial and subglacial drainage systems is strongly dependent on the presence of surface cracks/crevasses (Poinar et al., 2015; Christoffersen et al., 2018) and abundant meltwater supply (Krawczinsky et al., 2009; Poinar et al., 2017). Surface lakes, which form in topographical depressions during the melt season (Echelmeyer et al., 1991; Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2011; Sergienko 2013), are of key importance as they are capable of providing a stable and abundant source of meltwater to keep surface cracks water-filled until they reach the bed (Krawczinsky et al., 2009). Consequently, surface lakes are known to drain rapidly – i.e. in a matter of hours – to the ice sheet bed (e.g. Das et al., 2008; Selmes et al., 2011; Cooley and Christoffersen, 2017), though slower overland drainage into pre-existing moulins (Tedesco et al., 2013; Kingslake et al., 2015) and refreezing (Selmes et al., 2013) has also been observed.

The rapid drainage of surface lakes and subsequent surface-to-bed meltwater transport have substantial effects on the mass balance and dynamics of the GrIS (e.g. Zwally et al., 2002; Das et al., 2008; Sole et al., 2011; Doyle et al., 2014; Nienow et al., 2017). Abrupt surface-to-bed meltwater injections during rapid lake drainage events transiently overwhelm the subglacial drainage system, raising subglacial water pressure and/or sediment pore-water pressure. This causes reduced basal friction and/or sediment shear strength, resulting in transient ice flow accelerations (Zwally et al., 2002; Das et al., 2008; Shepherd et al., 2009; Bartholomew et al., 2010; Sole et al., 2011; Joughin et al., 2013; Bougamont et al., 2014; Cowton et al., 2016; Kulessa et al., 2017; Andrews et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018). Ice flow acceleration causes faster transport of ice
towards lower elevations where surface melt is greater, thus leading to more intensive mass loss from the GrIS (e.g. Zwally et al., 2002). Ice flow accelerations might also lead to subsequent cascading hydrofracture and rapid lake drainage events due to tensile shock. This positive feedback allows the rapid drainage of lakes at high elevations where initial surface cracks are rare (Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018).

Subglacial channel expansion from turbulent heat dissipation, and increasing subglacial connectivity – due to sustained large-magnitude surface-to-bed meltwater transport – leads to the more effective evacuation of subglacial meltwater, including from the distributed and weakly connected subglacial drainage system (Hoffman et al., 2017). Therefore, ice flow typically decelerates later in the melt season when surface-to-bed meltwater transport is steady or falling, due to increasing basal friction caused by the efficient low-pressure evacuation of meltwater from the subglacial drainage system (Andrews et al., 2014; Hoffman et al., 2017; Andrews et al., 2018). Minimum annual speed typically occurs following the seasonal cessation of melting, after which ice flow gradually recovers to pre-melt season levels due to re-pressurization of the now-inefficient subglacial drainage system by meltwater created by basal motion (Joughin et al., 2008; Sole et al., 2013). Hence, larger surface melting can regulate consequent increased summer ice flow due to the prolonged presence of a more widespread and larger bore low-pressure subglacial drainage system, which causes a greater drop in late-melt season basal water pressure and in winter ice flow velocities (Sole et al., 2013). An alternative hypothesis explains the seasonal and interannual ice flow variations by temporal changes in the shear strength of basal sediments (Bougamont et al., 2014). In this hypothesis, early season inputs of surface meltwater lead to increased pore water pressures that weaken the sediment and thus increase ice flow, while reduced ice motion in late summer is caused by an increase in sediment strength due to reduced water flow through now-expanded pore spaces (Bougamont et al., 2014; Kulessa et al., 2017). In contrast to self-regulation due to reduction in regional basal water pressure by flow into low pressure channels, some modelled scenarios with extensive basal sediment cover indicate a net increase in ice motion in warmer years (Bougamont et al., 2014). This implies a positive feedback between surface melt and increased ice flow towards the ice sheet margin. However, such a relationship has not been observed. Instead, decadal observations, where available (e.g. Tedstone et al., 2015; van de Wal et al., 2015), show a reduction in annual ice motion as surface melt increases. Furthermore, the prevalence of basal sediment cover is unclear, despite some evidence for its presence in certain regions (e.g. Kulessa et al., 2017).
At higher elevations far from the ice sheet margin, the formation of effective subglacial drainage systems – especially subglacial channels – is thought to be hindered by thick ice, low moulin density, small surface-to-bed meltwater transport and low hydraulic potential gradients. Hence, the effective evacuation of subglacial meltwater, especially from weakly connected regions and/or basal sediments, might be hindered in these regions (Doyle et al., 2014; Dow et al., 2014; Dow et al., 2015; Banwell et al., 2016; Hoffman et al., 2017; Kulessa et al., 2017). Although few studies are available from this zone, Doyle et al. (2014) have observed a small annual net increase in the ice flow velocity that coincided with increasing surface melt, which supports the theoretical implications discussed above. However, it remains unclear how self-regulation will affect hydrologically induced ice flow variations at high elevations on the GrIS in the future.

Besides the direct effects on ice flow, enhanced surface-to-bed meltwater transport can also increase the energy flux into the interior of the ice sheet – i.e. cryohydrological warming – altering ice rheology and/or the thermal conditions of the ice sheet bed, causing faster ice flow velocities (Phillips et al., 2010; Doyle et al., 2014). The formation of surface-to-bed moulins and effective subglacial drainage systems also enables the rapid transfer of surface meltwater to the ice sheet margin, thereby reducing the retention and refreezing of meltwater (Willis et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2015). This process also affects the magnitude and timing of freshwater and nutrient delivery to the oceans (Irvine-Fynn et al., 2011; Hawkings et al., 2015). Surface-to-bed and subsequent subglacial meltwater transport to the grounding lines of tidewater glaciers emerges as buoyant freshwater plumes. These plumes entrain ambient fjord water as they rise towards the fjord surface, establishing an along-fjord circulation where coastal ocean water is drawn towards the glaciers at approximately their grounding line depths, and water leaves the fjord at shallower depths. This circulation has important implications for ice-ocean interactions because it maintains the contact between the glaciers and relatively warm coastal waters (Cowton et al., 2015), and thus also enhances submarine melt rates. Therefore, in a warming climate larger magnitude freshwater discharge at the grounding lines of tidewater glaciers in Greenland – due to increasing surface melt and runoff – is likely to cause more intensive undercutting and calving of tidewater glacier termini (Motyka et al., 2003; Straneo et al., 2011; Carroll et al., 2015; Slater et al., 2015, 2017a, 2017b; Cowton et al., 2018).

Despite these advancements in the understanding of ice sheet hydro-dynamics, the net long-term influence ($10^2$ years and longer) of hydrology on GrIS flow, mass
balance and downstream ecosystems in a warming climate remains uncertain, because existing observations of the relevant mechanisms – discussed above – cover only a relatively short time period (< 20 years) and are yet to be incorporated in a robust manner into ice sheet models (IPCC, 2013; Flowers et al., 2015). As an initial step in achieving this goal, the factors which control the long-term evolution of the spatial structure of surface drainage on the GrIS need to be explored, as this is key to resolving the spatial and temporal influence of surface drainage on the mass balance and dynamics of the GrIS. Furthermore, the distribution and extent of future surface-to-bed meltwater connections at high elevations has also been identified as a key priority for further investigations on GrIS hydrology (Nienow et al., 2017).

1.2. Research context

1.2.1. The effects of hydrology on the ice flow of temperate and polythermal valley glaciers

Although basal sliding has been recognized as a contributor to the overall movement of glaciers since the mid-1800s (Flowers, 2010), theories describing subglacial channels and cavities, the movement of meltwater within glaciers, and the role of these processes in basal sliding have only been formulated since the mid-1900s (e.g. Lliboutry, 1958; Weertman, 1964; Shreve, 1972; Röthlisberger, 1972; Iken, 1981). Observations have also linked the spatiotemporal evolution of ice flow – such as surges (e.g. Kamb et al., 1985), ice streaming (e.g. Alley et al., 1986), and seasonal-diurnal ice flow velocity cycles (e.g. Iken et al., 1983; Iken and Bindschadler, 1986; Nienow et al., 2005) – to changes of the glacial drainage system. The work of Iken et al. (1983) is of particular interest as this study empirically demonstrated that horizontal ice flow velocity correlates well with the rate of glacier uplift – instead of the absolute vertical displacement – on the Unteraargletscher, Alps. Furthermore, the largest speed-up/uplift events were linked to periods of increased surface melt. In conclusion, Iken et al. (1983) proposed that ice flow velocity is more responsive to variations in subglacial water pressure – initiated by surface-to-bed meltwater transport – than to the amount water stored at the ice-bed interface, or to the size of subglacial cavities/channels. This interpretation was later confirmed by borehole water pressure measurements on the Findelengletscher, Alps (Iken and Bindschadler, 1986).
As demonstrated above, the coupling between surface melt, subglacial water pressure and ice flow velocity was well studied and understood even as early as the 1980s. However, most studies focused on temperate glaciers (glaciers where ice is at the pressure-melting point, except for the topmost 10-15 m which experiences seasonal temperature variations) and the coupling between surface melt and ice flow velocity on polythermal glaciers (glaciers with a perennial occurrence of both temperate and cold ice) was considered ambiguous until recently (e.g. Copeland et al., 2003; Irvine-Fynn et al., 2011). Despite the notion that surface-to-bed meltwater transport is hindered by cold ice (e.g. Hooke, 1989; Hodgkins, 1997) seasonal ice flow variations were detected on predominantly cold polythermal glaciers – e.g. in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (Müller and Iken, 1973; Iken, 1974; Copeland et al., 2003) – and even on the GrIS (e.g. Zwally et al., 2002). By the late 2000s sufficient evidence had been gathered to demonstrate that surface meltwater was transported to the bed of polythermal glaciers – enabled by hydrofracture (van der Veen, 2007) – and that the coupling between surface melt and ice flow velocity was similar for both temperate and polythermal glaciers (e.g. Copeland et al. 2003; Bingham et al., 2005; 2006). Much of the work dealing with hydro-dynamical process of the GrIS (Section 1.1) is based on these findings – i.e. from temperate and polythermal valley glaciers – albeit in the case of the GrIS it took another decade to obtain the necessary field evidence.

1.2.2. The spatial structure of surface drainage and its controlling factors on the GrIS

Satellite derived observations have provided insights into the spatial structure and the seasonal evolution of surface drainage on the GrIS. Surface lakes are initially formed at low elevations around the margin of the GrIS, and as the melt season progresses they tend to form and drain at higher elevations (McMillan et al., 2007; Sundal et al., 2009; Lampkin, 2011; Liang et al., 2012; Johansson et al., 2013; Morriss et al., 2013; Fitzpatrick et al., 2014). Late in the melt season, the drainage and refreezing of surface lakes causes their overall extent to decrease (e.g. Leeson et al., 2013; Selmes et al., 2013; Fitzpatrick et al., 2014). In years with warmer summers, surface lakes appear earlier and expand to higher elevations (Liang et al., 2012; Morriss et al., 2013; Fitzpatrick et al., 2014). At low elevations small and highly clustered surface lakes dominate, while at higher elevations the lakes are larger and less clustered (Lampkin, 2011; Fitzpatrick et al., 2014). For example, in West Greenland Lampkin
(2011) reported <0.5 km$^2$ mean area and ~100-500 m average spacing for lakes between the elevations of 100 and 700 m, while these figures increase to 0.5-1 km$^2$ and ~900-1400 m – respectively – for lakes between the elevations of 700 and 1200 m.

**Figure 1.1** The distribution of lake area (red) and rapidly draining lake area (yellow) on the GrIS. The map shows the mean distribution for 2005-2009, while the bar graphs show the annual variations with the melt intensity also plotted (Source: Figure 2 in Selmes et al., 2011).

Despite the recent focus on the effects of hydrology and rapid lake drainage on GrIS mass balance and dynamics (Section 1.1), estimations of the relative frequency and spatiotemporal distribution of rapid lake drainage on the GrIS vary widely (Cooley and Christoffersen, 2017). The relative frequency of rapid lake drainage is estimated to range between 1-28% in West Greenland (Liang et al., 2012; Morriss et al., 2013; Fitzpatrick et al., 2014), while the only study available for the whole GrIS estimates 13% (Selmes et al., 2011). Selmes et al. (2011) have also shown that rapid lake drainage is more frequent in SW, N and NE Greenland compared to other regions of the ice sheet (Fig. 1.1). However, Cooley and Christoffersen (2017) demonstrated that previous investigations have underestimated the relative frequency of rapid lake drainage due to cloud cover exacerbating the limited temporal resolution of satellite imagery; according to them 36-45% of the surface lakes in West Greenland drain rapidly. Rapid surface lake drainage events are observed throughout the melt season but they peak around the time of the maximum overall extent of lake coverage (e.g. Morriss et al., 2013).
Fitzpatrick et al. (2014) also showed that surface lakes at high elevations tend to have multiple rapid drainage events due to the fast creep-closure of surface-to-bed moulins. Other mechanisms of surface lake cessation – i.e. refreezing and slow drainage overland – have received little attention on the GrIS (Johansson et al., 2013; Selmes et al., 2013). Although little information is available, it has been proposed that refreezing surface lakes are common on the GrIS – around 12-46% of surface lakes refreeze at the end of the melt season – especially at high elevations (Selmes et al., 2013; Johansson et al., 2013). The slow overland drainage of surface lakes into pre-existing moulins/crevasses at lower elevations – due to thermal incision of surface streams once the lip of the lake basin is overtopped (e.g. Kingslake et al., 2015) – is also estimated to be widespread. Although around 34% of the surface lakes on the GrIS are proposed to drain slowly overland (Selmes et al., 2013), the study of Cooley and Christoffersen (2017) indicates a degree of uncertainty about this figure by revealing the underestimation of rapid lake drainage frequency.

The majority of previous investigations have focused on small areas in W and SW Greenland (e.g. McMillan et al., 2007; Lampkin, 2011; Liang et al., 2012; Johansson et al., 2013; Morriss et al., 2013; Fitzpatrick et al., 2014), though there are a handful of more spatially comprehensive studies. These latter studies demonstrate that surface lake formation is widespread across the GrIS, although the greatest frequency of lakes occurs in SW Greenland (Sundal et al., 2009; Selmes et al., 2011; Howat et al., 2013). Meanwhile, surface lakes are relatively scarce in the E and SE (Fig. 1.1) due to the high surface slope and large mass-balance gradient, which hinders the saturation of surface layers (Sundal et al., 2009; Howat et al., 2013). Sundal et al. (2009) also showed that there is a 2-3 week delay in the evolution of surface lakes in N Greenland compared to the south due to latitudinal temperature – and thus melt – gradients.

Figure 1.2  (A) The changing total river length in internally drained catchments and (B) moulin density by elevation (Source: Figure 5 in Yang and Smith, 2016).
Although surface lakes have been the focus of supraglacial hydrology investigations over the last decade or more, there are also a number of studies that provide insights about the spatial structure of surface streams and moulins (e.g. Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2014; Clason et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016; Yang and Smith, 2016). During each summer, supraglacial streams form dendritic networks on the surface of the GrIS (Irvine-Fynn et al., 2011; Rennermalm et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2015). Surface streams incise into the ice surface due to thermal erosion, and strongly influence the ice surface topography on short – i.e. 100-200 m – length-scales (Karlstrom and Yang, 2016). Observations from west Greenland indicate that only a small fraction of the surface stream networks drain directly into proglacial rivers, with the majority internally drained via a terminal lake or moulin (Yang and Smith, 2016; Yang et al., 2016). Similar to surface lakes, surface stream networks expand to higher elevations during the melt season (Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2014), while the number of streams and the ratio of internally draining streams also increase (Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2014). This corresponds well with the increasing frequency of rapid lake drainage events (Morriss et al., 2013) and moulin formation as the melt season progresses (Clason et al., 2015). The majority of moulins form close to the ice sheet margin (Fig. 1.2) due to the hydrofracture of crevasses, which are more abundant at low elevations (Clason et al., 2015; Poinar et al., 2015; Yang and Smith, 2016). However, moulins also form at higher elevations due to hydrofracture and rapid lake drainage (Clason et al., 2015; Cooley and Christoffersen, 2017). This is now thought to occur even in the absence of initial surface cracks formed by tensile stresses of the background ice flow – which are rare at higher elevations (Poinar et al., 2015) – due to tensile shocks initiated by rapid lake drainage events at lower elevations (Stevens et al., 2015; Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018). Meltwater is transported over larger distances in surface stream networks at high elevations, which is indicated by the larger total length of surface streams in internally drained catchments at high elevations, i.e. 58.7 km above 1600 m and 6.3 km below 1000 m (Yang and Smith, 2016) (Fig. 1.2). However, significant meltwater transport from high to low elevations has not been observed on the surface of the ice sheet in West Greenland due to the shape and size of internally drained catchments (Yang and Smith, 2016). Hence, the surface-to-bed meltwater transport is efficient even at high elevations, once the surface drainage system becomes mature late in the melt season (Smith et al., 2015; Yang and Smith, 2016).
The spatial structure and temporal evolution of surface drainage is controlled by a range of exogenic and endogenic – i.e. in relation to the ice sheet surface – processes. Meltwater production and runoff are the key exogenic processes controlling the seasonal evolution of the surface drainage system. These in turn depend on atmospheric and ice surface conditions, including temperature, irradiation, precipitation, firn layer thickness, surface permeability and albedo (e.g. Lüthje et al., 2006; Leeson et al., 2012; Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2014; Clason et al., 2015; Poinar et al., 2017). However, surface lakes, major surface streams and moulins have also been observed to re-occur in approximately the same location from year to year, instead of advecting with ice flow (Echelmeyer et al., 1991; Catania et al., 2010; Selmes et al., 2011). This indicates that the large-scale spatial structure of surface drainage is strongly influenced by ice surface topography (e.g. Lüthje et al., 2006; Banwell et al., 2012; Leeson et al., 2012; Joughin et al., 2013; Karlstrom and Yang, 2016) which – on length scales comparable to the ice thickness – is thought to be predominantly controlled by endogenic processes, i.e. the transfer of basal variability (Gudmundsson et al., 2003; Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2005; Ng et al., 2018). These observations and theories support the idea that ice surface topographical features can be fixed in space by the bed topography at scales relevant to the routing of surface water. Accordingly, surface lakes, surface drainage basins and surface meltwater flux have been observed to correlate spatially with basal topography (Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2011; Karlstrom and Yang, 2016). However, to date, empirical tests of the hypothesis have been spatially limited (Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2011; Karlstrom and Yang, 2016) and have not utilized the bed-to-surface transfer theory (Gudmundsson, 2003) to predict surface topography or drainage structures.

1.2.3. The transfer of basal variability to the surface

The vertical variability of bed elevation over a given horizontal distance, i.e. bed roughness (e.g. Bingham and Siegert, 2009), plays a key role in the flow of glaciers and ice sheets as it influences the coupling between the ice and the bed – for example controls sliding velocity (e.g. Weertman, 1964) – and also affects the transient response of ice flow to meltwater injections to the bed (Iken, 1981). Besides its influence on ice flow, bed roughness – when combined with other lines of evidence – could be used to infer subglacial geology, erosion rates, the thermal regime of basal ice, and ice sheet evolution (e.g. Bingham and Siegert, 2009; Rippin, 2013; Rippin et al., 2014; Ross et al., 2014). Precise knowledge of bed roughness is also important when assessing the
sensitivity of an ice sheet – or certain ice streams, for example the Pine Island Glacier, Antarctica – to future changes (Bingham et al., 2017), and when using radar scattering to infer the presence of subglacial water (Jordan et al., 2017).

Modulated by ice thickness, bed roughness and slipperiness also influence spatial variations in ice surface topography and velocity (e.g. Gudmundsson et al., 1998; Gudmundsson, 2003). As the spatial variability of surface elevation – i.e. surface roughness – affects ice surface texture, satellite imagery could be used to infer ice thickness and subglacial geomorphology (e.g. Ross et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2016). This approach is especially useful in regions where ice penetrating radar measurements are scarce, e.g. Princess Elizabeth Land in East Antarctica (Jamieson et al., 2016). Besides qualitative inferences obtained from ice surface texture, quantitative numerical inversions estimating basal roughness (causing ‘form drag’) and slipperiness (causing ‘skin drag’) have also been carried out by several investigations, to better constrain predictive ice sheet models (e.g. Kyrke-Smith et al., 2018). Some inversion techniques only require high resolution measurements of ice surface topography and velocity, and invert simultaneously for basal topography and slipperiness using Bayesian statistical inference methods (e.g. Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2009; Raymond Pralong and Gudmundsson, 2011). However, most techniques invert only for basal slipperiness – using the full Stokes equations – and require measurements of ice thickness, in addition to high resolution surface topography and velocity data (e.g. Kyrke-Smith et al., 2017; 2018). Although increasing the spatial resolution of ice thickness measurements enhances the accuracy of basal slipperiness inversions – due to the better resolved bed roughness – results appear to be more strongly influenced by the misfit optimisation procedure (Kyrke-Smith et al., 2018). Measurements independent of ice flow models – such as seismic surveys (e.g. Brisbourne et al., 2017) – also hold much promise in resolving basal slipperiness, though further theoretical work is necessary to incorporate such outputs into ice sheet models (Kyrke-Smith et al., 2017).
In the remainder of this section, I focus on the aforementioned influence of basal variability – both topographical and slipperiness – on ice surface topography, within the framework of Gudmundsson’s (2003) analytical theory of basal variability transfer. The surface topography of glaciers and ice sheets exhibits undulations superimposed on their general shape (Fig. 1.3A). On length-scales comparable to the ice thickness (i.e. mesoscale) these surface topographical undulations are controlled by the transfer of basal topographical and slipperiness variability to the surface (Gudmundsson et al., 1998; Gudmundsson, 2003; Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2005; De Rydt et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2018). Gudmundsson (2003) derived his theory, describing this control, by using the full Stokes equations and perturbation theory as a starting point – thus the effects of longitudinal stress components are resolved – assuming steady, plane-parallel ice flow and linear ice viscosity. The resulting linearised transfer equations operate in the Fourier-domain (i.e. describe wavelength/frequency dependent transfer) and demonstrate that the amplitude of surface topographical undulations is controlled by the non-dimensional wavelength – i.e. undulation wavelength (\(\lambda\)) / ice thickness (\(H\)) – and
amplitude of basal topographical and slipperiness undulations, the ice surface slope and the basal slip ratio ($C$), i.e. sliding velocity / deformational velocity (Fig 1.3B-C). In general, the bed-to-surface transfer is more efficient where the basal slip ratio and/or the ice surface slope is larger. The bed-to-surface transfer of basal topographical and slipperiness perturbations is inefficient at short non-dimensional wavelengths. Although the efficiency generally increases with the non-dimensional wavelength, the bed-to-surface topography transfer exhibits a local maximum (Gudmundsson, 2003) (Fig. 1.3B). It was shown by finite element simulations (Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2005) that a departure from linear ice flow (i.e. non-linear ice viscosity) does not affect the bed-to-surface transfer fundamentally. Although the quantitative characteristics of the transfer change due to non-linearity, the qualitative aspects – e.g. number of local maxima and inflection points on the transfer functions – remain largely unchanged.

The transfer theory of Gudmundsson (2003) was derived for plane-parallel ice flow, which means that it assumes uniform ice thickness, ice surface slope and basal slip ratio. Although this approximation holds in certain cases – e.g. on Antarctic ice stream trunks, where De Rydt et al. (2013) tested Gudmundsson’s (2003) theory successfully – in general, ice thickness, ice surface slope and basal slip ratio vary considerably. A new extension of the theory by Ng et al. (2018) considers Gudmundsson’s (2003) transfer functions as Fourier transforms of impulse response functions in the spatial domain and employs an approximation based on non-stationary convolution (e.g. Margrave, 1998), to allow calculations of the bed-to-surface transfer on non-uniform (i.e. changing ice thickness, ice surface slope and basal slip ratio) glacier flowlines. Ng et al. (2018) used three non-uniform synthetic glacier flowlines – calculated using finite element Stokes flow – to show that the predicted surface topographical undulations correlate well with the surface topographical undulations calculated using the finite element full Stokes equations (Pearson correlation coefficient; $R > 0.9$). Two real non-uniform glacier flowlines – one on the Columbia Glacier, Alaska and one ending on the Nordenskiöld Glacier, GrIS – were also investigated by Ng et al. (2018). Although the correlations were lower in these cases ($R \sim 0.6-0.7$) – mostly due to lateral variations in the background ice flow and data availability/quality issues – qualitative features of the surface topography along the flowlines were reproduced. However, the original theory of Gudmundsson (2003) and the non-stationary extension (Ng et al., 2018) have not been tested on an ice sheet-wide array of glacier flowlines.
1.2.4. Estimating the future spatial structure of GrIS surface drainage

Surface topography is thought to be the first order control on the spatial distribution of surface drainage (Section 1.2.2). This relationship is the most obvious in the case of surface lakes, which form by the accumulation of surface meltwater in closed topographical basins (Echelmeyer et al., 1991). Several studies have utilized this intuitive and simple fact, and used surface DEMs and meltwater production estimates to route meltwater over the surface of the ice sheet to model the contemporary and future evolution of surface lakes (Leeson et al., 2012, 2015; Arnold et al., 2014). This approach circumvents several problems associated with satellite observations of surface lakes, such as clouds, shadows and revisit frequency (Arnold et al., 2014). Despite these advantages, the resolution and accuracy of the ice surface DEM (Yang et al., 2015) and the fact that not all depressions host lakes somewhat limits the power of this approach. However, Leeson et al. (2012) found that modelling the seasonal evolution of surface lakes using this method produced reasonable estimations in SW Greenland.

Since 2000 the maximum elevation of surface lakes has increased remarkably, on the order of hundreds of metres (Howat et al., 2013; Gledhill and Williamson, 2017). However, to date only Leeson et al. (2015) have modelled the long-term future distribution of surface lakes. Leeson et al. (2015) focused on a ~ 20,000 km² area in SW Greenland and used a surface lake initiation and growth model (Leeson et al., 2012) forced by moderate and high climate change scenarios. They predicted that the maximum elevation of lakes will increase by 399-426 m (reaching elevations around 2191-2221 m) and the lake covered region will expand inland by 103-110 km during 2000-2060 in SW Greenland. Using an empirically based extrapolation of these results to the whole ice sheet – based on the empirical relationship between the elevation of surface lakes and geographical latitude – they suggested a 48–53% increase in the total area over which surface lakes are distributed by 2060 (Leeson et al., 2015). However, this investigation only considered a fixed (i.e. present-day) rather than a dynamically evolving ice surface topography (e.g. Vizcaíno et al., 2014). They also used a relatively small study area to extrapolate ice sheet-wide trends, which assumes that the surface topography (e.g. distribution surface depressions) and ice-surface conditions (e.g. firn thickness and runoff) are representative of the wider GrIS. Hence, a wider assessment of the changing future distribution of surface lakes on the GrIS, that incorporates regional differences in the favourability for surface lake formation (e.g. the availability of
surface depressions) and the effect of changing endo- and exogenic controls (Section 1.2.2 and 1.2.3), is still missing.

**Figure 1.4** Concept of how an evolution of ice sheet geometry modifies the transfer of basal variability to the surface, and thus the spatial structure of surface drainage.

Changing endogenic controls on the surface drainage can be described within the framework of the bed-to-surface transfer theory (Gudmundsson, 2003). Since temporally-evolving ice thickness affects the spatial distribution of mesoscale ice surface undulations (Gudmundsson, 2003; Ng et al., 2018), which are thought to influence the distribution of surface drainage (e.g. Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2011), the validity of surface drainage (e.g. surface lake) projections assuming stationary ice surface topography (e.g. Leeson et al., 2015) is limited by the persistence of surface undulations. On longer time scales, evolving ice thickness (e.g. Pritchard et al., 2009; Vizcaino et al., 2014) could significantly modify the pattern of mesoscale surface topographical undulations, and thus the spatial distribution of surface drainage (Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2011) (Fig. 1.4). Although higher-order ice sheet models are capable of simulating the necessary topographical details, the computational costs of producing such simulations at the required spatial resolution limit their applicability for ice sheet-scale problems.

This thesis overcomes issues caused by extrapolating projections carried out in a small area (Leeson et al., 2015) by considering regional variations in the distribution of surface depressions on the GrIS. Furthermore, I also circumvent the problem posed by the assumption of stationary ice surface topography. In order to achieve this I use the non-stationary extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003) transfer theory developed by Ng et al. (2018), whereby the mesoscale surface undulations are calculated from bed topography DEMs, available at relatively high resolution, and modelled surface
topography and flow state, which are available at lower resolution (Ng et al., 2018). This approach enables extension of the timescale of surface drainage projections and thus informs the long-term response (>10² years) of the GrIS to changes in the surface and subglacial drainage.

1.3. Aims and objectives

My aim is to investigate the role of basal variability in controlling the large-scale current and future spatial structure of surface drainage on the GrIS.

1.3.1 Objectives

O1.) Ice sheet-wide application of the non-stationary extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003) transfer theory.

I apply the non-stationary transfer integral of Ng et al. (2018) to thousands of ice flowlines across the GrIS to predict surface topographic undulations. This builds on the work of Ng et al. (2018), who successfully applied the non-stationary extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003) transfer theory to three synthetic and two real glacier flowlines. This analysis produces ice sheet wide maps of predicted and observed surface relief – i.e. topographical variability of the ice sheet surface derived from the amplitudes of mesoscale surface topographical undulation profiles – which I use to explore the limitations of the theory (O2).

O2.) Determine controls governing the bed-to-surface transfer and the accuracy of the non-stationary extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003) transfer theory.

The ice sheet-wide datasets, obtained in O1, allow a more in-depth investigation of the explanatory power and the practical limitations of the bed-to-surface transfer theory. Here I calculate the ice sheet-wide correlation of the observed and predicted surface relief and carry out sensitivity tests to estimate the ice sheet-wide relative importance of the bed-to-surface slipperiness transfer. Finally, I investigate the factors that could hinder the accuracy of the bed-to-surface transfer theory, using the ice sheet-wide difference between the observed and predicted surface relief.
O3.) Evaluate the influence of the bed-to-surface transfer on the large-scale spatial structure of surface drainage.

I test the hypothesis of basal (endogenic) control on the large-scale spatial structure of surface drainage (Section 1.2.2). First, I compare satellite imagery-derived and surface DEM-derived surface drainage features with observed/predicted surface relief from O1. To filter out exogenic controls (Section 1.2.2), I control for runoff when comparing satellite imagery derived surface drainage features and surface relief in SW Greenland. Finally, I derive empirical relationships between the observed/predicted surface relief and surface drainage features.

O4.) Estimate the distribution of surface lakes on the GrIS during the 21st century assuming a fixed ice sheet surface topography.

Several studies have used surface DEMs and surface meltwater routing to model the evolution of surface lakes (Section 1.2.4). However, only Leeson et al. (2015) have modelled the future evolution of surface lakes on the GrIS, and these projections were only applied to a small area in SW Greenland and then extrapolated to the ice sheet scale (Section 1.2.4). I avoid the need for spatial extrapolation by using ice sheet-wide modelled SMB and surface depression inventory – derived from surface DEMs – to estimate the changing future distribution of surface lakes and their potential for rapid lake drainage.

O5.) Estimate the changing future distribution of surface lakes between 1980-2300 using an evolving ice surface topography.

The potential effects of evolving ice surface topography – due to changing endogenic controls, i.e. bed-to-surface transfer – on surface drainage are acknowledged by several studies (Section 1.2), but none have quantified the impact. In order to estimate the influence of an evolving ice surface topography on future surface drainage, I apply the transfer integral in O1 to modelled future ice sheet surface topography and basal slipperiness. The results enable quantification of the specific effect of the changing surface topography – due to changing bed-to-surface transfer – on the total volume and distribution of surface lakes. Finally, I also estimate the effect of evolving ice surface topography on the changing future potential for hydrofracture and rapid lake drainage.
1.4. Thesis structure, relation to previous publications, and workflow

The above 5 objectives are detailed in the following three chapters. In Chapter 2, I apply the non stationary extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003) transfer theory (Ng et al., 2018) to ice sheet wide datasets (O1). Here, I also investigate the dominant controlling factors on the surface relief of the GrIS and the accuracy of the predictions (O2). In Chapter 3, I investigate empirical relationships that describe the control of basal variability on the large-scale spatial structure of GrIS surface drainage (O3). Finally, using the outcomes from Chapters 2 and 3, I estimate the future distribution of surface lakes assuming stationary (O4) and evolving (O5) ice surface topography in Chapter 4.

The new non-stationary extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003) transfer theory (Ng et al., 2018) – which makes it possible to calculate the bed-to-surface transfer on non-uniform glacier flowlines – is one of the central concepts applied in this dissertation (O1-3, O5). The mathematical theory – i.e. the non-stationary integrals which describe the non-uniform bed-to-surface transfer – was developed by Dr Felix Ng and published in Ng et al. (2018), though this work was inspired by my PhD project and I was involved in the publication of the paper. Before this collaboration yielded the necessary mathematical tools to tackle O1-3 and O5, I had carried out the analyses outlined in O4. These results have been published in Ignéczi et al. (2016) and included in Chapter 4. Although the results included in Chapter 4 are similar to the ones published in Ignéczi et al. (2016), they have been updated to include the MEaSUREs Greenland Ice Mapping Project (GIMP) DEM from GeoEye and WorldView Imagery, Version 1 dataset (Howat et al., 2014; 2017) which was released after the publication of Ignéczi et al. (2016). I have also amended the results published in Ignéczi et al. (2016) with new estimations of the potential for rapid lake drainage. After the non-stationary transfer equations – published in Ng et al. (2018) – became available, I carried out the analyses outlined in O1-3 and O5 in their respective order. Results from O1-3 are published in Ignéczi et al. (2018) and included in Chapters 2 and 3. Results of O5 have not been published yet. Although both of my published papers (Ignéczi et al. 2016, 2018) are relevant to Chapter 1, I have refrained from citing and discussing them as the results published in these two papers are presented in the thesis.
CHAPTER 2: CONTROLS ON THE SURFACE TOPOGRAPHICAL VARIABILITY OF THE GREENLAND ICE SHEET

2.1. Introduction

Surface topographical undulations on length scales comparable to the local ice thickness are thought to be controlled by the bed-to-surface transfer of basal topographical and slipperiness perturbations, which is modulated by ice thickness, basal slip ratio and surface slope (Section 1.2.3). Besides the bed-to-surface transfer, several other factors might also influence surface topographical undulations; e.g. spatial variations in SMB and snow compaction rates (Black and Budd, 1964; Gow and Rowland, 1965; Whillans, 1975; Medley et al., 2015), glacier surges (e.g. Murray et al., 1998), thermal incision of surface streams (Karlstrom and Yang, 2016), and preferential melting beneath surface lakes (Greuell et al., 2002; Lüthje et al., 2006). However, observational evidence remains scarce regarding the relative importance of the different effects which control surface topographical undulations.

A recent extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003) bed-to-surface transfer theory by Ng et al. (2018) has enabled testing of the theory on non-uniform – i.e. variable ice thickness, surface slope and basal slip ratio – glacier flowlines. Although limited tests have been carried out on real, non-uniform glacier flowlines (Ng et al., 2018), ice sheet-wide tests on many flowlines are still missing (Section 1.2.2). Hence, I apply the non-stationary transfer theory of Ng et al. (2018) on several thousand equally spaced flowlines of the GrIS. My aim is to test the large-scale applicability of the work of Ng et al. (2018), examine the factors that could affect its accuracy, and explore the key controls on the surface topography of the GrIS (Section 1.3, O1-2).

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Calculating the transfer of basal variability to the surface on non-uniform glacier flowlines

The transfer of variability in basal topography and slipperiness to the surface of ice masses (Fig. 2.1A) has been mathematically expressed for a parallel, plane-slab ice flow with isotropic rheology and constant viscosity (Gudmundsson, 2003). An extension of calculating this transfer, based on non-stationary convolution and
applicable to 2D (i.e. a 1D flowline of varying ice thickness) flow sections (Ng et al., 2018), allows me to estimate the topographical response of the surface to basal perturbations (i.e. to both topography and slipperiness) when background variables (ice thickness, surface slope and basal slip ratio: sliding velocity / deformational velocity) vary with distance $x$ along individual flowlines. Specifically, if $b(x)$ and $c(x)$ represent the basal topography and slipperiness perturbations respectively, then the Fourier transform of the surface elevation response is given by

$$\hat{s}(k) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} T_{sb}(k,x)b(x)e^{-ikx} \, dx + \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} T_{sc}(k,x)c(x)H(x)e^{-ikx} \, dx$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 2.1)$$

(Ng et al., 2018), where $k$ denotes the wavenumber, $H(x)$ is the background ice thickness and the transfer functions $T_{sb}$ and $T_{sc}$ (reported by Gudmundsson, 2003) vary with the background variables and thus depend on $x$. The surface response $s(x)$, itself a perturbation superimposed on the background surface elevation profile, is found by computing the inverse Fourier transform of $\hat{s}$:

$$s(x) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \hat{s}(k)e^{ikx} \, dk.$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 2.2)$

As flowlines have finite lengths, the integrals are evaluated as discrete sums in the same way as in the Discrete Fourier Transform and its inverse (Ng et al., 2018). In the calculations of the transfer, reported below, I use the particular forms of $T_{sb}$ and $T_{sc}$ given by section 4.9 of Gudmundsson (2003), which were derived from a linearised ice-flow theory assuming constant ice viscosity.

### 2.2.2. Deriving bed topography and basal slip ratio profiles along ice flowlines

Ice flowlines were derived from a modelled ice surface velocity field of the contemporary GrIS (Price et al., 2017). Their tracing required manual delineation of 5138 seed-points close to the ice divides, to ensure an adequate density of lines for the whole ice sheet. Along each flowline, surface topography, bed topography and basal slip ratio, were sampled at a spacing of 250 m (Fig. 2.1). Surface topography was obtained from the GIMP-DEM (Howat et al., 2014; 2017; 30 m grid resolution), bed topography from the IceBridge BedMachine Greenland, Version 3 dataset (Morlighem et al., 2017a, 2017b; 150 m grid resolution), and basal slip ratio from a dataset by MacGregor et al. (2016).
2.2.3. Separating background variables and perturbations

Bed topography, ice surface topography and basal slip ratio profiles (Fig. 2.1E-F) were smoothed using a 6th-order Butterworth low pass filter to separate background variables (smoothed data) which determine the strength of the transfer (Fig. 2.2A-C), and basal perturbations (raw minus smoothed data) which are transferred to the surface (Fig. 2.2D). While this subtraction for the bed elevation yielded $b(x)$ directly (Fig. 2.2D), the slipperiness forcing $c(x)$ – defined in the transfer theory as mesoscale perturbations on the coefficient of the basal sliding law (Gudmundsson et al., 1998;
Gudmundsson, 2003) – is unknown, because direct observations/measurements of subglacial properties are lacking. One way of estimating \( c(x) \) is to treat the ice flow as an inverse problem for constraining the basal conditions, using knowledge of \( u_s \) and the surface topographical undulations as inputs (discussion by Ng et al., 2018), but this difficult problem is not tackled in this thesis. Note that this issue with \( c(x) \) does not concern the background slip ratios conditioning the transfer (De Rydt et al., 2013), which are simply derived as the smoothed version of the basal slip ratio dataset. Although \( c(x) \) is unknown, theory suggests that its effect on surface topographical undulations may be small compared to \( b(x) \) (Gudmundsson, 2003; De Rydt et al., 2013) in many areas (unless \( b(x) \approx 0 \), on ice streams with exceedingly smooth beds). Hence, here I neglected the second integral of Eq. (2.1) – containing \( c(x) \) – in my calculations but nevertheless undertook experiments to assess its potential effects on the surface topography (Section 2.2.6). The observed ice surface undulations, defined by the perturbation \( s(x) \) (Fig. 2.2E), were derived by subtracting the smoothed surface topographical profile from its raw version. To predict \( s(x) \) (Fig. 2.2E), I carried out the integral method in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), using the basal topographical perturbation profiles \( b(x) \) and the background profiles as the inputs.

As the linearised transfer theory of Gudmundsson (2003) was derived for a parallel slab flow, the smoothing distance \( (L) \) in the Butterworth filter, which determines its corner frequency, should reach or exceed the length-scale at which the shallow-ice approximation (SIA) applies (~10 times the regional ice thickness). However the smoothing distance, which separates the mesoscale perturbations from the long-scale background variables, is not unique (Ng et al., 2018) and its choice is based on two opposing considerations. Greater smoothing distances enable the inclusion of longer surface undulations in the transfer and dampen fast spatial changes in the background variables, ensuring that the approximations behind the use of non-stationary convolution in Eq. (2.1) are applicable (Ng et al., 2018). But greater smoothing distances also retain larger amplitude perturbations, which can invalidate the approximations behind Gudmundsson’s (2003) linearised transfer theory (Ng et al., 2018). In order to inform this choice, I experimented with a range of smoothing distances from 5 to 30 km, in steps of 5 km (Section 2.2.5).
**Figure 2.2** Prediction experiment with the flowline in Fig 2.1. Background variables: (A) ice thickness, (B) ice surface slope, (C) basal slip ratio, (D) and basal topographical perturbations. (E) Observed and predicted surface topographical undulations, showing correspondence between some of their peaks and troughs.

### 2.2.4. Calculating observed and predicted surface relief and relief anomaly

A continuous wavelet transform (CWT - Eq. 2.3) was applied to the observed and predicted surface topographical undulation profiles to study their spectral composition (Fig. 2.3):

\[
W_f(p, a) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x) \frac{1}{\sqrt{a}} \Psi^* \left( \frac{x-p}{a} \right) dx. \quad \text{(Eq. 2.3)}
\]

Here \(f(x)\) is the observed or predicted surface undulation profile, \(p\) is the position, \(a\) is the scale, \(\Psi\) is the mother wavelet for which an analytic Morlet wavelet was chosen (\(\omega_0 = 6\)), and \(^*\) represents the complex conjugate (Mallat, 2009; Alessio, 2016). The absolute value of the real part of the continuous wavelet transforms measures the amplitudes of surface undulations at wavelengths below the smoothing distance (Fig. 2.3). Subtracting the observed CWT amplitudes from the predicted CWT amplitudes gives an “anomaly” (Fig. 2.3C) that reveals any under- and overestimation of the amplitude of surface undulations at different wavelengths and positions. Detailed
analysis of all CWT and anomaly plots for the several thousand flowlines across the GrIS was not feasible. Instead, for each flowline, I condensed the plots by averaging their results over the mesoscale range of wavelengths (up to the smoothing distance) to create spatial profiles of observed mean surface undulation amplitude, predicted mean surface undulation amplitude, and mean amplitude anomaly (Fig. 2.3D-F). For brevity, these are henceforth referred to as the observed/predicted mean surface relief and relief anomaly. Linear regression was applied to test the expected 1:1 linear relationship between the observed and predicted mean surface relief along all flowlines simultaneously, testing the overall performance of the method. Colour-coded maps of the whole ice sheet were also produced from the observed/predicted mean surface relief and relief anomaly profiles by kriging interpolation, for visual inspection of spatial patterns and subsequent comparisons. Although maps could also have been made directly from the observed and predicted surface topographical undulation profiles (Fig. 2.2F), their repeated zero crossings would have complicated the spatial analyses. My approach circumvents this problem by first extracting amplitudes in spectral terms.

![Figure 2.3](image)

**Figure 2.3** (A) Continuous wavelet transforms (CWT) of the observed (B) and predicted surface undulation profiles along the flowline in Fig 1. These “scalograms” show the amplitude (in metres, as indicated by the colour scale panels) of the different wavelength topographical undulations along the profile. (C) Amplitude difference between (A) and (B) is also shown. The lower plots, made by averaging the upper plots over different wavelengths, quantify the (D) observed (E) and predicted mean mesoscale surface undulation amplitudes (F) and the mean amplitude anomaly along the flowline.

The last step was the removal of areas close to the ice divides from the resulting surface relief profiles and maps. This was necessary as uncertain basal slip ratios, caused by poorly constrained flow azimuths (MacGregor et al., 2016), and edge effects
of the Butterworth filter low pass filter and the CWT made the results less reliable close to the ice divides. These regions were masked out manually by identifying areas with anomalously high observed and/or predicted mean surface relief. In general, regions selected for removal were roughly within one smoothing distance of the ice divide.

2.2.5. Deciding the optimal smoothing distance

The smoothing distance \( L \) – determining the corner frequency of the 6th-order Butterworth low pass filter – used to separate the background variables (determining the strength of the transfer) and the perturbations (which are transferred to the surface) is not unique. My choice of \( L \) is based on two opposing considerations described in the second paragraph of Section 2.2.3. Sensitivity tests were carried out to inform this choice. The observed and predicted mean surface relief profiles, derived from the continuous wavelet transforms (CWTs) of the observed and predicted surface topographical undulation profiles, were calculated using \( L \) from 5 to 30 km at 5 km intervals. The performance of each \( L \)-value was evaluated by linear regression analysis of the relationship between the observed and predicted mean surface relief. In addition, I calculated the mean wavelet coherence for each \( L \), indicating the match between the observed and predicted surface topographical undulation profiles at different wavelengths, by taking the mean of the wavelet coherence matrices calculated along the flowlines.

2.2.6. Estimating the relative response of surface topography to basal slipperiness perturbations

Although the actual basal slipperiness perturbations – \( c(x) \) – are unknown, I can estimate the response of the surface topography to \( c(x) \) relative to basal topographic perturbations, \( b(x) \). As a first approach, I use the equations of Gudmundsson (2003) to calculate the non-dimensional amplitude transfer ratios (the ratio of basal and surface undulation amplitudes) of \( c(x) \) and \( b(x) \) with a wide range of non-dimensional wavelengths (basal undulation wavelengths scaled to a constant ice thickness, \( \lambda/H \)) for a variety of background basal slip ratios and surface slopes. Using the non-dimensional amplitude transfer ratios, I also investigate the importance of \( c(x) \) relative to \( b(x) \) in determining surface topography.

The aforementioned calculations only provide additional clarifications within the theoretical framework of Gudmundsson (2003) and thus have limited relevance to my
results. In order to evaluate the surface topographical response to \( c(x) \) relative to the response to \( b(x) \) in the context of the non-stationary convolution approach of Ng et al. (2018), where the surface relief is calculated from the CWT of surface undulations, I need to conduct further sensitivity tests. As \( c(x) \) is dimensionless and scaled to the background ice thickness in Eq. 2.1, it is possible to replace the unknown \( c(x) \) in the second integral of Eq. 2.1 with the observed \( b(x) \) and skip the scaling. Hence, it is possible to calculate the surface topographical response using the two transfer functions – \( T_{sb} \) and \( T_{sc} \) within the two integrals of Eq. 2.1 – separately but with the same input forcings. Positive \( b(x) \) (i.e. bed bumps) acts as resistance to the ice flow while positive \( c(x) \) (i.e. slippery spots) enhances ice flow (Gudmundsson, 2003), thus I replaced \( c(x) \) with \(-b(x)\) in Eq. 2.1 to ensure that forcings are not just of the same magnitude but the same effective phase as well. After these steps, the mean surface relief due to the bed-to-surface transfer of both \( b(x) \) and synthetic \( c(x) \) – i.e. \(-b(x)\) – was calculated using the approach outlined in Sections 2.2.1-2.2.4. Using these outputs the ratio of predicted mean surface relief due to \( b(x) \) and synthetic/potential \( c(x) \) could be calculated and analysed under typical ice sheet conditions.

2.2.7. Estimating the consequences of basal slip ratio underestimation

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the basal slip ratio dataset (MacGregor et al., 2016) generally underestimates true basal slip ratios due to the underestimation of representative surface velocities and the overestimation of deformational velocities. The underestimation of representative surface velocities arises from the use of observed winter ice flow velocity to represent annual ice motion, which ignores summer speed-up events (Bartholomew et al., 2010). Whereas, the overestimation of deformational velocities arises from the assumption of fully temperate ice throughout the GrIS through the usage of a constant creep parameter \((A = 2.4 \times 10^{-24} \text{ Pa}^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1})\) in Eq. (2.4) – associated with temperate ice – across the whole ice sheet (MacGregor et al., 2016).

\[
\boldsymbol{u}_d = \frac{2A}{n+1} (\rho_i g H \sin \alpha)^n H 
(Eq. 2.4)
\]

where \( n = 3 \) is Glen’s exponent (e.g. Cuffey and Paterson, 2010), \( \rho_i = 900 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \) is the ice density, \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration (m s\(^{-2}\)), \( H \) is the ice thickness (m), and \( \alpha \) is the along flow ice surface slope. Two sensitivity tests were carried out to quantify how much basal slip ratios may have been underestimated and to approximate the consequences of this for the predicted surface relief outputs.
The first test estimates the consequences of using winter surface velocities. Basal slip ratios were re-calculated using the deformational velocities provided by MacGregor et al. (2016) and observed annual surface velocities derived from standard cross-correlation (e.g. Rosenau et al., 2015) of Landsat 8 images acquired on 6th August 2014 and 25th August 2015 over a 4,205 km² area in SW Greenland (A. Sole, personal communication, 2017). This new basal slip ratio dataset was then used to re-predict the surface relief for this area. Comparison of these datasets shows not only the basal slip ratio underestimation due to the usage of winter surface velocities but also the error this might have caused on the predicted surface relief.

The second test – exploring the consequences of the assumption of a fully temperate ice column across the GrIS by MacGregor et al. (2016) – follows the approach of Ng et al. (2018) by considering the actual/likely thermal structure of the GrIS. The creep parameter decreases strongly with decreasing ice temperature; its value is around 10 times smaller at -15°C than at 0°C (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). MacGregor et al. (2016) used a creep parameter assuming temperate ice (i.e. 0°C), yet around the ice sheet divide much of the ice column is likely to have temperatures of -15 to -20°C (Ng et al., 2018). Therefore, the deformational velocity and thus the basal slip ratio could be underestimated by an order of magnitude in the ice sheet interior. Close to the ice sheet margin the entire ice column could be temperate (Harrington et al., 2015; MacGregor et al., 2016), thus the factor of basal slip ratio underestimation is expected to decrease along the flowlines towards the ice sheet margins. In order to quantify the factor of basal slip ratio underestimation, a profile containing a basal slip ratio correction factor (Eq. 2.5) was constructed along each flowline (Ng et al., 2018):

\[
b(x) = b_1 + (b_2 - b_1) \frac{x}{x_{\text{max}}} \quad \text{(Eq. 2.5)}
\]

where \(b_1\) and \(b_2\) are the basal slip correction factors at \(x = 0\) (the ice sheet divide) and \(x_{\text{max}}\) (the ice sheet margin) respectively. Then, the original basal slip ratio profile was multiplied with this profile. The modified basal slip ratio profile was used in the standard procedure to predict surface undulations. Following Ng et al. (2018), I allow \(b_1\) and \(b_2\) to vary independently between 1 and 100, with an increment of 1, and seek their optimal combination yielding the best fit (minimal root-mean-squared error) between the observed and predicted surface undulation profiles. This process was repeated for all of the flowlines.
2.3 Results

2.3.1. The optimal smoothing distance

The bed-to-surface variability transfer calculations require a smoothing distance to separate the short-scale perturbations (which are transferred to the surface) from the long-scale background variables (which determine the strength of the transfer). As the smoothing distance ($L$) is not unique (Ng et. al, 2018) and all subsequent results are based on its value, I first introduce the results which informed the final choice of $L$. The linear regression models for all $L$s tested – from 5 to 30 km at 5 km intervals – were statistically significant ($p$-value < 0.01), but their coefficients showed considerable variations (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5). The slope increases with the smoothing distance until 20 km, above which it starts to decrease. The coefficient of determination ($R^2$) generally increases with increasing smoothing distance. However, it is anomalously high at 5 km and the rate of increase slows down above 20 km, at 30 km the $R^2$ even decreases slightly. The mean wavelet coherence exhibits a steady increase with $L$, and (like the $R^2$) the rate of increase drops down above 20 km (Fig. 2.5).

These $R^2$ and mean wavelet coherence results show that low smoothing distances yielded a relatively weak match between the observed and predicted surface relief (Fig. 2.5). This matches with my expectations, as short smoothing distances retain fast changes in the background variable profiles, making the approximations used in the non-stationary transfer functions less applicable (Ng et al., 2018). Accordingly, the match between the observations and the predictions improves as $L$ increases, although more slowly above 20 km (Fig. 2.5). This effect is also consistent with the theory, as long smoothing distances yield large amplitude perturbations for which Gudmundsson’s (2003) linearised transfer theory is less applicable (Ng et al., 2018).
Figure 2.4 Observed and predicted mean surface relief, derived from the continuous wavelet transforms of the surface undulation profiles, are plotted against each other on dot density plots. The colorbars indicate the count of points per pixel. The different smoothing distances used to obtain the results are indicated on the subpanels. Linear trend lines were fitted on the data to test the expected 1:1 linear relationship between the observed and predicted values, the equations and the coefficients of determination ($R^2$) are also provided.

The slope of the best fit linear equation at 20 km is slightly higher than 1, corresponding to the expected 1:1 linear relationship. However, the local maxima of the slopes and the drop in the rate of change of the $R^2$ and the mean wavelet coherence (Fig. 2.5) suggest that 20 km is roughly where the two opposing considerations about the
choice of the smoothing distance cancel each other out. Hence, a smoothing distance of 20 km was found to be near-optimal in satisfying both conditions as far as possible, and was therefore used throughout the rest of the thesis. This choice also matches the requirement that the smoothing distance exceeds 10 times the mean ice thickness, which is 1632 m along the flowlines. In conclusion, when carrying out sensitivity tests is not viable, I recommend choosing a smoothing distance which is just above 10 times the mean ice thickness.

Figure 2.5 (A) The slope, (B) and the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) which correspond to the linear relationships between observed and predicted mean surface relief obtained using different smoothing distances. (C) The mean wavelet coherence between the observed and predicted surface topographical undulations, calculated along the flowlines obtained using different smoothing distances.

2.3.2. Ice sheet wide observed and predicted mean surface relief

Generally, and as expected, the observed mean surface relief decreases towards the interior of the GrIS, though the rate of decrease shows significant regional differences (Fig. 2.6). Large surface relief is found extending far from the ice sheet margin in the W, NW and NE catchments of the GrIS (Fig. 2.6A) (e.g. on the upstream part of Jakobshavn Glacier and on the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream), where high basal topographical variability (Fig. 2.6C) and basal slip ratios penetrate deep inland (Rippin, 2013; MacGregor et al., 2016) (Fig. 2.6D). In contrast, in the N, E and SW catchments, where such inland penetration is limited (Fig. 2.6C-D), the observed mean surface relief decays quickly away from the margin (Fig. 2.6A). Besides these relationships, there is also a visible spatial correlation between the predicted and observed mean surface relief (Fig. 2.6A-B) confirming the qualitative explanatory power of Gudmundsson’s (2003) theory and its non-stationary (i.e. allowing for non-uniform background variables) extension by Ng et al. (2018).
Figure 2.6 (A) Maps of observed mean ice surface relief, (B) predicted mean ice surface relief, (C) observed mean bed relief (D) and basal slip ratio across the GrIS. Areas around the ice sheet divides are masked out to minimise edge effects. The catchments indicated on the subplots were delineated by the Goddard Ice Altimetry Group (Zwally et al., 2012).
I proceeded to quantify the performance of the method outlined in Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) in capturing the transfer, whose explanatory power has already been attested by visible correlation between the observed and predicted mean surface relief maps (Fig. 2.6A-B). Linear regression demonstrates a statistically significant ($p$-value < 0.01) relationship between these relief variables (Fig. 2.7), with the best-fit equation (slope = 1.13; intercept = -8.64) deviating slightly from perfect match (slope = 1; intercept = 0). Despite this impressive result and the qualitative spatial correlation (Fig. 2.6A-B), which indicates general success of the method, there is a considerable mean absolute error (14.9 m) between the observed and the predicted mean surface relief. Additional insights come from the map of relief anomaly (i.e. spectral-mean difference between observed and predicted CWT amplitudes), which reveals systematic patterns in the amount of underestimation (positive anomaly) or overestimation (negative anomaly) of the predictions across Greenland (Fig. 2.8B). The frequency distribution of the relief anomaly is bi-modal, with one modus at +8 m and another at -16 m (Fig. 2.8C). Most of the ice sheet (92.5%) is characterized by underestimation, while overestimation is restricted to numerous small areas close to the margins (Fig. 2.8A-C). These negative anomalies often correspond with the high absolute principal strain rates on fast-flowing outlet glaciers (Fig. 2.8C-E, G-H).
Figure 2.8 (A) Map of surface relief anomaly across the GrIS. (B) Cartoon of surface topography explaining what the two types of relief anomaly. The anomaly is negative (blue) where the observed relief is less than predicted, and positive (red) where it is more than predicted. (C) Ice sheet-wide frequency distribution of relief anomalies and the corresponding means of the absolute principal strain rates, categories smaller than 4500 km$^2$ have been removed and accordingly the colour scale was capped on panel (A). (D, G) Relief anomaly. (E, H) absolute principal strain rate (F, I) and bed topography in the two regions outlined by the boxes in (A).
2.3.3. The relative response of surface topography to basal slipperiness perturbations

I quantified the relative surface response to potential basal slipperiness perturbations – even though the actual perturbations are unknown – using two sensitivity tests discussed in Section 2.2.6. The first test utilized the transfer equations of Gudmundsson (2003) directly in order to calculate non-dimensional amplitude transfer ratios of \( c(x) \) and \( b(x) \), which differ significantly – especially – at short wavelengths and high background basal slip ratios (Fig. 2.9A-B). Although Gudmundsson (2003) discussed this in detail, the relative surface topographical response to \( c(x) \) and \( b(x) \) has received less attention. My calculations demonstrate that the relative surface topographical response to \( c(x) \) is well below 0.2 – compared to the surface topographical response to \( b(x) \) – when the non-dimensional wavelengths (\( \lambda/H \)) of basal perturbations are lower than 5-10 (Fig. 2.9C-D). Basal slipperiness perturbations with longer wavelengths and/or under thinner ice (around \( \lambda/H > 10 \)) have a larger relative effect on the surface topography (between ~0.2 and ~0.5) though even in the case of very large \( \lambda/Hs \) the ratio does not approach unity (Fig. 2.9C-D). The relative surface topographical response to \( c(x) \) increases with background slip ratios when basal perturbations have \( \lambda/Hs \) above ~10, whereas background slip ratios have the opposite effect when basal perturbations have lower \( \lambda/Hs \) (Fig. 2.9C-D). It is also interesting that surface slope does not affect the relative surface topographical response to \( c(x) \) (Fig. 2.9C-D). In conclusion, the theory of Gudmundsson (2003) suggests that the relative surface topographical response to \( c(x) \) is the highest when basal perturbations are relatively long – above 20 times the local ice thickness – and background slip ratios are high. However, this ratio remains below 0.5, even for the most favourable conditions (Fig. 2.9C-D).
Figure 2.9 (A-B) Non-dimensional amplitude transfer ratios of b(x) (blue lines) and c(x) (red lines) for a wide range of non-dimensional wavelengths and background slip ratios (C = 1, 10 and 100; solid dashed and dotted lines respectively) and surface slopes (3° and 0.3° for (A) and (B) respectively). (C-D) Surface topographical response to c(x) relative to the response to b(x) (black lines), using the same parameters as on panels (A) and (B).

Results of the second sensitivity test, which employs the approach to calculate surface relief (Section 2.2.1-2.2.4) in addition to Gudmundsson’s (2003) transfer equations, support the findings above. The relative response of surface relief to synthetic c(x), which has the same magnitude and effective phase as b(x), is low in the interior of the ice sheet (< 0.15), where ice is thicker and basal wavelengths have lower \( \lambda/H \) (Fig. 2.10). Closer to the margins, where ice is thinner and \( \lambda/H \) higher, the relative effect of c(x) on surface relief is greater, though still predominantly below 0.3 (Fig. 2.10). The effects of background slip ratios on the relative surface relief response to synthetic c(x) are less obvious. However, the general increase in basal slip ratios towards the margins of the ice sheet (Fig. 2.6D), where \( \lambda/H_s \) are higher, could contribute to the increase in the relative surface relief response. It is also interesting that the relative surface relief response to synthetic c(x) is especially low on the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream, Jakobshavn Glacier, Helheim Glacier in SE Greenland and other...
major outlet glaciers (Fig. 2.10). This supports the theoretical expectation that bed topography exerts a dominant control on the surface topographical undulations on ice streams (Gudmundsson et al., 1998; Gudmundsson, 2003; De Rydt et al., 2013). However, I also suggest that a key precondition is the presence of relatively thick ice (Figs. 2.9 and 2.10). In conclusion, the relative surface relief response to \( c(x) \) is expected to be highest close to the margins, where the ice is thin and the basal slip ratio high. However, even here this ratio – relative to \( b(x) \) – is below 0.3-0.4, and more typically 0.1-0.3. Hence, I propose that the response to \( c(x) \) from the total surface relief response to \( b(x) \) and \( c(x) \) remains well below <25% in most cases, provided that the amplitudes of \( c(x) \) are not significantly larger than those of \( b(x) \).

**Figure 2.10** (A-B) Predicted mean surface relief response to \( b(x) \) and synthetic \( c(x) \), respectively. (C-D) A map and a histogram, respectively, showing the relative predicted mean surface relief response to synthetic \( c(x) \) compared to the response to \( b(x) \).
2.3.4. Basal slip ratio underestimation and its effects on the predicted mean surface relief

The basal slip ratio dataset provided by MacGregor et al. (2016) generally underestimates true basal slip ratios (Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.7). To quantify the consequences of this on the predicted mean surface relief datasets I have carried out two sensitivity tests, discussed in Section 2.2.7. The first sensitivity test shows that the usage of winter velocities as representative surface velocities underestimated the basal slip ratios within SW Greenland by a mean relative difference of 18.6%, as summer ice flow speed-ups were neglected (Fig. 2.11). However, my tests also demonstrate that this only caused a relatively moderate underestimation – with a mean relative difference of 6.6% – of the predicted mean surface relief (Fig. 2.11).

![Figure 2.11](image-url) (A) The percentage of the basal slip ratio underestimation caused by the usage of winter, instead of annual, ice flow velocities, (B) the underestimation of the predicted mean surface relief caused by the usage of winter, instead of annual, basal slip ratios.

The output of the second sensitivity test, the optimal basal slip ratio correction factor \(b\) – offsetting the underestimation of the basal slip ratio due to the assumption of fully temperate ice (Section 2.2.7) – shows a marked tendency to increase towards
the ice sheet divide (Fig. 2.12). Although 100 was prescribed as the maximum possible correction factor (Section 2.2.7), it rarely attains this and usually remains below 20-25 and 40-50 around the ice sheet divide in SW-NE and in N Greenland, respectively (Fig. 2.12A). This increasing pattern towards the ice divide is less clear in other sectors of the ice sheet, most notably in the SE sector of the GrIS where the correction factor not only increases towards the margin but also attains unusually high values (Fig. 2.12A). It is also striking that the correction factor is 1 over large areas of the GrIS, extending all the way up to the ice divide (Fig. 2.12A). In these areas, a larger basal slip ratio would increase the overall mismatch between the observed and predicted surface undulations along the flowlines.

Generally, the predicted mean surface relief is underestimated – especially in the SE of the ice sheet – due to the assumption of a fully temperate ice column across the whole GrIS (Fig. 2.12B). However, the large-scale pattern of the predicted mean surface relief has not been modified significantly due to this effect (Fig. 2.6). Instead, the basal slip optimisation just dampened the rate of predicted relief decrease towards the interior of the ice sheet in most cases (Fig. 2.12B). Regions where large surface relief has been predicted (and observed) far from the ice sheet margin using the original basal slip ratio dataset – e.g. NW, W, NE (Fig. 2.6) – have even higher predicted relief with the optimised basal slip ratio dataset (Fig. 2.12B). However, the coverage and position of these regions have not changed significantly and new regions with similar characteristics have not been detected (Fig. 2.12B). However, I also note that the highest increase in the predicted surface relief has been observed close to the ice sheet margin in SE Greenland, coinciding with the unusual inverse pattern of the basal slip correction factors (Fig. 2.12B).
Figure 2.12 (A) Basal slip ratio correction factor ($b$) map. (B) The difference between the predicted mean surface reliefs calculated using the original and the optimised basal slip ratios was only calculated where the correction factor was larger than 1. Regions where the correction factor was below 1 are masked out (pale grey).

2.4. Discussion

2.4.1. Factors controlling the transfer of basal variability to the ice sheet surface

The overall decrease of the observed mean surface relief towards the interior of the GrIS (Fig. 2.6) confirms the theoretical expectation that the transfer of basal topographical and slipperiness variability to the ice sheet surface is attenuated by thicker ice and lower ice surface slopes (Gudmundsson, 2003; Raymond and Gudmundsson 2005). The visible correlation between high observed mean surface relief and high basal slip ratio also confirms the theoretical expectation that high basal slip ratio enables more
efficient basal variability transfer to the surface (Gudmundsson, 2003; Raymond and Gudmundsson 2005). Finally, the correlation between the predicted and observed mean surface relief confirms that the theory of bed-to-surface variability transfer (Gudmundsson, 2003) and its non-stationary extension (Ng et al., 2018) could be used to estimate the topographical variability of the ice sheet surface using currently available datasets in Greenland.

According to the transfer functions $T_{sb}$ and $T_{sc}$, the surface topographical response to basal slipperiness perturbations is significantly weaker than the response to basal topographical perturbations across the GrIS at the wavelengths investigated (Gudmundsson, 2003; De Rydt et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2018). In other words, the surface topographical relief is controlled predominantly by basal topographical perturbations, i.e. via $T_{sb}$ in Eq. (2.1), while the ice thickness, basal slip ratio and surface slope modulate this control. This theoretical expectation is confirmed by my sensitivity experiments, showing the relative surface response to potential basal slipperiness perturbations of the same magnitude and phase as the observed basal topography perturbations (Section 2.2.6). These demonstrate that the relative mean surface relief response to potential basal slipperiness perturbations – compared to the total surface relief response – is below 25% for typical GrIS conditions today, assuming similar magnitude basal topography and slipperiness perturbations (Section 2.3.3). The fact that the predicted mean surface relief – calculated neglecting the bed-to-surface slipperiness transfer – reproduces the large-scale spatial pattern of the observed mean surface relief (Fig 2.6) also supports the dominance of basal topographic perturbations in controlling the surface relief. However, the exclusion of the bed-to-surface slipperiness transfer could explain – to some extent – the general underestimation of the observed mean surface relief by the predicted relief dataset.

2.4.2. Factors affecting the accuracy of the predicted mean surface relief

The qualitative explanatory power of the theory – and the numerical implementation – has been confirmed by the good visible correlation and the reasonable linear relationship between the observed and predicted mean surface relief (Fig. 2.6). However, there are considerable quantitative differences between the observed and predicted mean surface relief (Section 2.3.2). Predominantly the mean surface relief of the GrIS was underestimated (i.e. positive relief anomaly), while in some smaller regions overestimation (i.e. negative relief anomaly) was also observed (Fig. 2.8).
The exclusion of the bed-to-surface slipperiness transfer may explain some of the positive relief anomaly and why this is dominant across the GrIS. However, it is likely that the surface relief response to basal slipperiness perturbations is small compared to the surface relief response to basal topographical perturbations (Section 2.3.3). Therefore, I suggest that it is unlikely that the observed positive relief anomaly is entirely caused by the exclusion of the bed-to-surface slipperiness transfer. Furthermore, this exclusion cannot produce negative relief anomaly. Hence, I discuss several other reasons that may offer additional explanation for the overall mismatch between the predicted and observed surface relief, and to the spatial pattern of the relief anomaly.

2.4.2.1. Spatial variations in the surface mass balance and snow/firn compaction rates

Firstly, my method is based exclusively on the transfer theory, thus other surface relief production processes are not incorporated. For example, redistribution of snow/firn on the ice sheet surface by strong winds can cause sastrugi to form, which could not be captured by the transfer theory. However, these are transient and have relatively small amplitude and wavelength, thus they only mildly increase the surface relief (Whillans, 1975). Spatial variations in surface mass balance and snow/firn compaction rates can also modify the shape of larger surface topographical undulations, which initially form due to the bed-to-surface transfer of basal variability. However, these processes are unlikely to affect the position and phase of these larger undulations significantly (Black and Budd, 1964; Gow and Rowland, 1965; Whillans, 1975; Medley et al., 2015). Hence, I propose that surface processes only exert a secondary feedback on the magnitude of surface relief. This is supported by the fact that I can predict the pattern of surface relief well without incorporating their effects.

2.4.2.2. Basal slip ratio underestimation

Some of the mismatch between predicted and observed mean surface relief is attributable to overall underestimation of the true basal slip ratios due to the assumption of fully temperate ice and the exclusion of summer ice-flow accelerations (Section 2.2.7). This would cause an underestimation of the surface relief, as faster basal slip promotes efficient transfer of basal variability (Gudmundsson, 2003); indeed, most of the ice sheet is characterized by positive relief anomalies (Fig. 2.8).
My results demonstrate that the exclusion of summer speed-up events from representative surface velocities (MacGregor et al., 2016) causes considerable basal slip ratio underestimation (around 18.6%) while the resulting reduction of the predicted mean surface relief is moderate (around 6.6%). However, this test was carried out very close to the ice sheet margin in SW Greenland (Fig. 2.11) and even within this area the underestimation, especially in the case of predicted mean surface relief, increases towards the margin (Fig. 2.11). Thus, underestimation of the basal slip ratio, and especially the predicted mean surface relief, due to the exclusion of summer ice-flow acceleration events is likely to be negligible further inland.

The optimal basal slip ratio correction factors show that the basal slip ratio underestimation – due to the assumption of temperate ice across the GrIS – generally increases towards the ice sheet divide (Fig. 2.12). This agrees well with the assumption that the ice is colder further inland. Furthermore, especially in SW Greenland, the value of the correction factor roughly falls in the range of what I expect due to the decreasing ice temperature and creep parameter, which could be more than 10 times smaller near the ice divide than around the margin of the ice sheet (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010; Harrington et al., 2015; Ng et al., 2018). The maximum correction factors, which are found near the ice divides, also increase towards the north (Fig. 2.12A) where the ice is colder compared to lower latitudes (Rignot and Mouginot, 2012).

However, the increasing trend of correction factors towards the ice divide is not clear everywhere across the ice sheet. Most notably the optimal basal slip ratio correction factor was found to be 1 over large areas, extending from the ice sheet margin to the ice divide (Fig. 2.12A). These areas correspond to flowlines which intersect major negative relief anomalies (Figs. 2.12A and 2.8), where the observed surface relief is significantly overestimated by the predicted relief, even before artificially increasing the basal slip ratio. Thus, increasing the basal slip ratio any further will just raise the overall mismatch between the observed and predicted undulations along these flowlines, due to the more effective transfer of basal variability at high basal slip ratios (Gudmundsson, 2003). In some cases, the correction factor rises towards the sheet margin, instead of increasing towards the ice divide. This is most evident in SE Greenland (Fig. 2.12) and corresponds to areas where the relief anomaly is strongly positive (Fig. 2.8). Thus, I propose that in these cases the correction factor compensates for the underestimation of the surface relief, e.g. due to unknown or poorly resolved basal features.
In conclusion, my results show that the predicted surface relief decreases more rapidly towards the ice sheet divides of the GrIS due to the assumption of fully temperate ice. This also contributes to the overall underestimation of observed surface relief. However, my standard prediction still captures the large-scale spatial pattern of the observed mean surface relief (Fig. 2.6). Hence, even though the ice sheet-wide calculation of basal slip ratio correction factors provided useful insights, they will not be used in subsequent analyses due to their incoherent spatial pattern discussed above.

2.4.2.3. Constant viscosity assumption

A further potential cause of the systematic spatial pattern of over- and underestimation of surface relief is the assumption of constant viscosity – linear stress-strain relationship (i.e. linearly viscous medium) – in the transfer calculation (Gudmundsson, 2003; Ng et al., 2018). Where strain rates are high, the ice viscosity decreases according to Glen’s flow law (Fig. 2.13). The attendant faster internal deformation would more strongly attenuate the upward transfer of basal perturbations, causing a smoother surface than predicted. This hypothesis is supported by the correspondence of negative relief anomalies with high strain rate magnitudes, mostly in the vicinity of high velocity outlet glaciers (Fig. 2.8). Where strain rates are low, more rigid ice than assumed (Fig. 2.13) would act as a stress guide to cause stronger transfer (Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2005). This expectation is consistent with the dominance of positive anomalies in the ice sheet interior (Fig. 2.13). However, such nonlinear rheological effects mainly change the quantitative strength of the bed-to-surface transfer, not its qualitative pattern (Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2005). This is supported by the overall correlation between the observed relief map and the predictions.
Figure 2.13 Stress-strain graphs of a linearly viscous medium, assumed by the theory, and a non-linearly viscous shear-thinning medium, which is a more precise representation of glacier flow. Negative relief anomalies (blue) are suggested to correspond with areas where the linear approximation overestimates viscosity, at high stress-strain rates, and vice versa (red).

2.4.2.4. Uncertainties of the bed topography and three-dimensional effects on the transfer of basal variability

Other factors responsible for the relief anomalies are bed DEM uncertainty, 3D effects on the transfer of basal variability and the presence of deeply incised subglacial valleys. The BedMachine mass conservation algorithm is less precise (Morlighem et al., 2014, 2017b) and basal topographical features could be missed (Ross et al., 2018), where the spatial density of ice thickness measurements is low. My method will under-predict the amplitude of surface undulations in such data-sparse regions. Accordingly, I observe the dominance of positive relief anomalies in the GrIS interior (Fig. 2.8) where ice thickness measurements are scarce (Morlighem et al., 2014, 2017b). Also, De Rydt et al. (2013) demonstrated that the actual 3D transfer of basal variability is weaker than described by the 2D approximations along flowlines. This “dampening” effect, which would induce negative relief anomalies, is expected to be significant around laterally-confined ice flow features that show strong lateral variations in basal properties (Sergienko, 2012; De Rydt et al., 2013). The effect is evidenced by the frequent alignment of deeply incised subglacial valleys with the computed negative relief anomalies, e.g. the Jakobshavn Glacier in W Greenland and the Helheim Glacier in the SE (Fig. 2.8D-F, G-I). SE Greenland is especially interesting, as strongly positive amplitude anomalies aligned with high strain rates and a disconnected system of subglacial depressions are found directly inland of deep fjords along the ice sheet.
margin (Fig. 2.8G-I). I propose that areas such as this have poorly resolved bed topography and overlie yet undiscovered major subglacial valleys.

2.5. Summary

It is possible to predict the large-scale pattern of surface relief on the GrIS from ice sheet-wide bed topography, ice thickness and basal slip ratio datasets, by using a non-stationary integral method (Ng et al., 2018) employing Gudmundsson’s (2003) linearised transfer functions. The mismatch found between the observed and predicted surface relief – or ‘relief anomaly’ – arises from unknown basal slipperiness variations, uncertainties of the bed topography and basal slip ratio datasets, surface processes on the ice sheet, the assumption of a linearly viscous medium, and 3D effects on the transfer of basal variability. The spatial pattern of the relief anomaly is consistent with the expected consequences caused by the assumption of linearly viscous fully temperate ice, the precision of the bed DEM and the 2D approximations of the transfer of basal variability. My results also suggest that surface processes, basal slipperiness perturbations and the seasonal variability of ice flow exhibit only a secondary influence on mesoscale surface topographical undulations.
CHAPTER 3: SPATIAL CORRELATION OF SURFACE RELIEF AND SURFACE DRAINAGE ON THE GREENLAND ICE SHEET

3.1. Introduction

Surface topography is believed to be the first order control on the spatial structure of surface drainage (e.g. Lüthje et al., 2006; Banwell et al., 2012; Leeson et al., 2012; Joughin et al., 2013; Karlstrom and Yang, 2016), while meltwater production and runoff – i.e. exogenic controls – determine the seasonal evolution (e.g. Lüthje et al., 2006; Leeson et al., 2012; Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2014; Clason et al., 2015; Poinar et al., 2017) (Section 1.2.2). Despite some inaccuracies, the large-scale spatial pattern of surface relief can be predicted using the non-stationary extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003) transfer theory (Chapter 2). This supports the hypothesis that the bed-to-surface transfer of basal variability is the main control on the surface topography of the GrIS at scales comparable to the local ice thickness (Section 1.2.3). Therefore, bed-to-surface transfer – an endogenic control – might also influence the large-scale spatial structure of surface drainage. Accordingly, I also hypothesise that the non-stationary transfer theory can be used to infer the large-scale spatial structure of surface drainage. Although this aligns well with previous suggestions and observations about the control of basal topography on surface drainage (e.g. Lampkin and VanderBerg, 2011; Karlstrom and Yang, 2016) (Section 1.2.2), it is still unclear whether the scales at which bed-to-surface transfer controls surface topography (Chapter 2) are relevant to the routing of surface meltwater. As this has not been tested before (Section 1.2.2), here I examine the correlation between the spatial structure of surface drainage and the predicted/observed surface relief calculated in Chapter 2, and also explore whether surface runoff modulates the correlation (Section 1.3, O3).

Besides the direct feedback surface drainage exerts on the SMB (e.g. Greuell et al., 2002; Lüthje et al., 2006) (Section 1.1), the spatial structure – and of course the seasonal evolution – of surface drainage also controls the location and characteristics of surface-to-bed meltwater connections (Selmes et al., 2011; Kingslake et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2015; Yang and Smith, 2016), which in turn influence the evolution of subglacial drainage (e.g. Banwell et al., 2016) (Section 1.1). Therefore, understanding the factors that control the spatial structure of surface drainage on the GrIS – i.e. the distribution, density and dimensions of lakes, streams and moulins – is a prerequisite for evaluating
the long-term effects of hydrological processes on GrIS mass balance and dynamics (Section 1.1, Section 1.2.2).

3.2. Methods

3.2.1. Surface lakes, rivers and moulins derived from satellite imagery

To evaluate the influence of the bed-to-surface variability transfer on the surface drainage structure of the GrIS, I compared the observed and predicted mean surface relief with the observed distribution (i.e. derived from satellite imagery) of surface lakes, surface rivers and moulins in the ablation zone of the ice sheet in SW Greenland. These features were derived from Landsat-8 panchromatic imagery – with 15 m horizontal resolution – acquired on 19 August 2013 for a 22,788 km² area in SW Greenland by Yang and Smith (2016). I note that moulins were delineated indirectly by Yang and Smith (2016), by assuming a moulin at the end of every surface river which did not terminate in a surface lake.

In order to control for the influence of surface meltwater runoff on the distribution of surface drainage features derived from Landsat-8 imagery, modelled monthly runoff data from Modèle Atmosphérique Régional (MAR, version 3.5.2; 5 km grid resolution) – forced by European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecast Re-analysis (ERA-Interim) – were obtained for August, 2013 (Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017).

3.2.2. Deriving potential surface lakes, rivers and moulins from surface DEMs and ice flow velocity datasets

The Landsat-8 derived datasets of Yang and Smith (2016) only provide a one-day snapshot of the temporal evolution of the surface drainage in SW Greenland. In reality, surface drainage evolves in time as meltwater production varies across the ice sheet, governed by changing atmospheric conditions and surface energy balance (Yang and Smith, 2016). Therefore, I estimated the maximum potential distribution of lakes, rivers and moulins by delineating closed surface depressions (Section 3.2.2.1), surface rivers (Section 3.2.2.2) and moulins (Section 3.2.2.3) from high-resolution surface DEMs that overlap with the domain of the Landsat-8 survey in SW Greenland.

Crucially, this approach also allows me to carry out ice sheet-wide comparisons of the observed/predicted surface relief and potential surface lake, river and moulin sites, even where the formation of such drainage features is inhibited due to current
atmospheric conditions (e.g. in the interior of the GrIS where surface runoff is currently negligible). However, it is important to note that a more indirect approach – using ice flow velocity instead of a surface DEM – is necessary to create an ice sheet-wide dataset indicating potential moulin sites (discussed in Section 3.2.2.3).

3.2.2.1. Potential surface lakes

Closed surface depressions represent potential sites for surface lake formation (e.g. Leeson et al., 2012, 2015). Thus, to estimate the maximum potential distribution of surface lakes, I consider every closed surface depression as a potential surface lake. Closed depressions were surveyed by filling the sinks of the GIMP-DEM, posted at 30 m resolution (Howat et al., 2014; 2017). The closed surface depression dataset was filtered to remove false depressions caused by noise in the DEM, and depressions that are unlikely to host surface lakes. Small (≤ 0.125 km²) (Yang et al., 2015), very shallow (mean depth ≤ 1.5 m), very deep (mean depth ≥ 50 m) depressions, and depressions located on thin (≤ 10 m) and ungrounded ice according to BedMachine v.2 data (Morlighem et al., 2014) were removed.

To test the reliability of the surface depression inventory as a surface lake proxy, it was compared with contemporary ice sheet wide surface lake surveys derived from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite imagery. These were provided by Selmes et al. (2011) and Leeson et al. (2013) for the period 2003–2009. The spatial coincidence between depressions and surface lakes was assessed and expressed as recall (percentage of surface lakes with matching depressions) and precision (percentage of depressions hosting surface lakes) values (Livingstone et al., 2013) for each main catchment of the GrIS – delineated by the Goddard Ice Altimetry Group (Zwally et al., 2012) – above and below the current equilibrium-line altitude (ELA). The average of the monthly modelled SMB datasets for the period of 2000-2009, obtained from MAR v.3.5.2 forced by ERA-Interim (Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017), was used to derive the current ELA.

I also surveyed closed surface depressions from the ArcticDEM (Release 5, DigitalGlobe Inc., 2017) – which is widely regarded as one of the best large-scale high-resolution surface DEM for the Arctic areas – in order to test the reliability of the GIMP-DEM derived dataset. I intend to use the GIMP-DEM – instead of the ArcticDEM – for my main analyses as ArcticDEM data are not available for some small regions of the GrIS (i.e. there are “holes” in the DEM). As a first step the Arctic DEM
granules were downsampled from 5 m (the original grid resolution) to 25 m using bilinear interpolation, in order to restrict the computational requirements of my data operations. Then, the downsampled DEM granules were merged and the closed surface depressions were delineated, as described above. The subsequent comparisons with the surface lake surveys were carried out in the same manner as previously described.

3.2.2.2. Potential surface rivers

In order to estimate the potential maximum spatial coverage of rivers on the GrIS, I used standard hydrologic analysis tools in ArcGIS 10.1. First, a flow accumulation raster was derived from the GIMP-DEM, after filling the sinks not included in the GIMP-DEM derived surface depression dataset (Section 3.2.2.1). Next, the river vectors were extracted from the flow accumulation raster using a minimum catchment area. The resultant river network is highly sensitive to the choice of this minimum catchment area, thus the extraction of rivers was carried out using a variety of catchment areas (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 1 km²). These GIMP-DEM derived river networks were then compared with the Landsat-8 derived river dataset, surveyed by Yang and Smith (2016) in SW Greenland, to find the optimal minimum catchment area (Section 3.3.2.2).

3.2.2.3. Potential moulins

As moulins are point-like (i.e. have small spatial dimensions), they are hard to detect on moderate resolution surface DEMs such as the GIMP-DEM. Hence, they were mapped manually (S. Livingstone, personal communication, 2017) using a high resolution Surface Extraction with TIN-based Search-space Minimization (SETSM) DEM (Noh and Howat, 2015; 2 m grid resolution) which is available for a 14,576 km² area in SW Greenland – retrieved mostly in 2011 – largely overlapping with the Landsat-8 domain. In contrast to the previous two approaches (Section 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2) and also the study of Yang and Smith (2016), this survey directly yields the sites of large (> 2m diameter) active (i.e. transporting meltwater from the surface to the bed) or inactive moulins. As soon as a moulin becomes inactive (i.e. loses its meltwater supply) it starts to close due to inward freezing – if it remains water-filled – and/or creep closure (Catania and Neumann, 2010). This could limit my ability to capture the true maximum distribution of moulins. However, Catania and Neumann (2010) have shown that the very top (i.e. close to the ice surface) of moulins could remain partially
open even if the moulin is inactive. Therefore, I propose that the SETSM-DEM derived moulin dataset does estimate the maximum distribution of large moulins accurately.

However, high resolution DEMs are not available for the whole GrIS, moulins are restricted to areas where the surface melt is currently high, and it is labour intensive to survey moulins manually. In order to overcome these limitations and estimate the ice sheet-wide maximum potential distribution of moulins, an ice sheet-wide principal strain rate map was derived from the mean of MEaSUREs ice flow velocity datasets (Version 2) for the winters of 2007-2009 (Joughin et al., 2010; 2017) following the approach of Poinar et al. (2015) (A. Sole, personal communication, 2017). The formation of moulins due to hydrofracture requires an initial crack (e.g. a crevasse) at the ice sheet surface, which is propagated to the ice sheet bed by tensile stresses due to meltwater infilling (Das et al., 2008; Krawczynski et al., 2009). The spatial distribution of crevasses has been shown to correspond well with areas of principal strain rates above +0.005 yr\(^{-1}\) (Joughin et al., 2013; Poinar et al., 2015). My principal strain rate map thus allows a first order investigation of the connection between surface relief and potential sites for hydrofracture – and thus moulin formation – at the ice sheet scale.

3.2.3 Comparing the observed mean surface relief with the surface hydrological features of SW Greenland

To compare the observed mean surface relief with surface lakes, rivers and moulins – derived either from satellite imagery or surface DEMs – in SW Greenland, first the observed surface relief was binned using exponentially increasing bin limits (with 2 as the base and the exponents increasing by 0.5). Then, the relative spatial coverage of surface lakes, the density of rivers and the density of moulins – all of them derived from Landsat-8 imagery by Yang and Smith (2016) – were calculated for every observed surface relief category. The same approach was repeated on spatial subsets – corresponding to the domain of the Landsat-8 survey of Yang and Smith (2016) – of the GIMP-DEM derived closed surface depression and surface river datasets. In the latter case, river densities were obtained using different minimum catchment areas and compared with the Landsat-8 derived river densities in order to find the optimal minimum catchment area. As the SETSM-DEM largely overlaps with the Landsat-8 domain, the approach was repeated on the complete SETSM-DEM derived moulin dataset.
In order to control for runoff, first the MAR derived runoff (Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017) was binned into three categories (100-300 mm/month, 200-400 mm/month, 300-500 mm/month; water-equivalent) – approximately centred at the mean (297 mm/month) with ranges slightly higher than 1 standard deviation (167 mm/month) – then the analysis described above was repeated for each runoff category. The three surface DEM derived datasets were excluded from these analyses (i.e. controlling for the runoff) as they estimate the maximum potential distribution of surface hydrological features, and thus are time-integrated. After filtering out surface relief categories with small areas (< 160 km²), which occurred close to the minimal and/or maximum surface relief in some cases, statistical tests were carried out on the resultant datasets.

### 3.2.4 Comparing the observed and predicted mean surface relief with the surface hydrological features of the whole GrIS

The ice sheet-wide comparisons were carried out somewhat differently than the comparisons in SW Greenland. The observed and predicted mean surface relief datasets were binned using exponentially increasing bin limits with 2 as the base – which agrees with the procedure described in Section 3.2.3 – the exponents were increased by 1 instead of 0.5. Furthermore, only categories smaller than 4500 km² were removed (as opposed to 160 km² in SW Greenland). Finally, the retrieved metrics of the surface hydrological features also differ to some extent. Besides the relative spatial coverage of surface depressions and the density of surface rivers, the mean area of surface depressions and the mean link length of surface rivers were also calculated for each relief category. Metrics from the principal strain rate map – i.e. the mean absolute strain rate and the relative coverage of the area where the strain rates exceed +0.005 yr⁻¹ – were retrieved for every observed/predicted mean surface relief category. As the ice sheet-wide comparisons included regions where surface melt is currently negligible (as opposed to the Landsat-8 domain in SW Greenland which lies completely in the ablation zone), they were not controlled for runoff.

### 3.3 Results

Here, I test the hypothesis that bed-to-surface variability transfer controls the spatial pattern of surface drainage at the ice sheet scale. This is crucial as it enables me to use the predicted mean surface relief – obtained by employing the theory of bed-to-surface variability transfer – as a proxy for estimating palaeo/future surface drainage.
structures. Comparing the predicted mean surface relief and the surface drainage is the most direct way of doing this. However, mismatches between the observed and predicted mean surface relief – due to known limitations of the theory and the input data – will bias these relationships. Hence, I also compare the surface drainage with the observed mean surface relief, which has been shown to be controlled by the bed-to-surface variability transfer in Chapter 2. This approach allows me to circumvent the aforementioned bias and provides flexibility for palaeo/future predictions where data uncertainties (e.g. knowledge of bed topography and other properties) will vary.

3.3.1 Comparison of closed surface depressions and surface lakes

First, I quantify how well the sites of surface lakes can be inferred from the GIMP-DEM derived closed surface depression dataset, as several subsequent analyses will utilize this dataset. The majority (81%) of observed surface lakes are located below the current ELA which agrees well with previous observations (e.g. Echelmeyer et al., 1991; Howat et al., 2013). Furthermore, it justifies my approach to restrict the comparisons to surface lakes and depressions below the current ELA.

A recall (percentage of surface lakes which fall within a depression) of 78% indicates that GIMP-DEM derived surface depressions can be used to predict the sites of contemporary surface lakes below the ELA accurately (Table 3.1). There are several reasons why the basin of a surface lake could be missed on surface DEMs. Some lakes might be present at the time of DEM retrieval, and some surface lakes may also survive the melt season and freeze at the beginning of the subsequent winter (Selmes et al., 2013, Koenig et al., 2015). Detecting the corresponding basins of such lakes is complicated as they are completely or partially filled with water/ice. Furthermore, some surface lakes might be very shallow, with a maximum depth of 1-2 m (Banwell et al., 2014). The basins – i.e. hosting surface depressions – of shallow lakes might also be shallow, which could make them difficult to detect on surface DEMs, especially considering that the mean vertical 1σ error of the GIMP-DEM is 1.56 m across the GrIS (Howat et al., 2017). However, even shallow surface lakes could cause sharp reflectivity gradients on optical satellite images, as there is a large difference in the albedo of ice and water (Sneed and Hamilton, 2007). In fact, removing false positives due to the presence of saturated firn (e.g. slush swamps) is a major challenge of satellite derived surface lake surveys (e.g. Johansson et al., 2013).
Table 3.1 Comparison of GIMP-DEM and ArcticDEM derived closed surface depressions and satellite derived contemporary surface lakes. 1Only GIMP-DEM and ArcticDEM derived depressions and observed surface lakes below the current ELA, derived from ERA-Interim forced MAR over 2000–2009, were considered. 2The percentage of the volume/area of GIMP-DEM and ArcticDEM derived depressions hosting surface lakes from the total depression volume/area of each catchment, only considering depressions below the ELA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catchment</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>NW</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of surface lakes</strong></td>
<td>215</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1347</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>2976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surface lakes below the ELA (%)</strong></td>
<td>95</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GIMP-DEM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of depressions</td>
<td>1404</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>3661</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>2688</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td>2353</td>
<td>15443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall below the ELA (%)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision below the ELA (%)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision of volume below the ELA (%)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision of area below the ELA (%)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ArcticDEM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of depressions</td>
<td>1414</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>3309</td>
<td>1539</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>2637</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>2320</td>
<td>14962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall below the ELA (%)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision below the ELA (%)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision of volume below the ELA (%)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision of area below the ELA (%)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A precision (percentage of depressions hosting surface lakes) of 31% indicates that even below the ELA a lot of GIMP-DEM derived depressions currently do not host surface lakes (Table 3.1). Low precision is expected because a range of factors could hinder the formation of surface lakes in depressions, e.g. the presence of crevasses, moulins and narrow surface channels draining the lakes – none of which are visible on the GIMP-DEM due to its moderate spatial resolution (Howat et al., 2014, 2017) and/or the transient thermal incision of surface streams (Karlstrom and Yang, 2016) – and/or inadequate meltwater supply. Surveys using satellite imagery could have also missed surface lakes due to limited availability and/or moderate spatial resolution of the MODIS imagery, and the short lifetime of some surface lakes (Selmes et al., 2011; Leeson et al., 2013; Cooley and Christoffersen, 2017). However, depressions below the
ELA where surface lakes were not detected are significantly smaller than depressions where surface lakes were present. Although only 31% of the surface depressions below the ELA have corresponding surface lakes, these depressions account for 68% and 63% of the total volume and area of the depressions below the ELA, respectively (Table 3.1).

The performance of the GIMP-DEM was very similar to the ArcticDEM (Table 3.1), thus giving me confidence in the reliability of the GIMP-DEM derived depression dataset. The catchment-specific recall and precision values also demonstrate that the GIMP-DEM derived surface depression dataset performs relatively well in all catchments of the GrIS, though the accuracy is not homogenous (Table 3.1). It is worth noting that the precision – and also the precision weighted by the area/volume of the depressions – is rather low in SE Greenland, meaning that only a small portion of the detected closed surface depressions below the ELA hosts lakes. I attribute this to the large thickness of the firn layer, which facilitates the formation of a vast firn aquifer system and restricts the evolution of surface lakes and rivers in SE Greenland (Howat et al., 2013; Poinar et al., 2017). Based on the ice sheet-wide recall (78%) and precision (63–68% when depressions are weighted by their area and volume, respectively), I propose that the GIMP-DEM derived surface depressions could be used to infer the distribution, especially the volume and area, of surface lakes below the ELA with acceptable – below 40% – uncertainty (Table 3.1).
3.3.2 The observed mean surface relief and surface drainage of SW Greenland

3.3.2.1 Landsat-8 derived surface lakes and GIMP-DEM derived surface depressions

The spatial density of Landsat-8 derived surface lakes and GIMP-DEM derived closed surface depressions in SW Greenland is highest in areas displaying moderate observed surface relief; around 25 m (Fig. 3.1D). This result is found also for the subsets of the Landsat-8 lakes corresponding to different runoff intervals (Fig. 3.1D) though the 100-300 mm interval lacks relief exceeding 32 m (Fig. 3.1C). GIMP-DEM derived depressions have a higher overall spatial coverage than Landsat-8 derived lakes, though the trends are very similar (Fig. 3.1D). The runoff interval subsets indicate that the overall lake coverage decreases with higher runoff (Fig. 3.1D).

In the context of the null hypothesis – that these features are randomly distributed in relation to the surface relief – the maximum standard score (maximum standardised deviation from the mean) of the spatial coverage of lakes is statistically significant for the full Landsat-8 domain (Table 3.2). Depressions and subsets of lakes for different runoff categories yielded similar, albeit statistically less significant, results (Table 3.2). These results indicate a strong control on surface lake and depression structure by the surface relief, somewhat biased by runoff.
Figure 3.1 (A) Observed mean surface relief map for the full Landsat-8 survey domain combined with the outlines of the SETSM domain (dashed boundary) and contours representing different levels of the modelled Aug, 2013 runoff. (B) Observed mean surface relief compared with the distribution of Landsat-8 derived surface lakes, rivers and moulins in SW Greenland. (C) Area histograms of the observed mean surface relief categories of the full Landsat-8 domain, SETSM domain, and different runoff intervals of the Landsat-8 domain; categories smaller than 160 km$^2$ and in the case of the SETSM domain above the relief of 90.5 m are excluded. (D) Landsat-8 derived lake coverage and GIMP-DEM derived depression coverage, (E) Landsat-8 and GIMP-DEM derived river density, (F) Landsat-8 and SETSM-DEM derived moulin density corresponding to observed mean surface relief categories. (D, E, F) To control for runoff, subsets of Landsat-8 derived lakes, rivers and moulins were created for the runoff intervals of 100-300 mm, 200-400 mm and 300-500 mm.
Table 3.2 Coefficients of determination ($R^2$) and $p$-values of the quadratic models fitted on different inferential characteristics (e.g. density, coverage) of the Landsat-8, GIMP-DEM and SETSM-DEM derived surface drainage features, principal strain rates and observed mean surface relief. Models were fitted on ice sheet wide datasets, subsets for the Landsat-8 domain and subsets for different runoff intervals within the Landsat-8 domain. $P$-values of the maximum and minimum standard scores, describing the probability of getting such values assuming a normal distribution, are also provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landsat-8 domain</th>
<th>Quadratic trend ($R^2$)</th>
<th>Quadratic trend (p)</th>
<th>Maximum standard score (p)</th>
<th>Minimum standard score (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landsat-8 lake coverage</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIMP depression coverage</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat-8 river density</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIMP river density</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat-8 moulin density</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETSM moulin density</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Runoff interval (mm)</th>
<th>Runoff controlled Landsat-8 lake coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 - 300</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 - 400</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 - 500</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Runoff controlled Landsat-8 river density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 - 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 - 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 - 500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Runoff controlled Landsat-8 moulin density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 - 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 - 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 - 500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full GrIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GIMP depression coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIMP mean depression area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIMP river density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIMP mean river length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean absolute strain rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage of high strain rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2.2 Landsat-8 and GIMP-DEM derived surface rivers

Before discussing the comparison of the observed mean surface relief and surface rivers, I introduce my results concerning the choice of the optimal minimum catchment area as these have direct consequences on the GIMP-DEM derived river dataset, used for the subsequent comparisons. Since the GIMP-DEM derived rivers should approximate the maximum potential density of the Landsat-8 derived rivers, I propose that a minimal catchment area of 0.3 km² provides the best estimation (Fig. 3.2). Thus 0.3 km² will be used as the minimum catchment area in my subsequent
analyses. However, there are systematic differences between the river densities derived from Landsat-8 and the GIMP-DEM at low and high surface relief (discussed in Section 3.4). I also note that the river density trends associated with the different GIMP-DEM derived river datasets – employing different minimal catchment areas – are quite similar (Fig. 3.2). Therefore, I expect that my final outputs are not influenced significantly by the choice of a minimal river catchment area.

**Figure 3.2** River densities corresponding to observed mean surface relief categories. Rivers have been obtained from the Landsat-8 survey (dashed red line) and from the GIMP-DEM using different minimal catchment areas (indicated on the legend).

Similarly to surface lakes and depressions, the Landsat-8 derived rivers of the full Landsat-8 domain have their highest spatial density in areas with moderate surface relief (Fig. 3.1E), though the corresponding maximum standard score has a relatively low statistical significance (Table 3.2). This relationship is less clear when considering GIMP-DEM derived rivers, and Landsat-8 derived river subsets for different runoff intervals (Fig. 3.1E). These suggest that the density of surface rivers generally decreases with increasing surface relief (Fig. 3.1E). The decreasing trends could be described by statistically significant quadratic equations, except for the low runoff subset (Table 3.2). In general the Landsat-8 derived river densities are lower than the GIMP-DEM derived river densities, especially at low and high surface relief (Fig. 3.1E). This situation is also apparent in the case of the Landsat-8 derived river subsets corresponding to low
and high runoff (Fig. 3.1E). However, Landsat-8 derived river densities corresponding to moderate runoff are very similar to the GIMP-DEM derived river densities (Fig. 3.1E). The limited coherence between the different trends suggests additional controlling factors besides surface relief.

### 3.3.2.3 Landsat-8 and SETSM-DEM derived moulins

Moulin density extracted from Landsat-8 and the SETSM-DEM increases with surface relief (Fig. 3.1F). The SETSM-DEM reveals a higher overall moulin density, which is not surprising given its time-integrated nature and higher spatial resolution (Fig. 3.1F). Both trends can be described by statistically significant quadratic equations (Table 3.2). However, Landsat-8 derived moulin densities of different runoff intervals exhibit statistically insignificant increasing trends with surface relief (Fig. 3.1F, Table 3.2), which suggests that surface relief is not the main control on moulin density. Nevertheless, these trends are offset from each other, implying that moulin density increases with runoff (Fig. 3.1F).

### 3.3.3 The observed mean surface relief and surface drainage of the whole GrIS

The ice sheet wide distribution of the GIMP-DEM derived surface depressions has the highest relative spatial coverage around moderately high surface relief (Fig. 3.3E), while depressions are the largest around moderately low surface relief (Fig. 3.3F). Maximum standard scores of the depression coverage and the mean depression area have statistical significance levels just above the conventional 0.05 boundary (Table 3.2). The ice sheet wide density and mean link length of the GIMP-DEM derived surface rivers decrease with increasing surface relief, following statistically significant quadratic equations (Fig. 3.3G-H, Table 3.2). The absolute principal strain rates and the coverage of principal strain rates above $+0.005 \text{ yr}^{-1}$ – the latter of which could be considered as proxy for crevasses (Poinar et al., 2015) and moulins (provided there is enough melt) – increase monotonically with the observed surface relief (Fig. 3.3I-J), following quadratic equations (Table 3.2). These results, approximating the relationship between the observed surface relief and the maximum potential ice sheet wide surface drainage, resemble the relationships observed in SW Greenland (Section 3.3.2).
Figure 3.3 (A) Observed mean surface relief map compared with the distribution of GIMP-DEM derived closed surface depressions of the whole ice sheet (B) and GIMP-DEM derived rivers of NE Greenland. (C) Area covered by the observed mean surface relief categories of the GrIS is also shown; categories smaller than 4500 km$^2$ have been removed. (D) The ice sheet wide principal strain rate is also shown. (E) The coverage (F) and mean area of the GIMP-DEM derived depressions corresponding to observed mean surface relief categories has been calculated from the ice sheet wide depression dataset. (G) The density (H) and mean link length of the GIMP-DEM derived rivers, (I) the mean absolute principal strain rate (J) and the coverage of the area where principal strain rates exceed +0.005 yr$^{-1}$ are also provided in the same manner for the whole ice sheet. Maximum standard scores, with their corresponding p-values, and the best-fit quadratic trends (dashed line), with their corresponding $R^2$ and p-values, are shown where applicable.
3.3.4 The predicted mean surface relief and surface drainage of the whole GrIS

Relationships between the predicted mean surface relief and the different aspects of surface drainage features (Fig. 3.4) are similar to the ones described in Section 3.3.3, though the precise trends are somewhat different. In the case of mean absolute strain rates and the coverage of principal strain rates above +0.005 yr$^{-1}$, there are no major differences between the trends calculated using the observed and the predicted mean surface relief (Figs. 3.3I-J and 3.4I-J).

River density and mean river link length show decreasing trends with greater surface relief, both for the observed and the predicted relief dataset (Figs. 3.3G-H and 3.4G-H). However, in the case of the predicted relief dataset, high river density and high mean river link length do not persist at low surface relief – as they do below ~8 m in the case of the observed relief dataset – due to the underestimation of the mean surface relief in the interior of the ice sheet (Chapter 2).

Large depressions (i.e. high mean depression area) correspond to the lowest predicted surface relief categories, whereas the same categories of the observed surface relief have small depressions (Figs. 3.3F and 3.4F). However, the mean area of the depressions generally decreases with surface relief in both cases, though only above ~6 m in the case of the observed relief dataset (Figs. 3.3F and 3.4F). Relative depression coverage is the highest at moderate predicted surface relief, which is similar to the observed relief dataset, though the maximum is offset by ~30 m (Figs. 3.3E and 3.4E). I propose that these differences are caused by the general underestimation of the mean surface relief, especially in the interior of the ice sheet.
Figure 3.4 (A) Predicted mean surface relief map compared with the distribution of GIMP-DEM derived closed surface depressions of the whole ice sheet (B) and GIMP-DEM derived rivers of NE Greenland. (C) Area covered by the predicted mean surface relief categories of the GrIS is also shown; categories smaller than 4500 km$^2$ have been removed. (D) The ice sheet wide principal strain rate is shown as well. (E) The coverage (F) and mean area of the GIMP-DEM derived depressions corresponding to predicted mean surface relief categories has been calculated from the ice sheet wide depression dataset. (G) The density (H) and mean link length of the GIMP-DEM derived rivers, (I) the mean absolute principal strain rate (J) and the coverage of the area where principal strain rates exceed +0.005 yr$^{-1}$ are also provided in the same manner for the whole ice sheet. Maximum standard scores, with their corresponding p-values, and the best-fit quadratic trends (dashed line), with their corresponding $R^2$ and p-values, are shown where applicable.
3.4 Discussion

Based on my results, I suggest that surface depressions form preferentially in areas with moderate surface relief (Figs. 3.1 and 3.3). Here, surface undulations are large enough to form deep closed surface depressions – which act as potential sites for surface lakes (Section 3.3.1) – but not too large to restrict the formation of closed depressions due to the high regional surface slope associated with large amplitude surface undulations. Despite the very similar trend to GIMP-DEM derived depressions, Landsat-8 derived lakes have a lower overall spatial coverage in SW Greenland (Fig. 3.1D). This is expected because the topographic depressions delineate the maximum potential lake coverage, whereas the Landsat-8 snapshot records actual lakes in existence on 19 Aug 2013. The relationship between the distribution of surface lakes and surface relief is only mildly biased by surface runoff, as the relative spatial coverage trends of the surface lake subsets for different runoff intervals are very similar in SW Greenland (Fig. 3.1D). However, there is a slight overall reduction of the relative lake coverage with increasing runoff (Fig. 3.1D), which is expected due to the higher potential for the rapid drainage of lakes where more meltwater is available (Krawczynski et al., 2009; Selmes et al., 2011; Stevens et al., 2015). In conclusion, I propose that – similarly to surface depressions – surface lakes also form preferentially in areas with moderate surface relief.

According to my findings, especially those derived from the GIMP-DEM (Figs. 3.1E and 3.3G-H), the surface river network becomes progressively more fragmented as surface relief increases towards the ice sheet margin, as a result of the more efficient transfer of basal perturbations (Gudmundsson, 2003) (Chapter 2). However, other factors also influence the structure of the observed (i.e. Landsat-8 derived) river network. Firstly, at high elevations where both the runoff and the surface relief are generally low, the river density is smaller than expected as not all potential river channels fill with meltwater due to the low runoff. Furthermore, at low elevations where both the runoff and the surface relief are generally high, the formation of crevasses and moulins – partly due to more frequent hydrofracture caused by the higher meltwater supply – fragments the river network further. These processes are indicated by the divergence of the Landsat-8 and GIMP-DEM derived river densities at low and high surface relief (Fig. 3.1E), as the GIMP-DEM derived river survey cannot fully capture such effects. The aforementioned suggestions are also supported by the fact that the Landsat-8 derived river densities corresponding to the low and high runoff subset (i.e.
100-300 mm, 300-500 mm) are generally lower than the GIMP-DEM derived river densities (Fig. 3.1E).

My results also demonstrate a general increase in moulin density with surface relief. This is due to enhanced crevassing in these regions (Poinar et al., 2015), which is supported by the ice sheet wide comparison of surface relief and principal strain rates (Fig. 3.3I-J). However, this relationship seems to be the most biased by runoff (Fig. 3.1F), due to enhanced potential for hydrofracture and subsequent moulin formation when more meltwater is available (Krawczynski et al., 2009; Poinar et al., 2017). Perhaps this is due to the positive feedback between surface-to-bed meltwater injection events, tensile stress perturbations, and hydrofracturing (Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018).

In general, comparisons using the predicted and observed mean surface relief yielded similar results, though the trends were offset due to the overall underestimation of the observed mean surface relief by the predictions. Hence, I suggest that comparisons using the predicted mean surface relief are relevant to palaeo/future applications where the bed topography is not known accurately and the transfer theory is used to obtain the mean surface relief, which are both likely to cause the prediction to underestimate the actual surface relief.

3.5 Summary

My analyses show that basal topography preconditions the large-scale structure of the surface drainage system on the GrIS, while other factors such as surface runoff generation and crevassing influence the temporal evolution of drainage within a particular melt season (i.e. when, where and to what degree surface drainage develops compared to the maximum potential). Although I suggest that surface relief affects the distribution of all elements of the surface drainage system on the GrIS, the highest degree of control was demonstrated in the case of surface lakes (and surface depressions). Surface depressions and lakes have the largest coverage in areas with moderate surface relief, while the spatial density of surface rivers decrease and the density of moulins increase with increasing surface relief. In conclusion, I suggest that the greatest potential for surface meltwater injections into the subglacial drainage system occurs where the bed-to-surface topography transfer and thus the surface relief are moderately high, due to the aligned presence of a high density surface drainage system and moulins/crevasses.
CHAPTER 4: FUTURE DISTRIBUTION OF SURFACE LAKES ON THE GREENLAND ICE SHEET

4.1. Introduction

Analyses in Chapter 3 demonstrate that bed-to-surface transfer influences the large-scale spatial structure of the surface drainage, though this is modulated by runoff. In particular, the spatial distribution of surface lakes is strongly controlled by the transfer of basal variability, which agrees well with previous observations of lakes re-occurring annually at the same locations (e.g. Echelmeyer et al., 1991) and also with the intuitive idea that surface lakes require closed topographical basins to form (Section 1.2.2). In accordance with previous investigations (e.g. Leeson et al., 2015) that have modelled the surface drainage of the GrIS (Section 1.2.4), I here restrict my future surface drainage projections to surface lakes. This is justified because lakes are crucial to the hydrological system of the GrIS due to their role in facilitating the formation of surface-to-bed meltwater connections, especially at high elevations (e.g. Clason et al., 2015). Thus predicting the future distribution of surface lakes is of key importance regarding the dynamic response of the GrIS to changing surface melt rates (Section 1.1).

Although several studies have modelled the contemporary seasonal evolution of surface lakes, only Leeson et al. (2015) projected their future distribution – until 2060 – by extrapolating ice sheet-wide trends from a small region in SW Greenland (Section 1.2.4). Here, I expand upon the findings of Leeson et al. (2015) by incorporating ice sheet-wide differences in surface depression availability and future SMB into my projections about the changing distribution of surface lakes during the 21st century. In order to accurately capture the effects of surface depression distribution on future surface lakes, I initially assume a stationary ice sheet surface topography during the 21st century which allows me to use accurate contemporary ice sheet-wide surface depression surveys (O4). As the rapid drainage of lakes is a key process in the formation of high elevation surface-to-bed meltwater connections (e.g. Clason et al., 2015), I also estimate the potential for rapid lake drainage by considering elastic fracture mechanics (e.g. Krawczynski et al., 2009) and surface crack presence (Poinar et al., 2015) (O4).

However, in reality, surface relief is expected to change on the GrIS due to the evolving ice thickness, basal slip ratio and surface slope, caused by the warming climate.
(e.g. Vizcaíno et al., 2014) (Section 1.2.4). In Chapter 3 it was demonstrated that surface relief strongly influences the spatial distribution of surface depressions. Hence, the validity of surface lake projections assuming stationary ice surface topography is temporally restricted (Section 1.2.4). In order to quantify this limitation, first I estimate future changes in surface relief between 1980-2300 from ice sheet model outputs and contemporary bed topography, using techniques introduced in Chapter 2. Then, I evaluate the impact of such changes on the distribution of surface lakes during the 21st century, which quantifies the uncertainty caused by the assumption of stationary ice sheet surface topography for the 21st century (O4). I also provide an extended projection – up until 2300 – of the changing distribution of surface lakes, which incorporates the effects of the changing surface topography of the GrIS (Section 1.2.4, O5).

4.2. Methods

4.2.1 Predicting surface lake distribution and volume with fixed ice surface topography

First, I describe my approach for projecting the changing distribution and volume of surface lakes during the 21st century. The ice sheet-wide closed surface depression survey derived from the contemporary GIMP-DEM (Section 3.2.2.1) – which has been shown to correlate well with the distribution of surface lakes below the ELA (Section 3.3.1) – and modelled future SMB datasets (Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017) form the basis of these projections. This assumes that the surface topography/relief of the GrIS – and the distribution of surface depressions – will not change significantly during the 21st century. Although the GrIS currently experiences considerable thinning rates – 0.12 m yr\(^{-1}\) and 0.84 m yr\(^{-1}\) in slow and fast flowing regions respectively (Pritchard et al., 2009) – these will not lead to substantial relative thinning over 100 years in regions with large ice thickness, e.g. in the case of >1 km thick ice, typical for 73.6\% of the ice sheet (Morlighem et al., 2017a, b), the aforementioned thinning rates will lead to <1.2-8.4\% relative thinning over 100 years. I propose that relative ice thinning below 10\% will not modify the surface relief significantly, thus larger surface relief changes will be restricted to regions close to the ice sheet margin where the contemporary ice thickness is low. This idea will be tested further in Section 4.3.2. Despite this uncertainty, using a contemporary surface depression inventory – hence
assuming stationary ice surface topography – allows a more direct and precise estimation of the total volume of future surface lakes as the volume of contemporary surface depressions is known accurately from surface DEMs. Using a fixed ice sheet surface topography is also consistent with several other studies investigating future surface processes – including the distribution of surface lakes – on the GrIS (e.g. Fettweis, et al., 2013; Leeson et al., 2015; Ignéczi et al., 2016).

4.2.1.1 Estimating the volume of contemporary surface lakes

Although the spatial coincidence of closed surface depressions and surface lakes has been evaluated (Section 3.2.2.1 and 3.3.1), it still remains a challenge to estimate the potential volume of lakes that typically form in surface depressions. Most depressions are not filled to the lip with water (e.g., McMillan et al., 2007; Leeson et al., 2012) due to the rapid or slow drainage of lakes over the ice sheet surface (via lip incision) or to the bed (via hydrofracture) and/or the inadequate surface meltwater supply (Selmes et al., 2011, 2013). A lake can drain and refill multiple times during the melt season (e.g. Fitzpatrick et al., 2014), meaning that the volume of a particular surface lake changes temporally. To account for these effects, I compared the volume of depressions with the maximum volume of coinciding observed surface lakes. This approach allows me to estimate the maximum amount of meltwater a depression typically contains, when hosting a surface lake.

A radiative transfer model (Eq. 4.1) (Sneed and Hamilton, 2007) was used to calculate water depths for the pixels of MODIS band 1 (620–670 nm) images from 2003, 2005, 2006, and 2007 in N, NE, and SW Greenland (Ignéczi et al., 2016), using a similar method to that employed by Langley et al. (2016). MODIS Level-1B Calibrated Radiances (MOD02) data were processed using the technique of Gumley et al. (2007).

\[
z = \frac{\ln(A_d - R_w) - \ln(R_w - R_\infty)}{g}
\]  
(Eq. 4.1)

In the radiative transfer model (Eq. 4.1) \(z\) is the water depth, \(R_w\) is the reflectance of the pixel of interest, and \(R_\infty\) is the reflectance of optically deep water, estimated from the open sea visible on each image. The quantity \(g\) is best estimated as \(2K_d\) (Maritorena et al., 1994), where \(K_d\) is the diffuse attenuation coefficient for down-welling light and found to be 0.30945 and 0.43045 for the wavelengths of 620 and 670 nm, respectively (Smith and Baker, 1981). \(A_d\) is the lake substrate albedo estimated for each image based on the pixels directly adjacent to lakes delineated using a MODIS band 3 to band 1 ratio.
Best estimates for water depths were calculated using mean $R_\infty$ and $A_d$ where $K_d$ was the average of $K_d^{620}$ and $K_d^{670}$. Using the water depth data, which were extracted from 24 to 40 MODIS images per melt season, the maximum volume of each surface lake in each melt season was recorded. Then the mean of these 4 maximum volumes was calculated for each surface lake – estimating the maximum meltwater a lake typically contains – and compared with the volume of the host depression.

### 4.2.1.2 Assessing the potential for rapid lake drainage

Besides estimating the volume of meltwater contained in closed surface depressions, I also assessed the theoretical potential (Krawczynski et al., 2009) for surface depressions to host lakes that can drain rapidly to the ice sheet bed due to hydrofracture. Hydrofracture and consequently rapid lake drainage, requires a crack on the ice sheet surface – with an initial depth above 1-7 m – and sufficient meltwater to keep this crack completely filled as it propagates to the ice sheet bed (Das et al., 2008; Krawczynski et al., 2009; Poinar et al., 2015, 2017). The propagation of water-filled cracks to the ice sheet bed is driven by the tensile stress at the tip of the crack caused by meltwater infilling, due to the density contrast of water and ice (Krawczynski et al., 2009).

First, I assessed whether surface cracks could form at the sites of surface depressions, as the presence of an initial surface crack is a precondition for rapid lake drainage. As mentioned in Section 3.2.2.3, crevasses have been observed to occur preferentially in areas where the principal strain rates are over +0.005 yr$^{-1}$ (Joughin et al., 2013; Poinar et al., 2015). Hence, the probability of surface crack formation at a certain location was estimated by calculating the relative spatial coverage of areas with principal strain rates (derived in Section 3.2.2.3) above +0.005. As both extensive and compressive principal strain rates show a distinctive decreasing trend with elevation (Poinar et al., 2015), principal strain rates were binned according to the surface elevation of the ice sheet. Then, the relative spatial coverage of principal strain rates above +0.005 yr$^{-1}$ was calculated for every elevation bin. This binning was carried out separately in every major catchment of the GrIS (Zwally et al., 2012) in order to retain regional variations. The probability of a surface crack in a certain surface depression was estimated from the catchment-specific trend of high principal strain rate coverage with elevation. This is likely a conservative estimation, as the transient effects of tensile
shocks – which are triggered by initial rapid lake drainage events and form surface cracks over large distances (Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018) – have not been considered.

Figure 4.1 (A) The length and width of a convex hull of a depression in W Greenland; the average of the length and width of the convex hull was prescribed as the length of the potential water-filled crack forming at the depression. (B) The width profile of a potential water-filled crevasse at the depression – calculated using three different shear moduli – the depth of the potential crevasse is set to the mean ice thickness at the depression.

To calculate the volume of meltwater required to keep surface cracks forming in surface depressions filled with water until they reach the ice sheet bed, first I calculated the width profile (i.e. crack opening width) of potential water-filled cracks (Fig. 4.1B) according to the approach of Krawczynski et al. (2009), which is based on elastic fracture mechanics (Weertman, 1971, 1973, 1996). The depth of the potential water-filled cracks was prescribed as the ice thickness at the sites of surface depressions (Fig. 4.1B) as the depth of cracks completely filled with meltwater is unbounded (Krawczynski et al., 2009). Besides the depth of a crack, the elastic shear modulus of the ice also controls the width profile of a water-filled crack; the lower the shear modulus (i.e. less rigid ice) the wider the crack (Krawczynski et al., 2009). The shear modulus of thick ice sheets varies due to the properties of ice (e.g. strain rate, temperature, grain size, impurities). As these conditions are not well quantified for the GrIS, the width profile of potential water-filled cracks was calculated using a realistic range of shear moduli: 0.32, 1.5 and 3.9 GPa (Vaughan, 1995; Krawczynski et al., 2009) (Fig. 4.1B). As the elastic fracture mechanics model assumes planar cracks (Krawczynski et al., 2009), the average of the width and length of the convex hull of
each depression – created by the Minimum Bounding Geometry tool in ArcGIS 10.1 – was prescribed as the length of the water-filled crack potentially forming at each depression (Fig. 4.1A).

Volumes of potential water-filled cracks at each depression were calculated by integrating the width profiles – calculated using the three different shear moduli at each depression – and multiplying them by the length of the cracks. Then, the three different potential volumes of water-filled cracks were compared with the total volume of the corresponding surface depression, in order to determine whether it could host enough meltwater to hydrofracture to the ice sheet bed. Although most surface depressions are not filled completely with meltwater (Section 4.2.1.1), the total volume of each surface depression was used for these comparisons as the typical meltwater infilling percentage of surface depressions – quantified in Section 4.2.1.1 – is strongly influenced by rapid lake drainage (Section 4.2.1.1). Hence, this approach allows the estimation of the full potential for rapid drainage. Only considering elastic fracture mechanics, hydrofracture at a particular surface depression was considered to be likely (probability = 1), possible (probability = 0.5) and unlikely (probability = 0), if the volume of the depression was larger than all three, at least one, or none of the corresponding water-filled crack volumes calculated using the three different shear moduli. Finally, the probability of rapid lake drainage at every depression was estimated by multiplying the probability of surface crack presence and the probability of hydrofracture.

4.2.1.3 Surface mass balance and surface lake projections

The majority of surface lakes on the GrIS form below the ELA (Section 3.3.1) and their inland expansion correlates well with the rising ELA (Howat et al., 2013). Thus, in order to obtain robust estimates of the maximum distribution of surface lakes on the GrIS, only surface depressions located below modelled ELAs – obtained from MAR v.3.5.2 outputs (Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017) – were assumed to host surface lakes when projecting into the future or reconstructing the past. The total amount of meltwater contained in the depressions – that were assumed to host lakes – was calculated from the total volume of the depressions and the typical present-day meltwater infilling proportion (Section 4.2.1.1). Based on my comparisons between surface depressions and observed surface lakes, the overall uncertainty of these volumes is around 40% (Section 3.3.1). Furthermore, the potential for hydrofracture and rapid
lake drainage was assessed (as described in Section 4.2.1.2) for the depressions below the respective modelled ELA.

Monthly modelled SMB from MAR v.3.5.2 outputs (Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017) was used to obtain the ELAs between 1980 and 2099. MAR v.3.5.2 was forced by ERA-Interim from 1980 to 2009, and by the outputs of three general circulation models (GCMs): Canadian Earth System Model (CanESM2), Norwegian Climate Center's Earth System Model (NorESM1), and Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate (MIROC5) from 1980 to 2099. Mid- and high-range future greenhouse gas scenarios – representative concentration pathway (RCP) 4.5 and 8.5 respectively – were used to force the three GCMs from 2006 to 2099 (Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017). Mean SMB data sets, with a temporal resolution of 5 years for the historical period of 1980–2009 and 10 years for the projected period of 2010–2099, were calculated from the model outputs. To avoid using average ELAs for large areas, SMB was investigated at each depression to determine whether it fell above or below the ELA. When reporting summary statistics, the mean of all surface lake volume projections from 1980 to 2009 is considered as the current reference. The future state – from 2070 to 2099 – is calculated separately for the two representative concentration pathways.

4.2.2 Predicting surface lake distribution and volume with evolving ice surface topography

The distribution of surface depressions and lakes is controlled by surface relief (Chapter 2), which in turn is controlled by the bed topography, ice thickness, basal sliding and surface slope (Chapter 3). Hence, temporally-evolving ice sheet geometry (i.e. ice thickness, surface slope) and dynamics (i.e. basal sliding) could cause significant changes in the surface relief and in the distribution of surface depressions and lakes, especially over longer time-scales. My approach to predict the long-term future evolution – until 2300 – of surface relief on the GrIS is largely based on Chapter 2. However, in this chapter, I also use the predicted surface relief datasets – derived from contemporary bed topography and ice sheet model projections – as proxies for surface depressions and lakes, based on the outcomes of Chapter 3. I also check the accuracy of my surface lake projections for the 21st century assuming fixed ice sheet surface topography (section 4.2.1) by quantifying the effect of changing surface relief on surface lake distribution.
4.2.2.1 Predicting changes in the surface relief

In order to estimate the future evolution of surface relief on the GrIS, I obtained ice thickness, surface elevation, SMB, basal and surface ice-flow velocity data (with 10 km horizontal resolution) from the ice sheet model outputs of Vizcaino et al. (2014). This particular GrIS simulation was chosen as the thermo-mechanical ice sheet model (SICOPOLIS 3.0) is bi-directionally coupled to an atmosphere-ocean general circulation model (AOGCM) – European Centre Hamburg 5.2/Max Planck Institute ocean model (ECHAM5.2/MPI-OM) – and unphysical corrections were not employed during the initialisation (Vizcaino et al., 2014). Furthermore, Vizcaino et al. (2014) provided extended projections up until 2300 using various greenhouse gas emission scenarios. These include standard RCPs and Extended Concentration Pathways (ECPs); the latter are used to force the AOGCM beyond 2100.

The modelled average ice thickness, surface elevation, SMB, and basal- and surface velocity were acquired for three time slices, 1980-1999 (with historical greenhouse gas concentrations), 2080-2099 (with both RCP 4.5 and 8.5 considered) and 2280-2299 (with only RCP-ECP 8.5 considered). Similar to the procedure outlined in Section 2.2.2 – using manually delineated seed-points – over 5000 flowlines were derived from the average modelled surface ice-flow velocity data of each time slice, yielding four separate flowline datasets (1980-1999, 2080-2099 RCP 4.5, 2080-2099 RCP 8.5 and 2280-2299 RCP 8.5). Then, the average modelled ice thickness, surface elevation, and basal- and surface velocity of each time-slice were sampled along the flowlines at a spacing of 250 m. The basal slip ratio along the flowlines was calculated according to Gudmundsson et al. (1998), using the formula \( u_b / u_d \) (\( u_b \): basal velocity, \( u_d \): deformational velocity) where \( u_b \) is readily available from the model outputs of Vizcaino et al. (2014) and \( u_d \) was estimated by subtracting the modelled basal velocity from the modelled surface velocity. The contemporary bed topography – acquired from the IceBridge BedMachine Greenland, Version 3 dataset (Morlighem et al., 2017a, 2017b) – was also sampled at a spacing of 250 m along the flowlines of all time-slices.

Background variables and perturbations were separated as described in Section 2.2.3. The SICOPOLIS 3.0 model is based on the SIA, and the model outputs have a horizontal resolution of 10 km (Vizcaino et al., 2014). Hence, the smoothing distance optimisation procedure, which is described in Section 2.2.5, could not be applied here. However, in Section 2.3.1, I demonstrated that a smoothing distance of 20 km yields the optimal match between the predicted and observed mean surface relief of the
contemporary GrIS, using observed datasets. This is in accordance with the theoretical expectation that the smoothing distance should be over 10 times the mean ice thickness (Ng et al., 2018), which is 1632 m along the flowlines derived for the contemporary GrIS from observed datasets. This thickness is comparable to mean ice thickness values of 1579, 1609, 1603 and 1571 m, calculated along the flowlines derived from the 1980-1999, 2080-2099 RCP 4.5, 2080-2099 RCP 8.5 and 2280-2299 RCP 8.5 ice sheet model outputs respectively. Thus, a smoothing distance of 20 km was used for all time-slices and greenhouse gas emission scenarios to ensure consistency in the results here and throughout the thesis.

Although basal topographic perturbations are known from the high resolution BedMachine v.3 data, mesoscale basal slipperiness perturbations cannot be derived from the model outputs of Vizcaino et al. (2014). This situation is similar to the observed contemporary GrIS (Section 2.2.3), though the reasons are different. In the model projections, basal slipperiness perturbations are unknown due to the usage of the SIA and the limited spatial resolution of the ice sheet model outputs. Therefore, I excluded basal slipperiness perturbations when calculating the predicted mean surface relief of the future GrIS from the basal topographic perturbation and background (i.e. smoothed ice thickness, ice surface slope and basal slip ratio) profiles (as described in Section 2.2.3 and 2.2.4). The effects of excluding basal slipperiness perturbations on the predicted mean surface relief is estimated to be moderate, below 25% (Section 2.3.3). Thus, I expect that this will not significantly limit the accuracy of the surface relief projections. Furthermore, given the same initial limitations, my predicted mean surface relief projections and contemporary predicted surface relief datasets are directly comparable.

4.2.2.2 Inferring the future distribution of surface lakes from surface relief projections, and estimating the potential for rapid lake drainage

As shown in Chapter 3, mean ice surface relief can be used as a proxy for surface depressions and thus surface lakes. Here I employed this principle to estimate the changing future distribution of GrIS surface lakes beyond 2100, up until 2300. First, I estimated the changing relative spatial coverage, average depth and average size of surface depressions from the predicted mean surface relief datasets – obtained from ice sheet model outputs (Section 4.2.2.1) – using ice sheet-wide empirical relationships between the contemporary mean surface relief and surface depressions (Chapter 3). As
shown in Chapter 2, the predicted and observed mean surface relief differ systematically due to inaccuracies of the BedMachine v.3 data (Morlighem et al., 2017a, 2017b) and the transfer theory. This affects the empirical relationships between the mean surface relief and the surface depressions/drainage (Section 3.4.1). As I also used the BedMachine v.3 data and the transfer theory to predict the changing mean surface relief in the future (Section 4.2.2.1), the aforementioned bias applies here too. To account for this, I used the empirical relationships between the contemporary predicted mean surface relief and surface depressions (Fig. 4.2A-C, Section 3.3.4) for the calculations described below. Datasets describing the changing characteristics of surface depressions in the future were also used to estimate the changing potential for hydrofracture at surface depressions (similar to Section 4.2.1.2). Finally, using the datasets obtained here and modelled SMB from the outputs of Vizcaino et al. (2014) I estimated the changing maximum – i.e. during a given melt season – coverage and volume of surface lakes.

Firstly, the predicted mean surface relief (Section 4.2.2.1) was converted to fractional depression coverage (i.e. the relative spatial coverage of depressions in a particular cell) (Fig. 4.3), mean depression depth (i.e. the typical mean depth of a single depression in a particular cell) and mean depression area (i.e. the typical volume of a single depression in a particular cell) using the relationships between the predicted mean surface relief and surface depressions, obtained for the contemporary GrIS (Fig. 4.2A-C). Net surface depression volume (i.e. the volume of depressions in a particular cell) was calculated from the fractional depression coverage and mean depression depth. Net surface lake volume was calculated below the modelled ELAs – from the outputs of Vizcaino et al. (2014) – by applying the typical present-day meltwater infilling ratio of depressions (Section 4.2.1.1) to the net depression volume. In order to estimate changes in surface lake distribution attributable to the changing SMB alone – thus partitioning
into dynamical (i.e. changing surface relief) and SMB induced changes – net surface lake volume was also derived while holding the surface relief constant at the 1980-1999 level.

**Figure 4.3** Illustration of the conversion of predicted mean surface relief – calculated using the SICOPOLIS 1980-1999 dataset – to fractional depression coverage. Panel (A) shows the predicted mean surface relief of a small area in W Greenland, while panel (B) shows the converted pixels – representing the fractional coverage of depressions – of the same area. Panel (C) shows the relationship – used for the conversion – between the predicted mean surface relief and the fractional depression coverage, derived for the contemporary GrIS in Chapter 3. The conversion of a single pixel is highlighted on all three panels.

The changing potential for hydrofracture was also assessed. First, mean depression volume (i.e. the typical volume of a single depression in a particular cell) was calculated from the mean depression depth and mean depression area. Then, mean depression diameter (i.e. the typical diameter of a single depression in a particular cell) was calculated from the mean depression area, assuming circular depressions. The volume of potential water-filled cracks (i.e. the typical volume of a single water-filled crack in a particular cell) was calculated from the mean depression diameter, the local ice thickness and the width profile of a potential water-filled crack at that particular location (Section 4.2.1.2). Finally, the mean depression volume was compared with the
water-filled crack volume. Hydrofracture of an average depression at a particular cell was considered to be likely, possible or unlikely as described in Section 4.2.1.2. The potential presence of surface cracks was estimated by calculating principal strain rates from the modelled surface velocity of each time-slice (Vizcaino et al., 2014) according to Section 3.2.2.3. Given the uncertainties in each of these methods – which are expected to be larger than in Section 4.2.1 due to the usage of ice sheet model outputs – I have not combined these measures to estimate the overall probability of rapid lake drainage, as per Section 4.2.1.2.

I also estimated the accuracy of the approach outlined above. In addition to the net surface depression volume calculated from the 1980-1999 SICOPOLIS outputs, net surface depression volume was also calculated from the predicted mean surface relief dataset derived for the contemporary GrIS (Chapter 2) using the same approach described above. Total depression volumes (i.e. sums of the net depression volume) were normalised by the area of the surface relief domain, as the surface relief datasets do not completely cover the GrIS. Finally, these volumes were compared with the total surface depression volume of the GrIS, which was directly derived from the GIMP-DEM (Section 3.2.2.1) and normalised by the area of the GrIS.
4.3 Results

4.3.1 Surface lake projections with fixed ice surface topography

4.3.1.1 Contemporary distribution of closed surface depressions on the GrIS

This section examines the contemporary ice sheet-wide distribution of GIMP-DEM derived surface depressions, as these represent the basis for projecting lake locations forward until 2100 assuming constant ice topography. I have identified 15,443 closed surface depressions on the GrIS using the GIMP-DEM (Table 4.1 and Section 3.3.1). Most depressions occur close to the ice sheet margin – 58.6% are within 25 km and 75.2% are within 50 km (Fig. 4.4). However, there are certain regions where large numbers of surface depressions occur in the far interior of the ice sheet, the most striking example of which is on the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream (Fig. 4.4). These depressions are typically also larger than the depressions closer to the ice sheet margins (Fig. 4.4).

The majority of surface depressions on the GrIS are capable of hosting enough meltwater to initiate hydrofracture to the bed of the ice sheet. Using the methods described in Section 4.2.1.2, hydrofracture is “likely” for 71.2% and “possible” for 28.4% of the closed surface depressions – after weighting the depressions with their volumes – on the GrIS (Table 4.1). Only 0.5% of the surface depressions are unlikely to host enough volume to initiate hydrofracture to the ice sheet bed (Table 4.1). In general, the potential for hydrofracture decreases towards higher elevations due to thicker ice (Fig. 4.4), although regional variations do occur (Table 4.1). Most notably, the percentage of depressions where hydrofracture is likely is significantly lower than average in the S and SE (Table 4.1), where most of the depressions are found at high elevations overlying thick ice (Fig. 4.4). The relative spatial coverage of strain rates above $+0.005 \, \text{yr}^{-1}$ decreases with elevation, similar to the hydrofracture potential (Fig. 4.4). This trend also varies between catchments (Fig. 4.4). The relative spatial coverage of strain rates above $+0.005 \, \text{yr}^{-1}$ is especially low in the N and NE and decreases rapidly with elevation. Conversely, the coverage is very high in the S and SE, and remains so even at high elevations (Table 4.1).
Figure 4.4 The map panel shows the distribution of surface depressions on the GrIS, and mean ELAs of 1980-2009, 2070-2099 (RCP 4.5) and 2070-2099 (RCP 8.5), derived from MAR outputs forced by ERA-Interim, CanESM2, NorESM1 and MIROC5 (Section 4.2.1.3). The bar plots show the volume of depressions derived from GIMP-DEM and sampled by their elevation with a bin size of 100m for each catchment. Depressions which are likely, possible or unlikely to initiate hydrofracture are represented by dark blue, light blue and red bars, respectively. The current ELA, derived from ERA-Interim forced MAR over 2000–2009, is indicated by dashed vertical lines on the bar plots. The relative spatial coverage of principal strain rates above +0.005 yr⁻¹ is also indicated for every elevation bin (solid black lines).
Table 4.1 Characteristics of the contemporary GIMP-DEM derived closed surface depressions. \(^1\)The ELA was derived from ERA-Interim forced MAR over 2000–2009. \(^2\)Prior to calculating the percentages, the depressions were weighted with their volumes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catchment</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>NW</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area of catchments (10(^3) km(^2))</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>1721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of depressions</td>
<td>1404</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>3661</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>2688</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td>2353</td>
<td>15443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative spatial coverage of depressions (%)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression below the ELA (%)(^1)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative spatial coverage of high strain rate (%)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressions with likely hydrofracture (%)(^2)</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressions with possible hydrofracture (%)(^2)</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressions with unlikely hydrofracture (%)(^2)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1.2 Comparing the volume of contemporary surface depressions and lakes

To estimate the volume of surface lakes from the volume of depressions when projecting into the future, I first determine the volumes of spatially coincident contemporary GIMP-DEM-derived surface depressions and MODIS-derived surface lakes (Fig. 4.5). Around 5-10% of the depressions in each of the three study sites are almost completely full at some point during the melt season (Table 4.2). This is likely due to the presence of meltwater and/or frozen meltwater in the depressions at the time of the DEM survey, making the depressions appear shallower. However, depressions could also fill completely with meltwater if the corresponding lake drains slowly across the ice sheet surface – due to lip incision – instead of rapidly to the ice sheet bed. The distribution of maximum meltwater infilling proportions – the ratio between the volumes of spatially coinciding surface lakes and depressions – is relatively similar in the N and NE regions, with median values of 14% and 18% respectively (Fig. 4.5, Table 4.2). However, in the SW region the maximum meltwater infilling proportions are somewhat higher, with a median of 25% (Table 4.2). These differences are likely to be caused by the longer melt season and higher amount of available meltwater towards the south (Sundal et al., 2009; Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017).
Figure 4.5 Relative frequency histograms showing the ratio of the volumes of spatially coinciding depressions and SGLs as percentages (meltwater infilling proportions), using a bin size of 5%. The three study areas, shown on the map inset, were plotted separately. Median values of the meltwater infilling proportions were also plotted for each study area (dashed black lines).

Based on these results, the maximum volume of meltwater that could typically be contained in depressions during a melt season was calculated by considering a 20% meltwater infill proportion of each depression. This is somewhat lower than the ice sheet-wide median (Table 4.2), and longer melt seasons with higher runoff are expected in the future (e.g. Fettweis et al., 2013), which is also likely to be enhanced by the increasingly efficient runoff from firm-covered regions (Machguth et al., 2016). Hence, my predictions should be considered conservative. Although my projections miss the intricacies of seasonal surface lake volume evolution, they place a conservative upper bound on the amount of meltwater that could get to the ice sheet bed via rapid lake drainage events.
Table 4.2 Summary statistics of the meltwater infilling proportions for the three study areas (delineated on Fig. 4.5) and for the whole dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depression number</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>1181</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>1602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean infilling proportion (%)</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median infilling proportion (%)</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full depressions (no.)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full depressions (%)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1.3. The changing volume and rapid drainage probability of surface lakes during the 21st century with fixed surface topography

Total ice sheet and catchment-specific surface lake volume reconstructions and projections were obtained by summing the volume of every GIMP-DEM-derived depression below the relevant ELA and assuming that lakes fill 20% of every depression (Fig. 4.6). Estimations from 1980 to 2009 are in good agreement with earlier observations by Howat et al. (2013), who showed a strong increase in surface lake coverage after 2000, especially in the SW, W, and NW catchments. This agreement gives me confidence in the method’s ability to capture ice sheet wide trends in future surface lake coverage. The majority of the projections show an increase in surface lake volume with time (Fig. 4.6) which is consistent with a warming climate causing a rising ELA throughout the GrIS (Fig. 4.4). Taking the mean of the projection outputs and assuming 40% overall uncertainty (Section 3.3.1), the maximum volume of meltwater that could be contained in surface lakes of the GrIS by the end of the 21st century (2070–2099) is estimated to be $10.8 \pm 4.3 \text{ km}^3$ and $14.7 \pm 5.9 \text{ km}^3$ under moderate (RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5) climate change scenarios, respectively. This is a 172% (RCP 4.5) and 270% (RCP 8.5) increase relative to 1980–2009 ($4 \pm 1.6 \text{ km}^3$) respectively (Table 4.3).
Although surface lake volumes increase across the whole GrIS, there are significant regional variations in the projected surface lake volume and the rate of increase (Fig. 4.6, Table 4.3). In the E, SE, and S catchments the current volume of surface lakes is very low (Table 4.3), which is in agreement with previous satellite derived observations (Selmes et al., 2011). Furthermore, surface lake volumes in these catchments are predicted to remain relatively low by the end of the 21st century – 0.14-0.67 km$^3$ (RCP 4.5) and 0.19-0.97 km$^3$ (RCP 8.5) – despite the large relative increase which ranges between 133-275% (RCP 4.5) and 208-469% (RCP 8.5) (Table 4.3). It is also important to note that these projected volumes are well below the full potential volume of surface lakes – which is calculated by assuming that all depressions host surface lakes, not just those below the ELA – in the E and SE catchments (Table 4.3). In the SW, W and NW catchments, where surface lakes are currently the most abundant (e.g. Selmes et al., 2011), the relative increase is smaller – 112-226% (RCP 4.5) and 163-334% (RCP 8.5) – though the projected surface lake volume is considerably higher – 1.91-2.21 km$^3$ (RCP 4.5) and 2.37-2.95 km$^3$ (RCP 8.5) – than in the E, SE and S catchments (Table 4.3). The projected surface lake volumes are also closer to their full potential in the W, NW, and especially in the SW (Table 4.3). The N and NE catchments behave differently to these two former groups. The relative increase in
surface lake volume is especially low in the N catchment – 80% (RCP 4.5) and 119% (RCP 8.5) – though the projected volume is only moderately low, 1 km$^3$ (RCP 4.5) and 1.68 km$^3$ (RCP 8.5). The NE is characterised by a very high relative surface lake volume increase – 265% (RCP 4.5) and 462% (RCP 8.5) – and also a very high projected lake volume, 2.65 km$^3$ (RCP 4.5) and 4.08 km$^3$ (RCP 8.5). Furthermore, the projected surface lake volumes of the NE catchment are well below the potential maximum, while in the N the projected volumes approach close to this limit by the end of the 21st century (Table 4.3).

Table 4.3 Reconstructed and projected surface lake volumes and the total potential volume of surface lakes – assuming that lakes fill 20% of every depression, where lakes are assumed to form – in every major catchment of the GrIS. The relative increase of surface lake volumes during the 21st century compared to 1980-2009. The volume of surface lakes within each catchment compared to the ice sheet-wide total surface lake volume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>NW</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lake volume: 1980-2009 (km$^3$)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake volume: 2070-2099 RCP 4.5 (km$^3$)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake volume: 2070-2099 RCP 8.5 (km$^3$)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total potential lake volume (km$^3$)</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative change of lake volume: 2070-2099 RCP 4.5 (%)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative change of lake volume: 2070-2099 RCP 8.5 (%)</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative lake volume: 1980-2009 (%)</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative lake volume: 2070-2099 RCP 4.5 (%)</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative lake volume: 2070-2099 RCP 8.5 (%)</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the regional variations in surface lake expansion across the GrIS, the relative volume of surface lakes in the different catchments – compared to the ice sheet-wide total surface lake volume – will also change during the 21st century on the GrIS (Table 4.3). Most notably, the dominance of surface lake presence is predicted to shift from the SW towards the NE and to a lesser extent the W-NW during the 21st century (Table 4.3). Currently, the SW catchment has the highest proportion of surface lake volume on the GrIS (22.7%) – which is in agreement with satellite derived observations (Selmes et al., 2011) – while considerably smaller proportions of the ice sheet-wide surface lake volume are found in the NE (18.2%), W (17.1%) and NW (18.2%) (Table 4.3). However, by the end of the 21st century the SW is predicted to host 16.1-17.6% of the total volume of surface lakes on the GrIS, which is smaller than in the W (20-20.4%), NW (18.5-19.3) and NE (24.5-27.7%) (Table 4.3).
Figure 4.7 (A) The relative change in surface lake volume during the 21st century – i.e. 2070-2099 compared to 1980-2009 – for the different catchments of the GrIS, plotted against the relative change in ablation area. Two climate change scenarios were plotted separately: the RCP 4.5 (blue) and the RCP 8.5 (red). (B) The volume of surface lakes in the different catchments of the GrIS plotted against the size of the ablation area. Datasets from the different time-slices and climate change scenarios were plotted separately: 1980-2009 (black), 2070-2099 RCP 4.5 (blue) and 2070-2099 RCP 8.5 (red). Linear trends (solid lines) fitted on the different datasets, and the corresponding coefficients of determination ($R^2$) are also shown.

Table 4.4 The coverage of the ablation area in every major catchment of the GrIS. The relative increase in the coverage of the ablation area during the 21st century compared to 1980-2009. The coverage of the ablation area within each catchment compared to the ice sheet-wide total coverage of the ablation area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>NW</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ablation area:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-2009 (10^3 km²)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2070-2099 RCP 4.5 (10^3 km²)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2070-2099 RCP 8.5 (10^3 km²)</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative change of the ablation area:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2070-2099 RCP 4.5 (%)</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2070-2099 RCP 8.5 (%)</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative coverage of the ablation area:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-2009 (%)</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2070-2099 RCP 4.5 (%)</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2070-2099 RCP 8.5 (%)</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regional variations in the relative increase of surface lake volumes during the 21st century (Table 4.3) do not correlate well with the simultaneous relative expansion of the ablation area, especially in the case of the more severe RCP 8.5 climate change scenario (Fig. 4.7A, Table 4.4). I attribute this to regional variations in the distribution
of surface depressions (Section 4.3.1.1), as the relative expansion of the ablation area is roughly uniform across the GrIS (Fig. 4.7A, Table 4.4). This is well illustrated in the SE, S and NW catchments, where the lower than average relative expansion of the ablation area (Table 4.4) does not significantly restrict the relative increase of surface lake volumes. In fact, the relative increase in surface lake volumes is higher than average in all three of the aforementioned catchments (Table 4.3). Regional variations in catchment-wide surface lake volumes also do not correlate well with the size of the ablation area (Fig. 4.7B). This implies that the volume of surface lakes in a certain catchment is not strongly dependent on the size of the ablation area within the same catchment; e.g. NE Greenland has a relatively small ablation area but a high percentage of the total surface lake volume throughout the study period (Table 4.3 and Table 4.4). Furthermore, the correlation between the catchment-wide volume of surface lakes and the size of the ablation area is smaller in the future and in the case of the more severe climate change scenario, i.e. RCP 8.5 (Fig. 4.7B).

**Table 4.5** Reconstructed and projected mean probability of rapid lake drainage, and the relative change of rapid lake drainage probability in each catchment of the GrIS during the 21st century compared to 1980-2009. The number of lakes and the relative change of lake numbers are also included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>NW</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rapid drainage probability: 1980-2009</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid drainage probability: 2070-2099 RCP 4.5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid drainage probability: 2070-2099 RCP 8.5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative change of rapid drainage probability: 2070-2099 RCP 4.5 (%)</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative change of rapid drainage probability: 2070-2089 RCP 8.5 (%)</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>-43</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Lake number: 1980-2009 | 702   | 440   | 487   | 117   | 111   | 1627  | 667   | 1064  | 5216  |
| Lake number: 2070-2099 RCP 4.5 | 1032  | 837   | 1054  | 267   | 215   | 2276  | 959   | 1550  | 8190  |
| Lake number: 2070-2099 RCP 8.5 | 1184  | 1076  | 1434  | 342   | 264   | 2496  | 1098  | 1756  | 9650  |
| Relative change of lake number: 2070-2099 RCP 4.5 (%) | 47    | 90    | 116   | 129   | 93    | 40    | 44    | 46    | 57    |
| Relative change of lake number: 2070-2099 RCP 8.5 (%) | 69    | 144   | 194   | 193   | 137   | 53    | 65    | 65    | 85    |

In parallel with the inland expansion of surface lakes, the ice sheet-wide mean probability of rapid lake drainage – calculated by combining the probability of hydrofracture and surface crack formation (Section 4.2.1.2) – is predicted to decrease
from around 0.2 to 0.16-0.14 during the 21st century (Fig. 4.8, Table 4.5). The contemporary and projected probabilities of rapid lake drainage are smallest in the SW, and the highest in the SE (Fig. 4.8). The relative decrease in the probability of rapid drainage during the 21st century is similar in most catchments – between 17-23% (RCP 4.5) and 23-33% (RCP 8.5) (Fig. 4.8, Table 4.5). However, in the N and NE catchments the decrease is considerably higher than average – 27-28% (RCP 4.5) and 38-43% (RCP 8.5) respectively (Table 4.5) – mostly due to the strong decrease in the potential for surface crack formation with elevation (Fig. 4.4). Furthermore, the contemporary rapid lake drainage probability is also lower than average in these catchments (Fig. 4.8, Table 4.5). Therefore, the probability of rapid lake drainage is predicted to become relatively low in these catchments by the end of the century, 0.1-0.12 (RCP 4.5) and 0.8-0.1 (RCP 8.5) respectively (Fig. 4.8, Table 4.5). Although the overall probability of rapid lake drainage decreases, the number of surface lakes increases during the 21st century (Table 4.5). As the relative increase in lake number (Table 4.5 row 4-5) is larger than the relative decrease in rapid drainage probability (Table 4.5 row 9-10), the overall frequency of rapid lake drainage is likely to increase during the 21st century in every catchment of the GrIS.

Figure 4.8 Ice sheet-wide and catchment specific reconstruction and projection of the probability of rapid lake drainage for the period of 1980–2099 using various climate model outputs. The dashed vertical lines on all panels represent the year 2010.
4.3.2. Surface lake projections with evolving ice surface topography

4.3.2.1. Evolution of the GrIS between 1980-2300, context from ice sheet model outputs

As the bed-to-surface transfer – and consequently the surface relief – is strongly influenced by the ice thickness and basal slip ratio, first I discuss the evolution of these parameters obtained from the ice sheet model outputs (Vizcaino et al., 2014) for 1980-2300. Generally, the GrIS thins between 1980 and 2300 (Fig. 4.9, Table 4.6). Although the ice sheet-wide mean decrease in ice thickness is modest during the 21st century, 5.8-9.2 m compared to 1980-1999 (Table 4.6), the rate of decrease speeds up after 2100, leading to a mean ice thickness decrease of 92.52 m by 2300 (Table 4.6). This trend is also reflected in the means and medians of the relative changes in ice thickness, except in the case of the moderate climate change scenario during the 21st century (Table 4.6). Conversely to ice thickness, the ice sheet-wide mean basal slip ratio increases between 1980 and 2300 (Fig. 4.10, Table 4.6). This increase is moderate (0.22-0.27) during the 21st century, but accelerates (2.19) between 2100 and 2300 (Table 4.6). Although relative changes in basal slip ratio generally reflect this trend, the means are distorted due to a small number of very high relative local changes. This is not surprising, as basal slip ratios commonly attain values close to zero, especially in the interior of the ice sheet (Fig. 4.10), thus even small absolute changes can lead to very high relative changes.

### Table 4.6
The mean, median and standard deviation of the difference and relative difference of the ice thickness and basal slip ratio for different time periods, compared to 1980-1999.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ice thickness</th>
<th>Difference (m)</th>
<th>Relative difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 4.5)</td>
<td>-5.76</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>-9.20</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2280-2299 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>-92.59</td>
<td>-59.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basal slip ratio</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Relative difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 4.5)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.00004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2280-2299 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.00120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Significant relative ice thinning is restricted to areas close to the ice sheet margin during the 21st century, though in the W-NW and NE these areas extend farther inland (Fig. 4.9). Elsewhere on the GrIS, relative ice thickness change is minimal during the 21st century, except for some small areas – most notably individual outlet glaciers along the E and S coastline – where thickness is predicted to increase considerably (Fig. 4.9). However, between 2100 and 2300 greater areas experience large relative ice thinning, especially in the W-NW, N, NE and SE (Fig. 4.9), while a small relative increase is also predicted in the interior of the N, E and S sections of the GrIS (Fig. 4.9). The basal slip ratio changes considerably over relatively large areas of the GrIS – especially in the W, NW, N, NE and SE – even during the 21st century (Fig. 4.10). Generally, the basal slip ratio increases during the 21st century, though it also decreases in smaller regions close to the ice sheet margin in most sections of the GrIS (Fig. 4.10). Between 2100 and 2300 the magnitude of the relative basal slip ratio increase is greater than during the 21st century (Fig. 4.10), while the spatial pattern of the increase does not change significantly, except for a 100-250 km inland expansion in the N and NE (Fig. 4.10). However, the basal slip ratio only decreases close to the ice sheet margin in S, E and N Greenland between 2100 and 2300, conversely to the 21st century when basal slip ratio decrease is prevalent along the entire margin of the ice sheet (Fig. 4.10).
**Figure 4.9** (A) Ice thickness of the GrIS calculated by the SICOPOLIS ice sheet model for 1980-1999. (B-D) Relative changes of the ice thickness compared to 1980-1999.
Figure 4.10 (A) Basal slip ratio of the GrIS calculated by the SICOPOLIS ice sheet model for 1980-1999. (B-D) Relative changes of the basal slip ratio compared to 1980-1999.
4.3.2.2. Changing surface relief of the GrIS between 1980-2300

The large-scale spatial distribution of predicted mean surface relief derived from SICOPOLIS 3.0 ice sheet model outputs (Vizcaino et al., 2014) is similar for all time-slices (Fig. 4.11). Generally, the mean surface relief decreases towards the interior of the GrIS. However, high surface relief extends far from the margins in the NW, W and NE segments of the ice sheet (e.g. upstream Jakobshavn Glacier, Northeast Greenland Ice Stream) (Fig. 4.11). This pattern is very similar to the large-scale spatial distribution of the observed and predicted mean surface relief of the contemporary GrIS (Section 2.3.2). This gives confidence in the ability of the approach to project the future surface relief of the GrIS.

Although there is little apparent change between the predicted mean surface relief of 1980-1999 and 2280-2299 (RCP 8.5) (Fig. 4.11), closer investigations reveal distinct trends (Fig. 4.12). In general, the predicted surface relief increases between 1980 and 2300 (Table 4.7), although there are also examples of stagnation or slight decreases in certain smaller regions, mostly in S and E Greenland, and very close to the ice sheet margin elsewhere (Fig. 4.12). Changes in surface relief are modest during the 21st century, with an ice sheet-wide mean surface relief increase of +0.37 m for the moderate (RCP 4.5) and +0.46 m for the high (RCP 8.5) climate change scenario, compared to 1980-1999 (Table 4.7). These changes represent relative increases of +2.63% and +3.52% respectively (Table 4.7). However, surface relief change accelerates substantially after 2100, as the ice sheet-wide mean surface relief increases +6.9 m by 2300 (RCP 8.5) compared to 1980-1999, representing a relative increase of +36.4% (Table 4.7).
Figure 4.11 (A-D) Predicted mean surface relief of the GrIS, calculated using SICOPOLIS ice sheet model outputs for different time periods.
Table 4.7 The mean, median and standard deviation of the difference and relative difference of the predicted surface relief for future time periods, compared to 1980-1999.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Difference (m)</th>
<th>Relative difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean Median Std. deviation</td>
<td>Mean Median Std. Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 4.5)</td>
<td>0.37 0.01 19.07</td>
<td>2.63 1.66 14.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>0.46 0.02 19.78</td>
<td>3.52 2.49 15.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2280-2299 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>6.90 0.29 35.84</td>
<td>36.40 22.47 65.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides the ice sheet-wide trends, the changing surface relief also exhibits different regional tendencies. By 2100, the surface relief is predicted to increase considerably along the western edge of the GrIS, relatively close to the ice sheet margin, and on several outlet glaciers of the East Greenland coast (Fig. 4.12A-B, D-E). Compared to 1980-1999, this increase will generally be in the order of 0.5-10 m (Fig. 4.12A-B), though values as high as 10-100 m are found closer to the ice sheet margin (Fig. 4.12A-B). However, these changes rarely exceed +75% in relative terms during the 21st century (Fig. 4.12D-E). Between 2100 and 2300 surface relief increases extend to larger areas of the GrIS, and the magnitude of the increase is also predicted to become greater, though the S and E segments of the GrIS remain largely exempt from this (Fig. 4.12C, F). The surface relief increases by 10-100 m over large areas along the margins of the GrIS by 2300 (Fig. 4.12C). Furthermore, in certain regions – e.g. Jakobshavn Glacier and Helheim Glacier – the increase is higher than 100 m (Fig. 4.12C). Relatively, these changes exceed +75% over vast areas of the GrIS (Fig. 4.12F). Although the increase is generally smaller towards the interior of the GrIS (Fig. 4.12C, F), the surface relief is predicted to increase considerably – by 0.5-10 m – far from the ice sheet margin in the SW-W and NE segment of the ice sheet by 2300 (Fig. 4.12C). This is especially apparent in the NE, where large relative surface relief increases of +75% are expected in the vicinity of the ice sheet divide by 2300 (Fig. 4.12F).
Figure 4.12 (A–C) Absolute and (D–F) relative change in the predicted mean surface relief of the GrIS, calculated from SICOPOIS ice sheet model outputs, compared to 1980-1999.
4.3.2.3. The accuracy of surface depression volumes calculated from the surface relief

Here I test the ability to estimate the total depression volume of the GrIS from mean surface relief datasets (outlined in Section 4.2.2.2). Based on my results, the total volume of the surface depressions on the GrIS – derived directly from the GIMP-DEM (Section 3.2.2.1) – can be estimated with an acceptable degree of underestimation: 35.6-37% (Table 4.8) from the predicted surface relief of the contemporary GrIS (created in Chapter 2). Normalising the total depression volumes – which accounts for the incomplete spatial coverage of the surface relief dataset – further enhances the match and yields an underestimation of 23.9-25.5% (Table 4.8).

Furthermore, the total depression volume of the contemporary GrIS – derived directly from the GIMP-DEM – can be estimated with similar precision from the predicted surface relief dataset calculated using SICOPOLIS (1980-1999) ice sheet model outputs. In this case the underestimation is 24%, and 21% after normalising the total depression volumes (Table 4.8). Hence, I conclude that the future volume of GrIS surface depressions can be inferred from the surface relief – using the empirical relationships derived in Chapter 3 – even when the surface relief is calculated using modelled ice sheet geometry.

Table 4.8 The total volume of surface depressions on the GrIS was estimated by converting the contemporary predicted surface relief dataset (created in Chapter 2) and the surface relief derived from SICOPOLIS 1980-1999 outputs. The total volume of surface depressions was also calculated directly from the GIMP-DEM. The total depression volumes were normalised by the area of the corresponding domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depression volume (km$^3$)</th>
<th>Depression volume normalised by the domain area (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted contemporary surface relief</td>
<td>111.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SICOPOLIS 1980-1999 surface relief</td>
<td>132.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directly derived from GIMP-DEM</td>
<td>173.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2.4. Changing surface depressions on the GrIS between 1980-2300

As surface depressions delineate the sites of potential surface lakes, first I discuss the changing future distribution of surface depressions caused by the changing surface relief on the GrIS. The predicted surface relief (Fig. 4.11) – corresponding to different ice sheet model time-slices (Vizcaino et al., 2014) – was converted to net surface depression volume, according to the approach outlined in Section 4.2.2.2 (Fig
4.13). As the depression volume is controlled by the surface relief (Chapter 3), the large-scale distribution of depressions is similar to the large-scale distribution of the surface relief (Fig. 4.11). However, as high surface relief limits the formation of closed surface depressions (Chapter 3), the highest depression volumes are attained slightly inland from the margin of the ice sheet (Fig. 4.13A). In general, the surface depression volume decreases rapidly away from the ice sheet margin (Fig. 4.13A). However, the W and NE sections of the GrIS (i.e. upstream Jakobshavn Glacier and the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream respectively) maintain high surface depression volumes far from the ice sheet margin (Fig. 4.13A).

**Table 4.9** The total volume of surface depressions on the GrIS, calculated from the predicted surface relief datasets which were derived from different SICOPOLIS time-slices. The total volume of surface depressions are also normalised by the corresponding area of the predicted surface relief dataset, producing a unit (i.e. mm) independent of ice sheet area. Relative changes – compared to the 1980-1999 – are calculated as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total depression volume (km$^3$)</th>
<th>Relative change (%)</th>
<th>Total depression volume normalised by the domain area (mm)</th>
<th>Relative change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980-1999</td>
<td>132.0</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 4.5)</td>
<td>131.1</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>79.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 4.5)</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>79.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2280-2299 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>124.2</td>
<td>-5.9</td>
<td>80.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the general increase in surface relief on the GrIS during 1980-2300 (Section 4.3.2.2), the total volume of surface depressions decreases slightly (-0.7-1% compared to 1980-1999) by 2100, and moderately (-5.9%) by 2300 (Table 4.9). I attribute the decrease in the total volume of surface depressions on the GrIS to the shrinking size of the ice sheet. This is supported by the predicted increase in the normalised depression volume during 1980-2300 (Table 4.9), which is unaffected by the size of the ice sheet as the total depression volumes are normalised by the area of the corresponding predicted surface relief datasets. The increase in the normalised depression volume is very small (0.2%) during 1980-2100, but increases slightly (1.4%) during 2100-2300 (Table 4.9).
Figure 4.13 (A) The distribution of surface depressions on the GrIS, calculated using SICOPOLIS ice sheet model outputs for 1980-1999. The raw net surface depression volume raster (volume of depressions in a particular cell) was normalised by the cell area to produce a unit, independent of the raster resolution, for the map. (B-D) Relative changes in the net depression volume on the GrIS compared to 1980-1999.
Although the ice sheet-wide total volume of surface depressions – especially after correcting for the effects of the shrinking size of the ice sheet – is relatively stable during 1980-2300 (Table 4.9), the volume of surface depressions changes considerably in certain regions of the GrIS, especially after 2100 (Fig. 4.13). Close to the ice sheet margin across most of the GrIS, surface depression volume decreases by 10-25% during 1980-2300 though this change remains relatively modest (-1 to -10%) up until 2100 (Fig. 4.13). Conversely, the volume of surface depressions increases towards the interior (Fig. 4.13); typical increases of 1-10% (and not exceeding 50%) are predicted by 2100 (Fig. 4.13B-C), rising to 10-100% over large areas of the ice sheet by 2300 and exceeding 100% in the NW and NE (Fig. 4.13D). The S and E sections of the GrIS are largely insensitive to changes, showing an average overall decrease of ~1-10% in surface depression volume (Fig. 4.13). It is also important to note that the typical volume of individual surface depressions decreases across the GrIS during 1980-2300 (Fig. 4.14). Hence, the increasing total depression volume, discussed above, is caused by the increasing relative spatial coverage – i.e. density – of surface depressions.

**Figure 4.14** (A-C) Relative changes in the mean depression volume on the GrIS compared to 1980-1999.
4.3.2.5. Changing surface lakes on the GrIS between 1980-2300

The distribution of surface lakes is directly controlled by the distribution of surface depressions and surface mass balance, as the formation of surface lakes requires closed surface basins and sufficient runoff (Sections 1.2.2 and 3.3.1). Here I focus on the interplay between the changing ELA – obtained from the SICOPOLIS ice sheet model outputs (Vizcaino et al., 2014) – and changing surface depression volume, which is controlled by the changing surface relief (Section 4.3.2.4). Surface lakes – inferred from surface relief and SMB derived from SICOPOLIS outputs – are restricted to areas relatively close to the ice sheet margin over most of the GrIS during 1980-1999 (Fig. 4.15A). However, surface lakes expand considerably towards the ice sheet interior in the W, NW, N and NE sections of the GrIS by 2100 due to the rising ELA, especially in the case of a high climate change scenario (RCP 8.5) (Fig. 4.15B-C). The expansion of the ablation area during the 21st century predominantly affects regions where surface depressions – and thus surface lakes – have high volumes (Figs. 4.13 and 4.15B-C). After 2100, the ELA rises further causing the ablation area to expand to almost the entire NW half of the GrIS by 2300, though in the S, SW and E sections this expansion is more limited (Fig. 4.15D). Although the ablation area expands substantially during 2100-2300, this mostly affects regions where the surface depression and lake volumes are relatively low (Figs. 4.13 and 4.15D), which could limit the overall increase in surface lake volume during 2100-2300.
Figure 4.15 (A-D) The distribution of surface lakes on the GrIS, calculated using SICOPOLIS ice sheet model outputs for different time-slices. The raw net lake volume rasters (volume of lakes in a particular cell) were normalised by the cell area to produce a unit (i.e. mm), independent of the raster resolution, for the maps. The grey mask delineates areas above the ELA, where surface lake formation is not expected.
The maximum volume of meltwater that could be contained in surface lakes – during a given melt season – increases by 42.4 and 78.6% by 2100, compared to 1980-1999, under moderate (RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5) climate change scenarios, respectively (Table 4.10). By 2300, the total volume of surface lakes is predicted to increase by 112.6%, but the rate of increase slows down after 2100 (Table 4.10). However, these figures are somewhat biased by the shrinking size of the GrIS. Accordingly, the increase in the normalised surface lake volume – which is unaffected by the size of the GrIS – is 1.3-2.3% higher than the increase in the total surface lake volume by 2100, but 16.6% higher by 2300 (Table 4.10). Evolving ice surface topography – and surface relief – also exerts a temporally varying degree of control on the volume of surface lakes. Although keeping the surface relief constant only causes a small (0.8-1.7%) underestimation of the total surface lake volume by 2100, this becomes more significant (13.3%) by 2300 (Table 4.10). Changing surface relief affects the normalised surface lake volumes even more strongly than the total surface lake volume. Neglecting the effects of the changing surface relief leads to a 0.8-1.8% underestimation of the increase of normalised surface lake volume by 2100, but this rises to 14.4% by 2300 (Table 4.10). As the distribution of surface depressions preconditions the distribution of surface lakes (e.g. Section 3.3.1), the effect of changing surface relief on surface lakes is the largest in regions where the increase in surface depression volume is the highest, e.g. in certain regions of the W, NW and NE it could be as high as ~100% by 2300 (Fig. 4.13, Section 4.3.2.4).
Table 4.10 The total volume of surface lakes on the GrIS – calculated using surface relief projections and modelled surface mass balance derived from SICPOLIS outputs – at different time periods. To investigate the influence of evolving surface topography on surface lake formation, the total volume of surface lakes are also calculated using a constant surface relief – set at the 1980-1999 level, derived from SICPOLIS outputs – but changing surface mass balance. The total volume of surface lakes – calculated with both changing and constant surface relief – are normalised by the corresponding area of the predicted surface relief dataset. The relative changes – compared to the 1980-1999 – are also calculated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Changing surface relief</th>
<th>Constant surface relief</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total lake volume</td>
<td>Volume (km³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-1999</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 4.5)</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>42.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2280-2299 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>112.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Total lake volume normalised by the domain area</th>
<th>Volume (mm)</th>
<th>Relative change (%)</th>
<th>Volume (mm)</th>
<th>Relative change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980-1999</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 4.5)</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2280-2299 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>129.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>114.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ice sheet model outputs for the period 1980 to 2300 have also been used to assess the potential for hydrofracture and surface crack formation (Section 4.2.2.2). The relative spatial coverage of high extensive principal strain rates (i.e. above +0.005 yr⁻¹) below the ELA – which indicate regions where the potential for surface crack presence is high – declines sharply during the 21st century, from 18.1% (1980-1999) to 9.4-14% (2080-2099 RCP 8.5 and 4.5 respectively) (Table 4.11). However, this decrease slows after 2100 as the relative coverage of high extensive principal strain rates below the ELA only decreases to 7.2% by the end of the 23rd century (Table 4.11). According to my experiments, which consider average depression dimensions and elastic fracture mechanics (Section 4.2.2.2), hydrofracture at an average depression below the ELA is likely or possible across the GrIS for all time-slices considered (Fig. 4.16). However, the potential for hydrofracture is not uniform across the GrIS. It is less likely in the interior of the ice sheet than closer to the margin, though the ELA only extends sufficiently far inland for this to be relevant at/after the end of the 21st century (Fig. 4.16). Although the area of likely hydrofracture expands inland during 1980-2300, the spatial coverage of this expansion is small (Fig. 4.16).
The potential for hydrofracture at typical surface depressions, whether an average depression could contain enough meltwater to propagate a surface crack to the ice sheet bed. The boundary between likely and possible hydrofracture during 1980-1999 is indicated (solid black line) on all three projections. The grey mask delineates areas above the relevant ELA.

Figure 4.16
Table 4.11 Size of the ablation area, the absolute and relative coverage of principal strain rates above +0.005 below the ELA; calculated from SICOPOLIS outputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ablation area (km²)</th>
<th>Coverage of principal strain rates above +0.005 yr⁻¹ below the ELA (km²)</th>
<th>Coverage of principal strain rates above +0.005 yr⁻¹ below the ELA (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980-1999</td>
<td>302740</td>
<td>54675</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 4.5)</td>
<td>461207</td>
<td>64700</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080-2099 (RCP 4.5)</td>
<td>721351</td>
<td>67475</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2280-2299 (RCP 8.5)</td>
<td>969890</td>
<td>69975</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. Discussion

First I discuss the changing surface relief of the GrIS and the effect this exerts on the distribution and total volume of surface lakes (Section 4.4.1). Then, I move on to discuss two different projections of surface lake distribution, one assuming fixed surface relief between 1980 and 2100 (Section 4.4.2) and one which incorporates the effects of changing surface relief between 1980 and 2300 (Section 4.4.3). Although the projection incorporating the effects of changing surface relief is more comprehensive, fixed surface topography – and consequently surface relief – has been assumed by previous investigations (e.g. Leeson et al., 2015; Ignéczi et al., 2016) (Section 4.2.1). The uncertainties associated with this assumption, which could limit its applicability, are quantified in Section 4.4.1. Finally, I discuss the potential effects the changing future distribution of surface lakes could exert on the mass balance and dynamics of the GrIS (Section 4.4.4).

4.4.1. Changing surface relief of the GrIS between 1980 and 2300, and its effects on surface lake distribution

The ice sheet-wide overall magnitude and spatial pattern of changing surface relief during 1980-2300 (Section 4.3.2.2) correlate well with changing ice thickness and basal slip ratio (Section 4.3.2.1), as these two factors exert the key control on the efficiency of the bed-to-surface transfer (e.g. Gudmundsson, 2003) (Chapter 2). The ice sheet-wide overall increase of surface relief is small during the 21st century (Section 4.3.2.2) due to the small ice sheet-wide relative decrease in ice thickness and small relative increase in basal slip ratio (Section 4.3.2.1). However, between 2100 and 2300, the rates of these changes increase significantly (Section 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2). The aforementioned changes are not uniform across the GrIS, most notably the increase in surface relief is larger than average – even far from the ice sheet margin – in the SW-W
and NE (Section 4.3.2.2), due to the large decrease in ice thickness and large increase in basal slip ratio in these regions (Section 4.3.2.1) which allows a more effective bed to surface transfer (Gudmundsson, 2003; Ng et al., 2018). On the other hand, significant changes are not common in the S and E sections of the GrIS. Furthermore, in some parts of the S and E, and also very close to the ice sheet margin elsewhere, the surface relief slightly decreases during 1980-2300 (Section 4.3.2.2). This is mostly due to the decreasing basal slip ratio and a slight increase in ice thickness, in these regions (Section 4.3.2.1).

My results demonstrate that the surface relief of the GrIS, which controls the distribution of surface depressions and lakes (Chapter 3), is quite robust and changes negligibly during the 21st century, except in the cases discussed in Section 4.3.2.2. However, the surface relief is predicted to change significantly between 2100-2300 (Section 4.3.2.2). Consequently, neglecting the changing surface relief only causes a 0.8-1.7% underestimation of the total surface lake volume by 2100, but a 13.3% underestimation by 2300. Underestimation of the ice sheet area normalised total volume of surface lakes – i.e. which shows the ice sheet-wide average volume of surface lakes – is larger, 0.8-1.8% and 14.4% respectively (Section 4.3.2.5). Hence, the effects of changing surface relief could be neglected for the majority of the ice sheet, except near the ice sheet margin and in areas where the SIA is inaccurate (e.g. major outlet glaciers) (Vizcaino et al., 2014), when investigating the changing distribution of surface lakes during the 21st century (e.g. Leeson et al., 2015; Ignéczi et al., 2016). Furthermore, my calculations assume that the surface relief has reached steady-state (Ng et al., 2018), whereas in fact the surface relief is a time-lagged response to changes in the perturbation (e.g. bed topography) and background variables (e.g. ice thickness) (Gudmundsson 2003). The relaxation timescale is typically <100 years along ice sheet flowlines, except near the ice divide (Ng et al., 2018). However, the relaxation timescale for longer non-dimensional wavelengths ($\lambda/H$), which have higher amplitudes and thus a larger effect on the surface relief, is just a couple of decades (Ng et al., 2018). Thus, the actual surface relief response to changes in ice thickness and basal slip ratio is expected to lag my surface relief predictions by around a couple of decades. This fact also supports my conclusion that the effects of changing surface relief could be neglected during the 21st century. However, the effects of the changing surface relief should be taken into consideration when projecting the distribution of surface lakes beyond 2100.
4.4.2. Changing surface lake distribution and rapid drainage between 1980-2100 assuming constant surface relief

First, I discuss my surface lake projections for the 21st century assuming fixed ice sheet surface topography (Section 4.3.1), which is valid over this timescale (Section 4.4.1). These projections utilize the surface depression survey, which was derived directly from the GIMP-DEM (Section 3.2.2.1), and are therefore more precise in estimating the volume of surface depressions than the projections which infer the volume of surface depressions indirectly from the surface relief (Section 4.2.2.2). Hence, I consider these projections as the primary source of information about the changing distribution of surface lakes during the 21st century.

Due to regional variations (Section 4.3.1.3), a notable shift in the relative distribution of surface lakes will occur on the GrIS during the 21st century, which has not been indicated by previous projections (Leeson et al., 2015). The W, NW and especially the NE will become the focus of surface lake formation on the GrIS by the end of the 21st century, while the importance of the SW catchment will decline. This could be further enhanced by large-scale climatic effects, such as the recent poleward shift of low albedo and high runoff on the GrIS (Tedesco et al., 2016). However, I have also found that the total volume of surface lakes – and its relative increase – in the different catchments of the GrIS is insensitive to the size and relative increase of the ablation area in the catchments (Fig. 4.7). Hence, I propose that the aforementioned shift in surface lake presence is mainly controlled by the regional distribution of surface depressions (Section 4.3.1.1). Furthermore, correlations corresponding to future predictions – especially in the case of the high climate change scenario, i.e. RCP 8.5 – are weaker than the contemporary correlation (Fig. 4.7). This could be explained by the future expansion of the ELA – and surface lake formation – towards higher elevations. In contrast to low elevations, surface depressions are generally scarce in these regions (Fig. 4.4), except where the bed-to-surface transfer is effective through thick ice e.g. W, NW, NE (Fig. 4.4, Chapter 3). Hence, the availability of surface depressions, controlled by the bed-to-surface transfer (Chapter 3), is expected to become an increasingly important control on the regional distribution of surface lakes in the future.

The contemporary (i.e. 1980-2009) ice sheet-wide mean probability of rapid lake drainage is estimated to be 0.2 (Section 4.3.1.3). This is comparable to the observed relative frequency of rapid lake drainage events across the ice sheet: 13% (Selmes et al., 2011), and in the W and SW: 1-28% (Liang et al., 2012; Morriss et al., 2013; Fitzpatrick
et al., 2014) – equivalent to an overall rapid lake drainage probability of 0.13 and 0.1-0.28 respectively. However, a recent study has shown that previous investigations have underestimated the actual relative percentage of rapid lake drainage events, due to the nebulous definition of rapid lake drainage, the limited availability of satellite imagery, and cloud coverage (Cooley and Christoffersen, 2017). After correcting for the underestimation caused by the aforementioned observation bias, the relative frequency of rapidly draining lakes was estimated to be around 36-45% in West Greenland (Cooley and Christoffersen, 2017), which differs significantly from my estimations (Section 4.3.1.3). This disparity indicates that either the potential for hydrofracture – which depends on the dimensions and the volume of the surface depressions, the thickness and the elastic properties of the ice – or the potential for surface crack presence limits the rapid drainage of surface lakes to a lesser degree than expected. I suggest that the latter is the key factor, as tensile shocks triggered by initial rapid lake drainage events could open up transient surface cracks over large distances (Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018).

I attribute the decreasing overall probability of rapid lake drainage to the expansion of surface lakes towards higher elevations – due to the rising ELA – where the potential for hydrofracture and surface crack presence is lower (Fig 4.5, Section 4.3.1.1). Hence, as more surface lakes form at high elevations the overall rapid drainage probability decreases. This is in line with Poinar et al. (2015), who suggested that rapid lake drainage is hindered above 1600 m in West Greenland due to the limited presence of surface cracks, caused by lower extensive principal strain rates. However, Cooley and Christoffersen (2017) found that the relative frequency of rapid lake drainage does not decrease with elevation – even above 1600 m – in W Greenland, probably due to the effects of tensile shocks (Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018) which are not incorporated into my calculations. Therefore, my results should be considered a conservative estimation of the future frequency of rapid lake drainage on the GrIS. Furthermore, I propose that further investigations about the rapid drainage of high elevation lakes are necessary, as surface lakes are expected to extend inland in the future (e.g. Leeson et al., 2015) and currently only a small number of lakes form at high elevations (Cooley and Christoffersen, 2017) which might limit our current ability to ascertain high elevation lake processes.

In conclusion, I suggest that the spatial distribution of surface depressions – and the proximity of both the contemporary and the projected ELA to up-glacier areas with a high number of surface depressions – is the primary factor controlling the changing
future distribution of surface lakes on the GrIS. As the spatial distribution of surface depressions is highly variable across the GrIS (Section 4.3.1.1), I caution against extrapolating the ice sheet-wide future evolution of surface lakes from a small study area (e.g. Leeson et al., 2015). Although the overall probability of rapid lake drainage is projected to decrease, a strict limit on the absolute number of rapid lake drainage events is not expected for the 21st century even when employing conservative estimations, as the number of surface lakes increases (Section 4.3.1.3, Table 4.5). Hence, I suggest that rapid lake drainages will remain widespread during the 21st century.

4.4.3. Changing surface lake distribution and rapid drainage between 1980-2300, accounting for the effects of the changing surface relief

The contemporary and projected SMB – and thus the ELA – of the MAR v.3.5.2 outputs of Fettweis et al. (2013, 2017) and the SICOPOLIS ice sheet model outputs of Vizcaino et al. (2014) differ considerably. The ELA derived from the outputs of Vizcaino et al. (2014) is higher than the MAR derived ELA in most cases, especially in the NE and W-NW (Figs. 4.4 and 4.15A). This is not surprising, given that the ice sheet surface topography is fixed in the MAR simulations (Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017), whereas SICOPOLIS incorporates the SMB-elevation feedback, which causes negative SMB anomalies over most of the ice sheet (Vizcaíno et al., 2014). Furthermore, the largest decrease in ice thickness – and consequently the strongest elevation-melt feedback – is projected to occur in the NE and W-NW (Fig. 4.9), which explains the aforementioned larger than average difference between the SICOPOLIS and MAR derived ELAs in this region. Besides the differences in the SMB outputs, the spatial dimensions and coverage of the modelled GrIS do not match precisely with the observed contemporary ice sheet. Generally, the modelled ice sheet extends beyond the observed ice sheet margin, though in the NW the situation is the opposite (Vizcaíno et al., 2014). Furthermore, ice sheet-wide total depression volumes calculated from surface relief datasets generally underestimate the ice sheet-wide total surface depression volume derived from the GIMP-DEM (Section 4.3.2.3). Hence, comparing the projected surface lake volumes derived directly from the GIMP-DEM and MAR ELA (Section 4.2.1), with the projected surface lake volumes inferred from the predicted surface relief datasets (Section 4.2.2) and the SICOPOLIS derived ELA (Vizcaíno et al., 2014) for the overlapping time periods is difficult. However, relative changes in the surface lake...
volume – i.e. 2100-2300 compared to the 21st century – can be evaluated from SICOPOLIS outputs, using the approach described in Section 4.2.2.2.

Between 2100-2300 the ice sheet-wide overall rate of surface lake volume increase slows down – compared to the 21st century – according to the SICOPOLIS derived outputs (Section 4.3.2.5). Although the actual magnitudes might differ from my projections (Table 4.10) – due to the factors discussed above – this scenario is likely for the following reasons. Firstly, surface depressions are generally scarce at high elevations in the interior of the GrIS, especially in the N and SW, according to both the GIMP-DEM and SICOPOLIS derived surface depression datasets (Figs. 4.4 and 4.13A). Thus a given increase in the ELA has a smaller effect on the total volume of surface lakes after 2100 as the ELA already attains a high elevation by 2100. Secondly, both the MAR and the SICOPOLIS SMB projections indicate that the ELA does not expand significantly into the ice sheet interior in S, SE and E catchments during the 21st century or between 2100-2300 (Vizcaino et al., 2014; Fettweis et al., 2013). Hence, surface depressions in this region – which have a significant total volume in the SE and E – are unlikely to host many lakes even after 2100 (Section 4.3.1.1 and Section 4.3.1.3), limiting the increase of the ice sheet-wide total surface lake volume. Finally, the shrinking size of the ice sheet, which is significant between 2100 and 2300, also limits the overall increase in surface lake volume (Sections 4.3.2.4 and 4.3.2.5).

On the other hand, GIMP-DEM derived projections suggest that only 36.7% of the full potential surface lake volume is attained in the NE by 2100 (Table 4.3). The situation is similar in the W and NW, though here a higher percentage (~51%) of the full potential surface lake volume is attained by 2100 (Table 4.3). Although these projections – using MAR outputs – do not account for the intensive positive feedback between melt and elevation in these regions (Vizcaino et al. 2014) which might cause a larger expansion of surface lakes than projected (Section 4.3.1), there is a large potential for surface lake expansion in these regions after 2100. Furthermore, around 13.3% of the ice sheet-wide total surface lake volume increase between 1980 and 2300 – as opposed to 0.8-1.7% between 1980 and 2100 – is caused by the increasing surface relief and consequently the increasing surface depression volume (Section 4.4.1). The largest relative increase in surface depression volumes – due to the changing surface relief – is observed in the W, NW and NE between 2100-2300, which further enhances the potential for surface lake expansion in this region beyond 2100 (Fig. 4.13). This is mostly due to the larger than average thinning of the ice sheet in this region (Fig. 4.9), partly due to the intensive melt-elevation feedback (Vizcaino et al., 2014).
conclusion, I suggest that most of the surface lake volume increase after 2100 occurs in the NE and to a lesser degree in the W-NW due to the high number of depressions in the interior of the GrIS in these catchments. This is caused by the efficient contemporary bed-to-surface transfer in these regions – enabling the formation of a high number of depressions at high elevations – which is also projected to increase in the future.

Changing surface relief and ice thickness also affect the spatial extent of the region where hydrofracture is likely (‘likely’ hydrofracture is defined in Section 4.2.1.2). Greater surface relief makes surface depressions smaller and deeper (Fig. 4.2), slightly decreasing their mean volume (Fig. 4.14). At the same time, the horizontal length of water-filled cracks – corresponding to surface depressions – also decreases due to the smaller depression area. Furthermore, the thinning ice sheet – which is the predominant driver of the surface relief increase (Section 4.4.1) – causes the depth of water-filled cracks to decrease. Hence, similar to surface depressions, the volume of potential water-filled cracks decreases, but at a higher rate than the mean volume of surface depressions. Therefore, the region where hydrofracture is likely extends during 1980-2300, especially after 2100, though this extension is small (Fig. 4.16). Despite this finding, I propose that the overall probability of rapid lake drainage will continue to fall after 2100 due to the continuing inland expansion of surface lakes, caused by the rising ELA (Fig. 4.15). This leads to increasing average ice thickness directly beneath surface lakes, which limits the overall potential for hydrofracture (Fig. 4.16). Furthermore, the inland expansion of surface lakes and the increasing size of the ablation area also cause a decrease in the relative spatial coverage of high principal strain rates (i.e. above +0.005 yr\(^{-1}\)) below the ELA (Table 4.11), as principal strain rates are generally low at high elevations (Poinar et al., 2015). Thus, the overall potential for surface crack presence also decreases, even after 2100.

The aforementioned processes are similar to those that were discussed in relation to the changing probability of rapid lake drainage during the 21st century (Section 4.4.2). However, the inland expansion of surface lakes slows after 2100, and thus the rate of increase in the effects that reduce the overall potential for hydrofracture and surface crack presence will also become smaller (Section 4.3.2.5, Table 4.11). Hence, the rate of decrease in the overall probability of rapid lake drainage is likely to slow as well after 2100. Future increases in the spatial coverage of high principal strain rates – and thus surface cracks (e.g. Colgan et al., 2011) – are, however, likely to be underestimated by the SICOPOLIS ice sheet model (Vizcaino et al., 2014), as the SIA neglects several factors which enhance extensional strain and crevassing, e.g.
longitudinal and transverse stress fields, hydrologically induced ice flow accelerations (Colgan et al., 2011; Stevens et al., 2015). This, in addition to the potential effects of tensile shocks (already discussed in Section 4.4.2), suggests that my estimations are conservative.

4.4.4. Consequences of the changing surface lake distribution on ice sheet mass balance and dynamics

The predicted expansion of surface lakes during and beyond the 21st century is likely to impact on the dynamics and mass balance of the GrIS. The projected future expansion of low albedo surface lakes towards high elevations (Section 4.3) will reduce the albedo and enhance surface melting over larger regions of the GrIS (Greuell et al., 2002; Lüthje et al., 2006; Tedesco et al., 2012). This is especially interesting when considering a potential saddle collapse on the GrIS, i.e. a runaway melt-elevation feedback occurring on a lowering saddle between two ice domes (Gregoire et al., 2012). According to ice sheet model projections (Vizcaino et al., 2014), two saddles will start to develop on the GrIS by 2300 due to intensive ice thinning near the ice sheet divide between the NW, NE and the SW, SE catchments (Fig. 4.9). The northerly saddle is especially important as the focus of surface lake presence – and thus lake induced albedo-melt feedback – is projected to shift towards this region (Figs. 4.6 and 4.15), due to the rising ELA and the high number of large surface depressions at high elevations. Although the contemporary bed-to-surface transfer is already efficient in this region – enabling the formation of high elevation depressions (Chapter 3) – the transfer is projected to enhance after 2100 due to ice thinning (Figs. 4.9 and 4.13). Thus even more surface depressions and lakes are expected to form in this region by 2300. In conclusion, the future expansion of low-albedo surface lakes – and the more prevalent presence of surface meltwater – is expected to enhance the melt-elevation feedback which could also set up a positive feedback with bed-to-surface transfer. This process is potentially another, so far overlooked, aspect of saddle collapse.

Besides the albedo effect, surface lakes could also influence ice flow (Section 1.1). The net influence of surface lakes on ice flow depends on two key considerations: the ability of surface lakes to drain to the bed through thick ice; and the seasonal/interannual evolution of the subglacial drainage system controlled by the net effects of the basal water pressure variations (e.g. Sole et al., 2013; Tedstone et al., 2015; Hoffman et al., 2017; Nienow et al., 2017) (Section 1.1). According to my
findings rapid lake drainage will remain widespread on the GrIS (Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3), especially at lower elevations. Although rapid lake drainage at high elevations could be somewhat hindered due to the lower potential for surface crack formation, there are factors which suggest that high elevation lakes could also drain rapidly to the ice sheet bed (Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3). Firstly, the theoretical expectation of Krawczynski et al. (2009) that hydrofracture and rapid lake drainage through thick ice is possible in most cases, has been confirmed by my calculations (Sections 4.2.1.2 and 4.2.2.2), which show that hydrofracture is likely or possible over most of the GrIS (Figs. 4.4 and 4.16). Secondly, despite the proposed rarity of surface cracks at high elevations (Fig. 4.4) – inferred from conservative estimations based on principal strain rates (Section 4.2.1.2) – several factors (e.g. tensile shocks) could enhance surface crack formation (discussed in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3). Hence, in agreement with satellite derived observations (Cooley and Christoffersen, 2017), I suggest that rapid lake drainage events – and thus the influence of surface lakes on ice flow – could be common at high elevations, where a significant expansion of surface lakes is expected by 2300.

Whether the rapid drainage of surface lakes leads to ice flow acceleration or self-regulation is equivocal (Section 1.1). At high elevations, hydraulic gradients are lower – due to lower surface slopes – and ice is thicker, thus creep closure of subglacial channels and cavities is also likely to be faster than at low elevations (Chandler et al., 2013; Tedstone et al., 2015). Furthermore, I propose that the magnitude and spatiotemporal variance of surface-to-bed meltwater pulses are larger at high elevations. This is based on several considerations which apply to high elevations: (i) depressions and lakes are large and clustered (Sections 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.2.4) due to the strong spatial variance in the effectiveness of bed-to-surface transfer through thick ice (Chapter 3), (ii) tensile shocks are more important in triggering rapid lake drainage events (Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018), (iii) and surface-to-bed meltwater transport is controlled predominantly by the rapid drainage of surface lakes as opposed to drainage through pre-existing crevasses (e.g. Clason et al., 2015). Hence, I suggest that the formation of effective subglacial drainage systems is hindered, and the spatiotemporally varying surface-to-bed meltwater injections overwhelm the subglacial system more easily at high elevations (e.g. Bartholomew et al., 2012; van de Wal et al., 2015). Furthermore, rapid lake drainage events might also cause significant cryohydrological warming at high elevations, due to the presence of frozen bed and/or cold ice in the ice column (Phillips et al., 2010; Doyle et al., 2014; Harrington et al,
2015; MacGregor et al., 2016). In conclusion, I propose that the projected inland expansion of surface lakes could cause net ice flow acceleration at high elevations. This effect is likely the strongest in the W, NW and NE, as the largest inland expansion of surface lakes is projected for these catchments (Figs. 4.6 and 4.15). The proposed net acceleration could also complement the aforementioned positive feedbacks between elevation, melt, albedo, ice thickness, bed-to-surface transfer, and depression/lake formation in these regions, and might be an additional factor contributing to saddle collapse.

At lower elevations, e.g. below 1100 m in SW Greenland (Tedstone et al., 2015), conditions are currently favourable for the formation of efficient subglacial drainage systems. Accordingly, increased surface melting currently causes net ice flow deceleration (i.e. self-regulation) in these regions (van de Wal et al., 2008, 2015; Sole et al., 2013; Tedstone et al., 2015) (Section 1.1). My projections focus on the inland expansion of surface lakes, and thus are not suitable to predict the intricate changes in surface lake distribution and volume at low elevations. However, in a warming climate, with greater melt volumes and longer melt seasons, efficient subglacial drainage and ice flow self-regulation is likely to remain prevalent at low elevations across the GrIS (e.g. Tedstone et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the GrIS might react differently to a warming climate – and thus increased surface melting – at marine terminating sections of the ice sheet margin (Section 1.1). Greater surface-to-bed meltwater injections and subglacial meltwater transport – originating locally and/or from higher elevations due to the inland expansion of surface lakes – might lead to larger and more persistent meltwater plumes emerging from the grounding lines of tidewater glaciers. This could then cause more intensive calving and terminus retreat, especially if coastal water is warming as well (e.g. Cowton et al., 2015, 2018). In conclusion, the response of the GrIS to increased surface lake presence and surface-to-bed meltwater transport likely differs between regions and elevations – though more information is needed to precisely ascertain these differences – thus the net effect on GrIS mass balance is uncertain (e.g. Shannon et al., 2013).

4.5. Summary

The total volume and regional distribution of surface depressions can be inferred from the predicted surface relief of the GrIS calculated using SICOPOLIS outputs, though the total volume of surface depressions is underestimated by ~24%. Hence,
projections calculated from the predicted surface relief and the SICOPOLIS derived ELA can be used to infer the changing future distribution of surface lakes. My calculations demonstrate that surface relief increases during the 21st century on the GrIS, but these changes are small and have a negligible effect on the total volume of surface lakes. Neglecting the changing surface relief causes only a 0.8-1.7% underestimation of the total volume of surface lakes during the 21st century (0.8-1.8% when surface lake volumes are normalised by the ice sheet area). Hence, projections based on the GIMP-DEM and MAR derived ELA are valid for the 21st century. However, the surface relief increases significantly between 2100 and 2300, exerting a stronger effect on surface lake volumes. Neglecting the changing surface relief causes a 13.3% underestimation of the total volume of surface lakes during 2100-2300 (14.4% when surface lake volumes are normalised by ice sheet area). Hence, surface lake projections beyond 2100 should account for the changing surface relief, and consequently the changing volume of surface depressions.

Although the SICOPOLIS derived surface lake projections are more comprehensive, I propose that the projections based on the GIMP-DEM and MAR derived ELA should be considered as the primary source of information about the changing future distribution of surface lakes during the 21st century. This is because these projections are likely to be more accurate than the SICPOLIS derived projections – e.g. due to the direct calculation of surface depression volume – and the effect of changing surface relief on surface lake volumes is small during the 21st century. The GIMP-DEM and MAR-ELA derived projections indicate that the ice sheet-wide total volume of surface lakes – i.e. the maximum volume of meltwater that could be contained in surface lakes during a given melt season – increases by around 172-270% during the 21st century. Due to regional variations in surface lake expansion, the focus of surface lake presence is predicted to shift from the SW to the W, NW and NE, while surface lakes remain rare in the S, SE and E during the 21st century. According to the SICOPOLIS derived projections, these trends continue between 2100 and 2300, though the rate of overall surface lake volume increase slows after 2100. The aforementioned shift of surface lakes from the SW to the W, NW and NE is also facilitated by the larger than average increase of surface relief – and consequently surface depression volume – in these regions after 2100. Although the position and the inland expansion of the ELA are important, the size and relative increase of the ablation area are not the main factors that control the future regional distribution of surface lakes. Instead the key factors are
the spatial distribution of surface depressions, and shifts of the ELA in regions where surface depressions are abundant.

Realistic estimations of the contemporary ice sheet-wide probability of rapid lake drainage were calculated from the dimensions of surface depressions, the thickness of the ice beneath the depressions, the width profiles of potential water-filled crevasses – based on elastic fracture mechanics – and the principal strain rate of the ice flow. As surface lakes expand into the interior of the GrIS, the ice sheet wide mean probability of rapid lake drainage is expected to decrease, though at a slower rate after 2100, due to the limited presence of surface cracks at high elevations. Despite reduction in the chances of individual lakes draining, the number of rapid lake drainage events increases during this period – especially between 1980 and 2100 – due to the greater number of surface lakes that are expected to form. However, the exact processes governing the rapid drainage of surface lakes – especially at high elevations – are still a subject of intensive research (e.g. Cooley and Christoffersen, 2017; Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018). Hence, these results only represent an initial conservative estimation of future changes of rapid lake drainage probability and frequency across the GrIS, based on the most fundamental processes known to affect the rapid drainage of surface lakes.

Surface lakes enhance surface melting due to their lower albedo. This feedback is expected to be the strongest in the W, NW and NE, where projections indicate the largest surface lake expansion. Close to the ice sheet margin across the GrIS – especially at land terminating sections – the rapid drainage of surface lakes is likely to cause a net deceleration of the ice flow in the future, similar to the current situation in SW Greenland. However, the rapid drainage of lakes could also cause a net acceleration of the ice flow in regions where surface lakes expand far into the interior the ice sheet, which is expected in the W, NW and NE. These regions may also be susceptible for a future saddle collapse. Nevertheless, further work is needed to fully understand the net effects of rapid lake drainage on ice dynamics – especially at high elevations and tidewater glaciers – and to test my suggestions about these effects.
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS

5.1. Summary of the main findings

Below, I summarise my results into 7 principal findings. These relate to the application of the bed-to-surface transfer theory (Conclusions 1-2), the spatial-structure of surface drainage (Conclusion 3), and the changing future distribution of surface lakes (Conclusions 4-7).

1.) The surface relief of the GrIS is predominantly controlled by the bed-to-surface transfer of bed topographical variations, and thus can be predicted using existing theory.

The observed and predicted surface topographical undulations calculated along 5138 non-uniform flowlines on the GrIS represent a significant advancement in the empirical testing of the bed-to-surface transfer theory, as previous tests were spatially limited, i.e. 2 non-uniform (Ng et al., 2018) and 17 closely uniform (De Rydt et al., 2013) glacier flowlines. The spatial pattern of the observed surface relief is reproduced qualitatively by my calculations, which indicate the general success of the theory. Furthermore, sensitivity tests show that bed topography – along with modulating factors: ice thickness, basal slip ratio and surface slope – is the predominant control on the surface relief, while basal slipperiness perturbations only exert a secondary influence (accounting for less than <25% of the surface relief).

2.) Discrepancies between the observed and predicted surface relief conform to known limitations of the transfer theory and the input datasets.

Although the observed and predicted surface relief exhibit a reasonable linear relationship, the considerable mean absolute error (14.9 m) and the spatial pattern of the relief anomaly – i.e. spectral-mean difference between the observed and predicted CWT of surface undulation amplitudes – suggest several sources of uncertainty. These include unknown basal slipperiness perturbations, uncertainties of the bed topography and basal slip ratio datasets, surface processes on the ice sheet, the assumption of a linearly viscous fully temperate ice, and 3D effects on the transfer of basal variability. The spatial pattern of the relief anomaly was consistent with the expected effects caused by these factors. Despite the discrepancies, the surface relief can be predicted with acceptable accuracy using the non-stationary extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003)
transfer theory (Ng et al., 2018). Furthermore, the spatial pattern of the relief anomaly can also be used to identify poorly resolved bed topography, e.g. undiscovered subglacial valleys in the SE where positive amplitude anomalies align with high strain rates and disconnected subglacial depressions (Section 2.4.2.4).

3.) The large-scale spatial structure of surface drainage is preconditioned by the bed-to-surface transfer of bed topographical variations.

The observed surface relief calculated from mesoscale surface topographical undulations – themselves controlled by bed topography – influences the large-scale spatial structure of the surface drainage, by delineating the maximum potential spatial distribution of surface drainage features. Other factors – such as surface runoff – modulate this control mainly through determining the seasonal evolution of surface drainage, i.e. to what degree the maximum coverage of surface drainage elements is attained at a certain location and at a given time. Although all key elements of the surface drainage system – i.e. surface lakes and streams, moulins – have been shown to correlate with surface relief, the strongest control was observed in the case of surface lakes. As surface relief is predominantly controlled by the bed-to-surface transfer of basal topographical perturbations, the large-scale spatial structure of surface drainage is also influenced by bed topography and the factors modulating bed-to-surface transfer (i.e. ice thickness, basal slip ratio, surface slope). As it is possible to predict the surface relief using the non-stationary extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003) transfer theory, the spatial structure of surface drainage can also be inferred using this method.

4.) Changing surface relief only exerts a significant effect on the predicted volume of surface lakes after 2100.

Although the surface relief of the GrIS is projected to change during the 21st century – due to evolving ice thickness, basal slip ratio and surface slope – these changes are generally small. Accordingly, neglecting changes in the surface relief only causes 0.8-1.7% underestimation of the ice sheet-wide total surface lake volume during the 21st century (0.8-1.8% when surface lake volumes are normalised by the ice sheet area). Hence, surface lake projections for the 21st century could neglect changing surface topography. However, surface relief changes significantly between 2100 and 2300; neglecting the changing surface relief causes a 13.3% underestimation of the ice sheet-wide total surface lake volume by 2300 (14.4% when surface lake volumes are
normalised by the ice sheet area). Thus, surface lake projections beyond 2100 should take the changing ice surface topography into consideration, especially in regions where the increase in surface relief – and thus surface depression volume – is the largest (e.g. W, NW and NE).

5.) Surface lakes are projected to expand inland significantly by the end of the 23rd century, while the focus of lake presence shifts to the W, NW and NE.

The maximum volume of meltwater that could be contained in surface lakes – during a given melt season – is projected to increase with 172-270% by 2100 on the GrIS (compared to 1980-2010), according to the GIMP-DEM and MAR-ELA derived projections. The increase of surface lake volume is not uniform across the GrIS; the focus of surface lake presence will shift to the W, NW and NE – from the SW – by the end of the 21st century due to different regional trends. These trends continue between 2100 and 2300, though the rate of increase in surface lake volume slows after 2100 due to the more restricted presence of surface depressions at high elevations. Furthermore, the changing surface relief – which is the largest in the W, NW and NE – is projected to reinforce the regional shift in surface lake distribution from the SW to the W, NW and NE, especially after 2100.

6.) The changing future distribution of surface lakes is predominantly controlled by the distribution of surface depressions, and the efficiency of bed-to-surface transfer.

The size (and relative increase) of the ablation area per catchment correlates weakly with the total volume (and relative increase) of surface lakes, according to the GIMP-DEM and MAR-ELA derived projections. Furthermore, these correlations are lower as surface lakes expand further inland in the future (Section 4.3.1.3). Hence, regional variations in the rate of surface lake expansion are mostly attributed to regional differences in the distribution of surface depressions, controlled by the bed-to-surface transfer (e.g. high bed roughness and basal slip ratio cause the abundance of surface depressions at high elevations on the NEGIS, which then leads to a large inland expansion of surface lakes). This is expected to become increasingly important in the future when the ELA expands far into the interior of the GrIS, where surface depression are scarcer and thus pose an increasingly important limiting factor for surface lake formation.
7.) The inland expansion of surface lakes is expected to enhance surface melting and accelerate ice flow at high elevations.

The inland expansion of low albedo surface lakes is expected to contribute to the melt-elevation feedback on the GrIS. This feedback is projected to be the strongest in the W, NW and NE (e.g. Vizcaino et al., 2014), where the inland expansion of surface lakes is also the largest, potentially contributing to a future saddle collapse. The influence of surface lakes on ice flow dynamics, especially at high elevations, is dependent on the ability of lakes to drain rapidly to the ice sheet bed. The overall probability of rapid lake drainage is projected to decrease between by 2300 due to the inland expansion of lakes and the lower potential for rapid lake drainage at high elevations. However, the overall frequency of rapid lake drainage is likely to remain stable due to the increasing number of lakes. Furthermore, my estimations ignore several processes – especially at high elevations – that could facilitate rapid lake drainage, e.g. tensile shocks (Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018). Hence, I propose that rapid lake drainage, and thus influence on ice flow, will remain widespread on the GrIS and will not be strongly limited to lower elevations. Although the effect of rapid lake drainage on ice flow dynamics is equivocal – either ice flow acceleration or self-regulation – I propose that ice flow acceleration in response to the inland expansion of surface lakes is likely at high elevations, as the formation of efficient subglacial drainage is hindered in those regions. On the other hand, ice flow self-regulation is likely to occur at low elevations in response to climate warming, though these regions were not in the focus of my investigation.

5.2. Main limitations of the study

To reach the conclusions that are summarised above (Section 5.1), several sources of uncertainty were considered throughout the thesis. Here, I summarise these sources which fall into 4 categories.

1.) Inherent limitations of the bed-to-surface transfer theory

The primary source of uncertainty in my thesis is related to the inherent limitations of Gudmundsson’s (2003) bed-to-surface transfer theory and its non-stationary extension by Ng et al. (2018), as this theory was used to predict the surface relief of the GrIS in all major chapters of the thesis (i.e. Chapter 2, 3 and 4). The bed-to-
surface transfer equations were formulated using the full Stokes equations and perturbation theory by assuming steady, plane-parallel ice flow and constant ice viscosity (Gudmundsson, 2003). The non-stationary extension of the original theory – circumventing the plane-parallel ice flow assumption – was derived by considering Gudmundsson’s (2003) transfer equations as impulse response functions and applying an approximation based on non-stationary convolution (Ng et al., 2018) (Section 1.2.3). The first and most obvious limitation associated with my approach is the exclusion of surface processes which influence the surface relief of the ice sheet (e.g. wind, spatial variation in surface mass balance and snow/firn compaction rates), as the non-stationary extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003) bed-to-surface transfer theory (Ng et al., 2018) was used exclusively in my thesis to predict the surface relief of the GrIS. However, considering the results of previous studies (e.g. Black and Budd, 1964; Gow and Rowland, 1965; Whillans, 1975; Medley et al., 2015) and the success of my prediction experiments (Chapter 2), I concluded that surface processes only exert a secondary influence on the surface relief of the GrIS (Section 2.4.2.1).

Although the assumption of plane parallel ice flow has been circumvented, the assumption of constant ice viscosity – i.e. a linear stress-strain relationship – and steady ice flow still applies to the non-stationary extension of the bed-to-surface transfer theory (Ng et al., 2018). Numerical experiments by Raymond and Gudmundsson (2005) demonstrated that non-linear ice rheology exerts a quantitative influence on the bed-to-surface transfer, though the qualitative aspects of the transfer functions remain largely the same. Accordingly, the surface relief of the contemporary GrIS – especially its qualitative spatial pattern – was successfully predicted by my calculations (Chapter 2). Furthermore, the spatial pattern of the difference between the observed and predicted mean surface relief was found to be consistent with the expected effects due to the assumption of constant ice viscosity (Sections 2.3.2 and 2.4.2.3). Besides constant ice viscosity, my calculations also assume that the bed-to-surface transfer has reached a steady-state (Ng et al., 2018). Thus, the actual surface relief of the GrIS lags behind my predictions by about a couple of decades (Gudmundsson, 2003; Ng et al., 2018) (Section 4.4.1). However, the relative change in the factors that determine the strength of the bed-to-surface transfer is generally small during this period of time, especially further from the ice sheet margin (e.g. Section 4.2.1). Hence, I propose that the assumption of steady ice flow does not substantially hinder the accuracy of my calculations, this is demonstrated by the success of my contemporary experiments in Chapter 2.
Another key limitation of my study stems from the fact that the bed-to-surface transfer was calculated along ice flowlines. This approach was dictated by the non-stationary extension of Gudmundsson’s (2003) bed-to-surface transfer theory which has only been derived for 2D ice flow, i.e. along ice flowlines (Ng et al., 2018). Previous studies demonstrated that 2D approximations tend to overestimate the strength of the actual 3D bed-to-surface transfer, especially where lateral variations in the basal properties are large (Sergienko, 2012; De Rydt et al., 2013). Despite this well established fact, the surface relief is underestimated over the majority of the ice sheet (92.5%), while overestimation is restricted to smaller areas which are generally close to the ice sheet margin and major subglacial valleys (Section 2.3.2). Hence, I conclude that 3D effects on the bed-to-surface transfer are only significant where lateral variations in the subglacial topography are exceptionally large.

2.) Uncertainties in observed contemporary datasets

Similar to the inherent limitations of the bed-to-surface transfer theory which are discussed above, uncertainties of the contemporary datasets – i.e. datasets that are predominantly based on observations of the present-day GrIS – that were used in my thesis (bed and surface DEMs, basal slip ratios, surface lakes, rivers and moulins derived from satellite imagery) also affect the outcomes of every major chapter (Chapter 2, 3 and 4).

The most significant limitation is caused by the uncertainty of the IceBridge BedMachine Greenland, Version 3 dataset (Morlighem et al., 2017a, 2017b; 150 m grid resolution). The nominal resolution of this bed DEM is suitable to predict the response of GrIS surface topography to basal topographical perturbations, as the bed-to-surface transfer is very weak at wavelengths similar to the spatial resolution of the bed DEM, unless the ice is very thin which only occurs close to the ice sheet margin (Gudmundsson, 2003). However, the actual resolution of the data is spatially inconsistent, and mainly depends on the density of the flight lines along which the ice thickness measurements were made (Morlighem et al., 2017a, 2017b). Hence, my calculations are less precise in regions where flight lines are scarce, and thus basal topographical features are poorly known, e.g. in the ice sheet interior and along the SE Greenland coastline (Morlighem et al., 2017a, 2017b). Accordingly, the surface relief of the GrIS is underestimated in these regions by my calculations (Section 2.3.2). Surface relief projections in Chapter 4 are affected in the same way, as the same bed DEM was
used for these calculations. Conversely, the resolution and accuracy of the GIMP-DEM (Howat et al., 2014; 2017; 30 m grid resolution) – the surface DEM which was used to calculate the observed surface relief of the GrIS – are relatively consistent across the GrIS, and suitable for calculating the surface relief of the ice sheet. Hence, I do not associate significant limitations to its application.

Limitations of the basal slip ratio dataset created by MacGregor et al. (2016) cause a degree of uncertainty in Chapter 2. Basal slip ratios are generally underestimated by this dataset due to the assumption of fully temperate ice throughout the GrIS and the exclusion of summer ice flow accelerations (Section 2.2.2). Two sensitivity tests were carried out in order to estimate the error caused by these assumptions (Section 2.2.7). In accordance with the theory – which predicts weaker bed-to-surface transfer where the basal slip ratio is low (Gudmundsson, 2003) – these tests demonstrated that the underestimation of basal slip ratios leads to the underestimation of the surface relief (Sections 2.3.4 and 2.4.2.2). However, the effects on the surface relief of the GrIS due to the exclusion of summer ice flow accelerations are moderate (~ 6.6%) and restricted to the vicinity of the ice sheet margin (Sections 2.3.4 and 2.4.2.2). Effects due to the assumption of fully temperate ice are generally stronger – especially towards the interior of the ice sheet – though the spatial pattern of the surface relief is not altered significantly (Sections 2.3.4 and 2.4.2.2). Another key limitation of the basal slip ratio dataset is its inability to capture mesoscale basal slipperiness perturbations (Section 2.2.3). However, sensitivity tests (Section 2.2.6) showed that – in accordance with the theory (Gudmundsson, 2003) – the response of the surface topography to basal slipperiness perturbations is small (< 20-25%) compared to the response to basal topographical perturbations of similar phase and magnitude (Sections 2.3.3 and 2.4.1).

Uncertainties caused by the limitations of my surface drainage datasets predominantly affect the results in Chapter 3. Surface lakes, rivers and moulins which were compared with the observed surface relief in SW Greenland (Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3), were derived by Yang and Smith (2016) from Landsat-8 panchromatic imagery (15 m resolution) acquired on 19 August 2013. Although surface lakes could be surveyed from this imagery with high accuracy, a large number of surface rivers and moulins were missed due to their small size (Yang and Smith, 2016). Furthermore, this dataset only provides a one-day snapshot for a small area in SW Greenland, thus it is not possible to investigate the temporal evolution – and maximum coverage – of the surface drainage system across the whole GrIS, and its relation to the surface relief. This
has been circumvented by surveying potential surface lakes, rivers and moulins from surface DEMs – GIMP-DEM (Howat et al., 2014; 2017) – and the MEaSUREs ice flow velocity dataset (Joughin et al., 2010; 2017) (Section 3.2.2). After filtering – to remove the noise introduced by the surface DEM – the surface depression dataset (Section 3.2.2.1) provides a good proxy for surface lakes by delineating their maximum potential distribution (Section 3.3.1). However, the 78 % recall and 31 % precision below the ELA indicate that several factors still hinder the accuracy of the surface depression dataset, e.g. presence of water or ice filled depressions, shallow depressions (within the GIMP-DEM 1σ vertical error), crevasses, moulins, narrow surface channels (Section 3.3.1). The density of the maximum potential river network – i.e. surface channels derived from surface DEMs – is dependent on the choice of the minimum catchment area, though the qualitative spatial distribution is largely unaffected by it (Section 3.3.2.2). Hence, the largest limitation to the accuracy of my potential river dataset – i.e. its alignment with actual surface rivers – is caused by the presence of crevasses (Section 3.4). Using principal strain rates – calculated from winter ice flow velocities – to estimate the maximum distribution of moulins has many advantages (Section 3.2.2.3), though the exclusion of summer ice flow accelerations could lead to a degree of underestimation (e.g. Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018).

3.) Uncertainties in modelled contemporary and future datasets

Datasets that were obtained predominantly via numerical modelling are less frequently used in my thesis. Nevertheless limitations of the SICOPOLIS-derived ice thickness, basal slip ratio and SMB datasets (Vizcaino et al., 2014), and the MAR-derived SMB and surface runoff datasets (Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017) affect the outcomes of Chapter 4 and to a lesser degree Chapter 3.

Contemporary ELA and surface runoff datasets obtained from ERA-Interim forced MAR (Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017), were used to represent current conditions in the surface lake projections assuming constant surface topography (Sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.1), and were used exclusively in Chapter 3. ERA-Interim is a state-of-the-art atmospheric re-analysis – i.e. assimilation of observed data from different sources into forecast models – which provides spatially complete and physically coherent datasets about atmospheric conditions (Dee et al., 2011). Although SMB cannot be derived directly from the ERA-Interim due to its resolution and simplified physics, the MAR – which is a regional climate model developed for polar regions – estimates SMB
successfully (<10% uncertainty) when forced with ERA-Interim data (Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017). In fact, due to the lack of ice sheet wide observations, ERA-Interim forced MAR outputs have been used by several studies as a standard against which other simulations are compared (e.g. Fettweis et al., 2013, 2017). Hence, uncertainty of the contemporary ELAs and surface runoff is expected to be relatively low.

Future SMB projections obtained from MAR – and used for surface lake projections assuming constant surface relief in Chapter 4 (Sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.1) – are less accurate due to the use of general circulation models (GCM) and constant ice surface topography (Fettweis et al., 2013). However, Fettweis et al. (2013) only published the outputs of the three best performing – against historical ERA-Interim forced outputs – GCMs. Furthermore, the MIROC5 forced SMB projections are close to the multi-model mean – calculated from 30 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 GCMs – while the NorESM1 and CanESM2 systematically over- and underestimates it, respectively (Fettweis et al., 2013). Hence, using MAR projections forced by all three GCMs provides a good envelope of output for my surface lake projections. Fettweis et al. (2013) proposed that the uncertainty caused by using constant ice surface topography – and thus the exclusion of the melt-elevation feedback – is relatively low, causing around 8% additional mass loss. However, this effect could be more significant in some regions of the ice sheet – e.g. in NE Greenland (Vizcaino et al., 2014) – as discussed in Section 4.4.3.

Surface lake projections, which incorporate the effects of the changing surface relief (Section 4.2.2 and 4.3.2), are affected by the limitations of the datasets obtained from SICOPOLIS ice sheet modelling (Vizcaino et al., 2014). Although the SICOPOLIS based GrIS model of Vizcaino et al. (2014) is fully coupled to an atmosphere-ocean model and unphysical corrections were not employed (Section 4.2.2.1), the limited resolution, simplified representation of surface processes (e.g. no coupling between surface albedo and snowfall), and application of SIA hinders its performance (Vizcaino et al., 2014). This is demonstrated by the fact that the modelled contemporary GrIS extends beyond the observed ice sheet in most cases, except in the NW (Vizcaino et al., 2014). Historical SICOPOLIS simulations also underestimate observed GrIS mass loss between 1990 and 2013 – which is mainly attributed to the acceleration of outlet glaciers driven by ocean forcing (Joughin et al., 2012; Moon et al., 2012; Shepherd et al., 2012) – due to exclusion of longitudinal stress fields and simplified representation of tidewater glaciers (Vizcaino et al., 2014). Hence, future changes, especially around major outlet glaciers, might also be underestimated.
(Vizcaino et al., 2014). I have mitigated these problems by handling surface lake projections based on SICOPOLIS model results (Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.2) separately from the projections that are based on the observed contemporary ice sheet topography and MAR SMB projections (Sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.1). Another key limitation is that basal slipperiness perturbations cannot be derived from SICOPOLIS simulation outputs due to the limited spatial resolution and usage of SIA (Section 4.2.2.1). However, this is similar to the contemporary situation (Section 2.2.3), and thus the quality of my results in Section 4.3.2 are consistent with the contemporary calculations in Chapter 2 (Sections 2.2.6 and 2.3.6).

4.) Uncertainty associated with the projection of surface lake distribution, volume and rapid drainage

My surface lake projections – using both constant and evolving ice surface topography (Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) – assume that all depressions below the ELA host lakes. Although the inland expansion of surface lakes correlates well with the rising ELA (Howat et al., 2013) and the majority (~80%) of contemporary surface lakes form below the ELA (Section 3.3.1), this approach excludes high elevation surface lakes and might overestimate surface lake distribution below the ELA as not all depressions host lakes, e.g. due to the presence of perennial crevasses, moulins and narrow surface channels (Section 3.3.1). Based on the ice sheet-wide ratio of surface lakes below the ELA (81%), and the ice sheet wide recall (78%) and precision (68% when weighed by the volume of depression), I proposed in Section 3.3.1 that the overall uncertainty of my surface lake volume projections is below 40%.

My surface lake projections (Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) also assume that surface depressions below the ELA uniformly fill up with meltwater to 20% of their full volume. This assumption is based on comparisons between the seasonal maximum volume of surface lakes – derived from MODIS imagery – and the volume of their host surface depressions (Section 4.2.1.1). Although the seasonal evolution of surface lakes is disregarded by my projections, it provides a robust estimation of the maximum volume of meltwater that could be injected to the ice sheet bed via the rapid drainage of surface lakes during a given melt season. Nevertheless, the uniform value of meltwater infilling proportion introduces uncertainty into my projections, as this statistic was shown to vary across the GrIS, with lower latitudes experiencing higher percentages (Section 4.3.1.2). As 20% is lower than the ice sheet-wide median meltwater infilling
proportion and the climate is expected to become warmer, my surface lake volume projections are conservative (Section 4.3.1.2).

Two other sources of uncertainty only affect certain aspects of my surface lake projections. Firstly, the conversion of surface relief to net depression volume limits the accuracy of my surface lake projections incorporating the effects of changing surface topography (Section 4.3.2). As shown by tests on the contemporary GrIS, the observed volume of surface depressions is underestimated by my calculations, which convert the surface relief to surface depression volume (Section 4.3.2.4). Secondly, my calculations estimating the probability of rapid lake drainage – similar in the case of constant and evolving surface topography (Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2) – are limited by the exclusion of tensile shock events (e.g. Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018), summer ice flow accelerations, and the poorly quantified elastic shear modulus of ice across the GrIS (Section 4.2.1.3). Due to these factors, the probability of rapid lake drainage is potentially underestimated by my calculations. This is confirmed by comparisons with the observed relative frequency of rapid lake drainage on the GrIS, which – after correcting for the observational bias (Cooley and Christoffersen, 2017) – are generally higher than my estimations (Section 4.4.2).

5.3. Future work

There are several ways to improve the accuracy of my calculations and to open up further research avenues. Firstly, the precision of surface lake projections might be improved by employing a more sophisticated projection approach, instead of simply assuming that every depression below the ELA fills up uniformly with meltwater (Section 4.2.1). Section 4.3.1.2 demonstrated that the meltwater infilling proportion of surface depressions varies with latitude. Hence, it is a reasonable to assume that a more negative SMB – indicative of larger surface melt – leads to higher meltwater infilling proportions. This could be investigated by creating a large database of maximum (within a given melt season) surface lake volumes – similar to the one I created in Section 4.2.1.1, but over a larger region and a longer time period – and compare it with the volumes of the host depressions and the SMB. If a significant correlation is found, SMB could be used to infer the meltwater infilling proportion of surface depressions, even if they are above the ELA. This is a promising way to simply improve the precision of surface lake projections, which would not only benefit investigations on the GrIS, but would make it more feasible to conduct such studies on the Antarctic Ice
Sheet (AIS). The latter is especially important given the recent publication of a high resolution ice sheet-wide surface DEM (Howat et al., 2018), and recent studies demonstrating that surface lakes might be more important and widespread on the AIS than previously assumed (Banwell et al., 2013, 2014, Kingslake et al., 2017).

Another way to widen the scope of this work is to carry out the approach of Chapter 2 on the AIS. This possibility is somewhat hindered by the lack of an ice sheet-wide high resolution bed DEM, as Bedmap2 – which is the best continental-scale bed DEM of the AIS – is based on unevenly distributed ice thickness measurements, and only has a resolution of 5 km (Fretwell et al., 2013). However, high resolution bed DEMs are available for certain smaller regions of the AIS, e.g. the Pine Island Glacier (Bingham et al., 2017). Although this would be an incremental step, applying the technique on flowlines covering a wider range of glaciological parameters – which is likely the case on the AIS, especially due to the more widespread presence of ice streams compared to the GrIS – might reveal additional insights regarding the precision of the non-stationary bed-to-surface transfer theory (Ng et al., 2018), which could inform more ambitious future investigations. One of these is the potential extension of the non-stationary bed-to-surface transfer theory – which is currently solved only for ice flowlines – to 3D (Ng et al., 2018). A preliminary study on the AIS using the available theory might reveal the full-scale of the potential benefits of such a theoretical advancement, which are likely moderate on the GrIS according to my conclusions (Section 2.4).

Another promising avenue is the application of the non-stationary bed-to-surface transfer theory to carry out inversions for basal slipperiness perturbations using perturbations in the surface topography, surface velocity and bed topography – this approach could be more computationally efficient than previous numerical inversions (Section 1.2.3). The theoretical foundations have already been outlined by Ng et al. (2018), though further work is needed on the optimisation procedure which offsets the complications caused by the uncertainties of bed topography, and the weak dependence of surface topography and velocity perturbations on basal slipperiness perturbations (Ng et al., 2018).

The approach outlined in this thesis could also be used to estimate the spatiotemporal evolution of the surface drainage network on palaeo ice sheets (Section 1.2.4), as the mesoscale surface topographical variations – which control the routing of surface meltwater (Chapter 3) – can be predicted without solving the computationally expensive full Stokes equations at high resolution (Chapter 2). This is perhaps the most
An interesting potential research avenue as the short observational window – i.e. a couple of decades – of hydro-dynamical processes is a key limitation that currently hinders our understanding of the long-term (centennial to millennial) net effects of hydrology on ice sheet evolution (Section 1.1). Comparing the reconstructed spatiotemporal changes of the surface drainage network with reconstructed subglacial meltwater pathways (e.g. Livingstone et al., 2013), empirical ice sheet retreat rates, and subglacial meltwater landforms might provide a solution for the problem discussed above and could also provide insights into the genesis of subglacial landforms. The recent publication of good quality, high resolution DEMs of formerly glaciated areas – e.g. the ArcticDEM (Release 5, DigitalGlobe Inc., 2017) – and the quickly improving precision and spatiotemporal resolution of empirically constrained palaeo ice sheet reconstructions (e.g. Clark et al., 2012; Hughes et al., 2016) provide a good basis for such investigations.
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